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lenges aplenty for every shooter
wherever they went on the club
grounds that kept them busy from
morning until evening.

If you didn’t want to shoot on
Thursday, or didn’t show up on
Wednesday with a bunch of other
folks to take Jimmy Spurs, SASS
#65014, Top Gun Shooting School
with guest instructor, Deuce
Stevens, SASS #55996, there were

still options for entertainment and
interaction.  The first was Wild Bill
Blackerby’s array of vendors
where goods and services from
cowboy clothing to cowboy guns
were on offer.  Rumored water taxi
service was not needed this year
nor were duckboards or waders.
Notorious weather jinx, Dead
Head, SASS #29768, must have

built around the “Shady Ladies of
the Old West” and featured stages
illuminating the fairer sex who just
happened to be gamblers, madams,
gunfighters, rustlers, or brand of
outlaws.  Not left out were those
who tried to go straight and failed
or who became caught up in bad
marriages that left few options but
to take up with notorious men on
the wrong side of the law.  Includ-
ing such colorful characters as
Squirrel Tooth Alice, Sally Skull,
Big Nose Kate, Cattle Annie, and
Little Britches, as well the better
known Etta Place who was a regu-
lar fixture in the infamous Wild
Bunch of Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid, just to name a few.

The Pelham Fish and Game
Club facility has been the home of
the Nor’easter from its inception;
the hard working crew of organiz-
ers who gather there continue to
improve the match and welcome
shooters from the region and be-
yond.  Included this year, along
with the 10-stage main match were
the “run what you brung” stages of
our Thursday mini-matches for
shooters who wanted to participate
in Wild Bunch, Plainsman, or “The
Squall” for standard categories.
Add in speed events, long range,
cowboy trap, the .22 gallery, pocket
pistol … Well there were chal-

elham, NH, July 26 –
29, 2012 – “Thanks for
all the hard work.  Had
a ball.  Great shoot.  This

match just keeps getting better and
better.  We’ll be back next year.”
When you hear words like these
from cowboys and cowgirls not only
after but also during a match, you
feel good about the work you’ve
done.  So it was at the Great
Nor’easter of 2012.  Local ammuni-
tion manufacturer “AMMO2U” was
this year’s Main Match Sponsor
providing ammo specifically de-
signed for Cowboy Action Shoot -
ing™.  If you were lucky enough to
draw the right door prize number
you won a box of ammo you could
actually use in the match!

The theme of the match was

GREAT NOR’EASTER 2012
P

The “Nor’easter” just keeps getting better and better!  
This year the weather cooperated and the match ran smoothly.  
This four-day event was action packed everyday, ensuring 

everyone had an opportunity to engage in as much shooting as 
they could handle.  Blackpowder competitor, Iron Pony, is seen here 

working for his “Wicked Good Shooter” belt buckle!

Sign-up Today!

SASS CONVENTION

(See pages 38,39)

By Iron Pony, SASS #36769

SASS NEW ENGLAND Regional

(Continued on page 50)
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Only in New Mexico!  Roswell, the site of the 2014 New Mexico SASS 
Cowboy Action Championships, is also the location of John Chisum’s 
famous cattle operation, and where Billy the Kid took John’s cattle in 

payment for services he felt rendered … but, it is also home to … ALIENS!
No, not the south of the border kind, but more the “out of this world” kind.

This pristine new cowboy range is home to not only a great shooting 
program, but also to “little green men.”  Plan to join the fun in 2014!

SASS® Trademarks
SaSS®, Single action Shooting Society®,

end of trail®, eOt®, 

The Cowboy Chro nicletm, 

Cowboy action Shootingtm, 

CaStm, Wild bunchtm, 

Wild bunch action Shootingtm, 

the World Championship of 

Cowboy action Shootingtm, 

bow-legged Cowboy design, and the

rocking horse design 

are all trademarks of 

the Single action Shooting Society, inc. 

Any use or reproduction of these marks

without the express written permission 

of SASS is strictly prohibited.



The Range Officer Committee is an
important part of SASS’ effort to
maintain stability and consistency
within the Cowboy Action Shoot-
ing™ community and to provide an
expert resource to deal with SASS
competition questions in an on-going
and timely fashion.  This committee
supports the Territorial Governors
as well as the Wild Bunch in our
roles as “rule makers.”  I’ve asked the
Range Officer Committee to supply
the guest editorial for this month to
explain their charter … Tex
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rom time to time it be-
comes appropriate to re-
mind and inform the
shooting community

about the workings of the various
groups within SASS, namely the
Range Officer Committee (ROC).
We are confident many of you are
familiar with the purpose and op-
eration of the ROC, but alas, with
the many new SASS members we
see at matches, it is again time to
fill the information void.  

First, some brief, recent history
about the ROC: Some years ago
there existed two committees—the
Modifications Committee and the
Rules Committee.  Their purposes,
as their names imply, were to deal
with firearm modifications and
SASS shooting rule interpreta-

tions/clarifications.  The two com-
mittees were merged and their size
reduced to become a manageable
and relevant working group.

The ROC has never at any
time been a “rule making” body,
and remains the same today.
Whilst the ROC has significant
input, offering advice and direc-
tion, the rule making process rests
solely with the Territorial Gover-
nors (TGs) and the SASS Wild
Bunch.  Legislators (TGs and Wild
Bunch) then legislate and the ROC
will interpret and clarify the in-
tent, in some ways not all that dif-
ferent from the Supreme Court (in
a perfect world)!

The members of the ROC are
dedicated SASS shooters, having
the best interests of our beloved

shooting sport and the shooting
community at heart.  Our intent is
to serve the SASS community and
maintain the “intended course” of
Cowboy Action Shooting™ in gen-
eral.  Often a difficult task, we re-
main mindful of the “Cowboy Way,”
and apply those standards to the
decision making process.  We often
ask “what would Hoppy do” or “is
this what was intended” when dis-
cussing and agreeing on a course
of action or clarification.  This does
not always mean every member of
the committee will agree with the
others, which sometimes results in
many emails and hours of emo-
tional discussion about an issue.
However, in the end, final deci-
sions are spoken with one voice.

To give you some idea of the

SASS’ RO COMMITTEE
F

Tex, SASS #4

By Blackjack Zak, SASS Life/Regulator #26828
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process for certain issues, consider
the firearm modification cove -
nants.  Our rules stipulate any
firearm modification not expressly
addressed in the Shooters Hand-
book and RO Manuals is not ap-
proved, and application for any
changes or amendments must be
sought using the approved firearm
modifications process.  As you can
imagine, this is not a perfect sci-
ence and is subject to a variety of
interpretations and understand-
ings of what is approved and what
is not.  This is where the ROC
comes in.  Firearm modification
questions will come to the commit-
tee for clarification.  Discussions
will ensue between committee
members as to the interpretation
of current rules and how they
apply to the modification in ques-
tion.  The ROC will communicate
the decision to the individual mak-
ing the request for clarification.  If
the modification was determined to
be illegal according to the current
rules, a firearm modification appli-
cation may be made by that indi-
vidual to the ROC.  

Applications for a modification
are viewed firstly in the light of
safety—unsafe or questionable
modifications will not be approved,
as the shooting community would
expect.  Firearms and ammunition
manufacturers are also consulted
for their input, when appropriate.  

Second, the ROC considers the
reason for the modification request
and what the modification would
mean for the shooters and the
sport in general.  Once again the
ROC will, and must, consider
whether or not the modification is
in the long-term interest of the
sport, and the impact it would have
on the current status quo.  Remem-
ber—just because a manufacturer
produces it, or a gunsmith “im-
proves” it, doesn’t make it legal!
The ROC highly recommends
shooters with questions about the
current legality of a particular
modification, or who are simply un-
sure of the interpretation of a mod-
ification rule, to please contact any
member of the ROC—we would be
most happy to clarify.  Check with
the ROC before you pull out your
Dremel (or your checkbook)!

Another important function of
the ROC is to give clarification
about the current shooting rules.
If any of you have attended a re-
cent TG meeting where ROC mem-
bers were present, you would have
heard certain clarifications given
based on questions arising from
SASS Wire forum discussions and
questions posed directly to ROC
members.  ROC members will also
be active in giving clarifications to
rules and issues at the Territorial
Governors Summit.  

The ROC is also responsible for

the appointment and training of
SASS RO Instructors.  If a need for
an instructor arises in a region
where it is difficult to expect a cur-
rent RO Instructor to travel, rec-
ommendations are accepted for
qualified and dedicated folks in
that region to fill instructor posi-
tions.  The ROC will vet the appli-
cations, train and observe
instructor candidates, and finally
install, and then oversee these in-
structors.  This is often a continu-
ous process, as instructors become
inactive and needs change in the
various SASS clubs.

An area of constant challenge
for the ROC is the maintenance of
SASS Handbooks and RO Manu-
als.  The ROC is responsible for
keeping the course materials up to
date and relevant.  The various
Power-Point course materials also
fall under the watchful eye of the
ROC, and as you can understand,
all of these materials are rather ar-
duous to keep current!

One final and important role
the ROC maintains is the “pres-
ence” on the SASS Wire forums.
Pale Wolf Brunelle is the main voice
of the committee on the Wire, and
keeps a watchful eye on the discus-
sions in the forums.  He is often ap-
proached by shooters with
questions about rules and “situa-
tions” that occur at matches.  Un-
less the question is basic and
straightforward, Pale Wolf will cir-
culate these questions amongst the
committee members and solicit
opinions.  Once a consensus is
reached, he will post the reply or de-
cision on the wire for all to benefit.  

In summary, the role of the
ROC is largely supportive in na-
ture, and is mainly a behind the
scenes committee.  We clarify exist-
ing rules and make interpretive
judgments regarding firearm mod-
ifications and the like.  We are
NOT a “rule making” body.  We act
in support of the SASS Territorial
Governors, the Wild Bunch, and
most importantly, the shooting
community.  The ROC members
are hard-working folks who are
dedicated to the betterment of the
Cowboy Action Shooting™ sport.   

* * * * * * * *
Your current ROC members are:
Virgil Earp 
– Chairman

Blackjack Zak 
– Vice Chairman              

Pale Wolf Brunelle 
– ROC Voice on the Wire

Tex (Wild Bunch)
Hipshot (Wild Bunch)
San Quinton
Rowdy Yates
Rattlesnake Blake
Red River Wrangler
Deuce Stevens �
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nce an actor is successful
on the screen, often their
next objective is to be-
come a successful direc-

tor.  Such is the case with Italian
actor and director, Mr. Stefano
Jacurti.  Mr. Jacurti has longed to
direct his own western movies in
the genre of fellow Italian, Sergio
Leone.  Mr. Leone, as we all know,
directed such legendary movies as
Once Upon A Time in the West, and
The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly.
Growing up watching American
westerns starring John Wayne, Mr.
Jacurti was drawn to the Italian
theatrical scene early on in his de-
velopment.  His origins and experi-

much admired Icon, Mr. Leone!  
Here’s a brief glimpse of the plot

Mr. Jacurti has in mind for his The
World Around Death western.
After a robbery, two outlaws go into
hiding in a ghost town, waiting for
the best time to split their loot, and
get a fresh start in life with some
cash in hand.  One of the outlaws is
known as The Poet, because he has
the nasty habit of citing poetry over
the body of his latest victim.  His
partner in crime is known as
“Butcher Joe,” a bloodthirsty ban-
dit, who shoots first and asks ques-
tions later.  I would assume at this
point that a fresh start in life is not
exactly what the general public
would have in mind for these two
villains, but let’s leave that conclu-
sion to Mr. Jacurti and his imagina-
tion.  And, of course, there is a
vivacious woman in town.  Simone
Pieroni plays the role of a blind
prostitute who serves as clean-up
woman, barmaid, and all around
Saloon Keeper.  Ms. Pieroni, as you

or google White Inferno.  
Currently, Mr. Jacurti is shoot-

ing (filming) his new western
movie, The World Around Death,
that he hopes will be as successful
as any of Mr. Leone’s.  In addition to
his acting and directing career, Mr.
Jacurti has authored three books: a
book of short western stories, titled:
The Trunk On The Prairie, a west-
ern novel, Inglorious Ancestry, and
a book expressing many of Mr.
Jacurti’s western thoughts appro-
priately titled, I wanted to be killed
by Clint Eastwood, dedicated to the
famous actor.  

Outside the western genre, one
of Mr. Jacurti’s recent experiences
as an actor was his participation in
the film, The Perfect Husband, di-
rected by Lucas Pavetto.  This film
was judged the best short length
movie at a recent Film Festival in
Buffalo, New York.  With his movie-
making credentials in hand, Mr.
Jacurti has no reservations about
following in the footsteps of his

ences go back to 1985 where he par-
ticipated with Italian Director Pupi
Avati in filming a movie that took
place in wintry and snowy Oregon,
called White Inferno, which won
first prize in one of Europe’s most
prestigious film festivals.  I was
much impressed with the Trailer of
this movie set in wintry Oregon in
the year 1885.  A glimpse of this
Trailer will give the reader a better
appreciation of Mr. Jacurti’s direct-
ing capability.  View: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=fzyPote_piw

COWBOY NEWS FROM ITALY!

The dirtier the better!  A realistic (alla Leone) scene from 
The World Around Death.

Palaver Pete, 
SASS Life/Regulator #4375

New Italian Western Movie on the Horizon
Another SERGIO LEONE Emerging!

Italian western buffs have not forgotten Sergio Leone’s spaghetti
westerns and the international precedent they established for 
realistic and hard hitting movies with great sound tracks!

By Palaver Pete, SASS Life/Regulator #4375

O
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will discover in viewing the trailer
below, is every bit as beautiful as
Claudia Cardinale, the starlet of
Once Upon a Time!  

Italian western buffs have not
forgotten Sergio Leone’s spaghetti
westerns and the international
precedent his movies established

for realistic, hard hitting scenes
with great sound tracks.  Italian
film lovers want this precedent to
continue.  Apparently they have

passed the baton on to Mr. Jacurti
to achieve this goal.  All the scenes
for this forth-coming film were
made within sight of the Abruzzo
Area in central Italy, a few kilome-
ters from Rome.  The views are sur-
prisingly reminiscent of the
wilderness of the American West.
The following You Tube Trailer has
been developed to provide you a
taste of what may very well be the
next Spaghetti Western thriller.
Take a look, you’re a Daisy if ya do.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s
zWY6glatgY

Simone Pieroni.  
This beautiful Italian Starlet 

plays the role of a blind prostitute.

Pictured here is Mr. Stefano Jacurti, up and coming
Italian Film Director who hopes to one day fill the shoes 
of Sergio Leone.  His soon to be finished western film, 
The World Around Death, just may achieve that goal.  

Photo courtesy of Mr. Jacurti.
Ms. Pieroni in her “soiled dove” role.  

All Photos courtesy of Mr. Jacurti.

�
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or nearly two years
the SASS Convention
has been on hiatus.
But by the time you

read this, the 11th SASS Con-
vention will be just eight weeks
away, and I’m really excited
about our new venue—Branson,
Missouri.  I hope you all have
your costumes ready to show at
the Best Dressed Costume Con-
test on Saturday night, Decem-
ber 7.  SASS costuming creates
both the environment and
shared attitude that sets the
tone for camaraderie unequaled
in other shooting events.  In
fact, costuming has evolved into
an art form of its own!  And, the
Saturday Night Costume Con-
test and the Reconciliation Ball
provides SASS the opportunity
to conduct an outstanding For-
mal Wear Contest and sets the
standards for costuming.  The
Reconciliation Ball celebrates
the 148th anniversary of the end-
ing of the Civil War.  It’s a great
opportunity to wear Civil War
attire, but Victorian attire is ap-
propriate as well.

BEST DRESSED CONTEST –
All costume contest�entrants
MUST be registered as Conven-
tioneers.  No pre-registration is
required—just show up in your

finest at 5:00 PM Saturday
night, December 7th in the
lower level lobby of the
Chateau on the Lake Resort.
(Next to the Theatre and In-
door Pool), sign in, and�present
your finery to our panel of
judges.  Best Dressed cate-
gories are Men, Ladies, Cou-
ples, and Military.  Contestants
will be judged on the following
criterion—Authenticity, Origi-
nality, and Detail (including
hats, gloves, jewelry, and other
appropriate accessories).  Pres-
entation�is no longer a require-
ment—it is now an option.
Original or “off the rack” cloth-
ing is acceptable as long as it is
“period correct” and relates to
SASS Cowboy Action Shoot-
ing™.  Please, no Velcro and
no�zippers.

A special themed Reconcili-

ation category will also be
judged, as it is the theme for
the 2013 Ball.  This is the cate-
gory that will recognize Civil
War attire.  Awards will be
given from 1st through 3rd place
for both Ladies and Gentlemen.

At 8:00 PM in the midst of
the Reconciliation Ball to be
held in the Windsor Ball Room,
there will be a promenade of
all contestants around the
dance floor, either solo or in
tandem with their lady/gentle-
men (for Couples division).
Awards, from�first to third
place in each category, will be
presented immediately follow-
ing the promenade.  

Be sure to check out and
sign up for all the�exciting
seminars available this year
for Ladies and Gents.  See you
in Branson!

THE BEST-DRESSED COSTUME CONTEST AT

The SASS ConvenTion

Cat Ballou, SASS #55

JUST AROUND THE CORNER

F

By Cat Ballou, SASS #55

(Confederate couple) 
Captain Milburn and his lovely wife, Wendy

(Union couple) 
Prairie Dancer and Prairie Gambler

�
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Cree viCAr – i need Your help
With Button Thread

Iread Cree Vicar Dave’s July arti-cle on buttons in The Cowboy
Chronicle and realized there is a but-
ton he failed to mention.  

I did Civil War reenactments
before I started Cowboy Action
Shooting™.  Being in the cavalry we
popped a lot of suspender buttons
and often needed a quick fix.  We
found the best fix was snap on but-
tons that come in various sizes,
made of metal and easy to install.  

The part that goes through the
back of the material where the but-

ton was sewn on looks a lot like a
thumb tack.  The button part has a
flat metal back, and the tack part is
punched through the back with a
pair of pliers or a tap with a hammer.

They look and perform as good or
better than the original sewn on
ones.  I have found them in Wal-
mart, hobby, and sewing fabric
stores.  I carry spares just in case.  In-
stallation time is 10 seconds with no
needles and thread.  Check ‘em out.

Ambler, SASS #80374
Waldorn, AR

emergency 
Cowboy Buttons

You’re right: “It’s not easy grow-
ing old with your dog.”  Thank

you, Cree Vicar Dave.

Doc English, 
SASS #76468
Southern Idaho Rangers 

Growing old 
With Your Dog

Iread with great interest CreeVicar Dave’s article in the July
issue of The Cowboy Chronicle about
“Buttons.”

My wife has made almost all of
my cowboy clothes, including two
pair of pants (using the Buckaroo
Bobbins pattern).  The biggest
issue I’ve had with her hand-made
clothes is the suspender buttons
keep popping off.  We’ve tried riv-
ets, but they hardly lasted anytime
at all.  Then I went to buttons, but
at $3+ for a pack of three, they
were getting pretty pricey.

So, I was excited to learn that
Wally World has a supply of metal
buttons that work well on cowboy
clothes.  I do have one question.
Where do you buy “Tandy Leather
Factory” thread?  It’s never the
buttons that give out (although I
never find ‘em once they’ve popped

off); it’s the thread.  So if I can find
this leather thread around my
hometown of Knoxville, it will help
me keep my buttons on and my
pants from fallin’ down during a
match.

4 Mile Drifter, SASS #90327
Knoxville, TN

4 Mile Drifter – Thanks for reading
my articles. The website for the
leather thread is: 
www.tandyleatherfactory.com
Tandy products are also available
at some craft stores.  The thread
comes in at least four colors: White,
Brown, Black, and Natural.  I also
bought their “Lockstitch Sewing
Awl” to use for small leather
sewing jobs.  If the leather is thick,
I use a small drill bit to make a
pilot hole for the awl needle.  

God bless, 
Cree Vicar Dave�

�

�
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OUTLAWS AND LAWMEN
As our Great Country expanded

ever westward during the 19th Cen-
tury, many figures rose above the ob-
scurity of the “common” folk.  Men
and women both grasped the oppor-
tunities presented by the daunting
challenge of populating and bringing
commerce to the “uncharted lands”
of the vaunted “WEST.”  Of course,
in the beginning of the century, any-
thing beyond the Mississippi River
was “The West.”  Lewis and Clark
stood out as prime examples, as did
C.P. Huntington, John D. Rockefeller
and others; leaders with “vision,” as

OK! I Know Who “PEARL HART” Is ... But
Who In Tarnation Is “LIVINIA FISHER”??

Winners

Match Winners Overall

Man                     bobcat tyler,

                        SaSS #10767 nv

Lady                    Camp hag,

                        SaSS #84031 Ca

OR State Champions

Man                     renegade riley,

                        SaSS #79445 Or

Lady                     arctic annie,

                        SaSS #37265 Or

Top Gun Shoot-Off:  

Man                     renegade riley Or

Lady                     Camp hag Ca

Category

49’er                       royal Flush,

                        SaSS #78333 Ca

                        brother bob,

                        SaSS #79444 Or

B-Western                Speedy mcdraw,

                        SaSS #60016 Ca

                        Stumptown kid,

                        SaSS #89859 Or

Cowboy                   Fast enuff,

                        SaSS #85412 Or

Cattle Baron           de Sabla don,

                        SaSS #76121 Ca

C Cowboy               Sunrise bill,

                        SaSS #64301 Or

Duelist                     gordon lightfoot,

                        SaSS #90179 Or

E Statesman            pancho Sin lefty,

                        SaSS #92366 Ca

                        mountain rider,

                        SaSS #11919 Or

Frontiersman          Ol’ #4,

                        SaSS #41004 Or

Category

F Cartridge             Colonel Cornelius 

                        gilliam,

                        SaSS #5875 Or

F C Gunfighter        Jed i. knight,

                        SaSS #36423 Or

Gunfighter               bobcat tyler nv

                        purgatory Smith,

                        SaSS #26284 Or

S Gunfighter            Will Shootem,

                        SaSS #29892 Or

Merlin Cowboy       Silver Sage Outlaw,

                        SaSS #70532 Or

S Duelist                  big Casino,

                        SaSS #4306 Or

S F Cartridge          grandpa dillon,

                        SaSS #26051 Wa

                        rogue rascal,

                        SaSS #48988 Or

Senior                      rick O’Shea russ,

                        SaSS #2221 Wa

                        kansan,

                        SaSS #85363 Or

S Senior                   badman bob,

                        SaSS #70751 Ca

                        Sweatin bullets,

                        SaSS #57741 Or

Veteran                    line Century,

                        SaSS #5180 Or

Wrangler                 loden b. kwik,

                        SaSS #37359 Or

W Warrior               bart Star,

                        SaSS #5885 Or

Young Gun              renegade riley Or

L 49’er                    arctic annie Or

Buckarette               kookanadud,

                        SaSS #53933 Or

L B-Western            Queen of bling,

                        SaSS #94718 Ca

                        powder river rose,

                        SaSS #77227 Or

Cowgirl                   Camp hag Ca

                        esther Jen Overload,

                        SaSS #79800 Or

L Duelist                 Querida,

                        SaSS #63039 Ca

                        hoodoo,

                        SaSS #7819 Or

L F Cartridge          Cascades annie,

                        SaSS #70533 Or

Grand Dame           Fairweather kate,

                        SaSS #68305 Or

L S Gunfighter        Cinona hawk,

                        SaSS #35304 Or

Merlin Cowgirl       bobbin along daisy,

                        SaSS #61452 Or

L Senior                   truly goode,

                        SaSS #87955 Or

L S Senior                Celia Fate,

                        SaSS #64354 id

                        molly b. dam,

                        SaSS #7861 Or

L Wrangler              Connivin katie Jones,

                        SaSS #58535 Or

Wild Bunch

Modern                   Colonel Cornelius 

                        gilliam Or

L Modern                paniolo annie,

                        SaSS #71269 hi

Traditional              big Casino Or

Plainsman

Modern 

Man                 el lazo,

                        SaSS #13116 Ca

Plainsman

Modern                

Lady                 Queen of bling Ca

Traditional 

Man                 Colonel Cornelius 

                        gilliam Or

Lady                 meadow patty,

                        SaSS #72250 Or

Side Matches

Speed Shotgun

Lady

Double             Camp hag Ca

‘97                   Querida Ca

Man

Double             royal Flush,

                        SaSS #78333 Ca

‘97                   renegade riley Or

Speed Rifle

Lady                     Camp hag Ca

Man                     bobcat tyler nv

Speed Pistol

Lady                     Camp hag Ca

Man                     bobcat tyler nv

Speed Pocket Pistol

                        territorial rider,

                        SaSS #31939 Or

Speed Derringer

                        territorial rider Or

Cowboy Trap:

Smokeless

Lady                 brassy Shell,

                        SaSS #16096 Or

Man                 bobcat tyler nv

B Powder                Ol #4 Or

Long Range:

Single Shot Rifle Multiple Target 

B Powder         rick O’Shea russ Wa

TheMERLIN MARAUDERShold 
“The 9th Annual BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER”

SASS OREGON STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, 2013. ,
By Sweetwater Jack, SASS Life/Regulator #28885

erlin, OR – As in 2012,
The Merlin Marauders
Cowboy Action Shoot-
ing™ Club was selected

by the Single-Action Shooting Soci-
ety to conduct the annual Oregon
State Championship for 2013.  This
three-day event, included the formal
12-stage weekend main match as
well as a full Friday of “side matches”
at the Josephine County Sports-
man’s Park in Merlin, Oregon.  This
year’s theme was “Lesser-known
Outlaws of the 19th Century,” both
men AND women, as well as lawmen
that worked both sides of the line.

well as integrity and “pluck.”  How-
ever … “SOME,” also grasping the
opportunities, became well-known
for other reasons …  These were the
men (and women) who would rather
“pluck” the wealth and belongings of
the first group.  “Outlaws” abounded
in every city, trail town, or “hole in
the wall” you could imagine.  Just
who WERE these people who be-
came branded as Outlaws, Hold-up
Artists, and Thieves?  Who RODE
the “Owl-hoot Trail?”  Oddly enough,
you might find some folks you al-
ways considered to be “Law Dawgs”
and “Badge Toters” actually strayed
from one side of that thin line of law-
ful-ness versus lawless-ness from
time to time 

M

Sweetwater Jack 
and Gaye Abandon
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The 12-stage main match fea-
tured a host of little or at least
“lesser” known owlhoots, both male
AND female, with each one getting a
separate “stage” dedicated to him or
her, with a little history included in
their “stage story” both passed on by
the individual “berm marshals/stage
drivers” and in the shooters’ hand-
books.  With 12 “main” stages as well
as four additional “Plainsman”
stages and four “Wild Bunch” stages,
there were plenty of outlaws, ban-
dits, and “shady lawmen” to choose
from.  No one who wanted to do a
whale of a lot of shooting this year
should have gone home feeling there

wasn’t enough SHOOTIN’ to be had
at this match!

And … the Marauders don’t ex-
actly SKIMP on the “social” stuff, ei-
ther.  After all of the day’s
side-matches were over on Friday,
the club hosted an afternoon
“Ladies High Tea” (No gents,
please).  That evening, there was the
usual “pot luck” dinner before the
serious entertainment at “Saloon
Night.”  The evening included a
“Soiled Dove Contest” (No, fellers,
the “soiled dove contest” was just a
COSTUME contest … What were
you THINKING???), with the Gam-
bler, “B” Western, and Cowboy/Cow-
girl Costume Contests following
that.  Our resident “costume and en-
tertainment maven,” Powder River
Rose, SASS #77227, did her usual
amazing job of seeing to it the Ore-
gon State Match had the appropri-
ate balance of “Socializin’ and
Costumizin’” to balance the “Hootin’
and Shootin’,” as befits a Single Ac-
tion Shooting Society event!  $1681
was raised for the American Cancer
Society by the end of the match.

Saturday dawned bright and
early (and once more, the often un-
predictable Oregon weather cooper-
ated and blessed us with sunshine
and warmth throughout the entire

A very special feature of this
year’s match was the inclusion of
the newly-finished “Old Time Shoot-
ing Gallery” built (from scratch) by
Just Bill, SASS #16394.  This is a
fully mechanized, portable shooting
gallery that is now showing up at
several of the annual matches being
held in the Northwest.  The gallery
is built on its own trailer and is a
tribute to the old carnival/state fair

three days).  Saturday night’s ban-
quet buffet was apparently well-
taken by all attending as it sure got
quiet with about 275 folks getting on
the outside of some really fine grub.

Shooting seven main stages on
Saturday left plenty of time for the
other five as well as a “Top Gun
Shoot-off” to be held the next day
and still get everyone on the road
for home at a decent time after the
awards ceremonies.  

Long Range:

Single Shot Rifle Multiple Target

Smokeless        rick O’Shea russ Wa

Single Shot Rifle 

Long Gong or Buffalo B Powder

                        isaac Scrambler day,

                        SaSS #19637 Or

Long Gong or Buffalo Smokeless

                        rick O’Shea russ Wa

Long Gong or Buffalo Pyro-Other

                        rough rider,

                        SaSS #5145 Wa

Quigley B Powder

                        rogue rascal,

                        SaSS #48988 Or

Quigley Smokeless

                        grandpa dillon Wa

Lever Action Rifle 

Pistol Cal. Smokeless 

Man                 Chama bill,

                        SaSS #36524 Ca

Lady                 redwood rose,

                        SaSS #60017 Ca

rifle Cal. Smokeless

Man                 rick O’Shea russ Wa

Lady                 Querida Ca

Costume Contests

Shooting Costumes

Western 

Man                 Contingent Fee mcgee,

                        SaSS #71885 Wa

Lady                 Queen of bling Ca

Girl                  kookanadud Or

Old West 

Man                 line Century Or

Lady                 buckaroo long,

                        SaSS #64207 Ca

Boy                  renegade riley Or

Girl                  Quick hands hannah,

                        SaSS #63265 Ca

Victorian Lady     Chandelier,

                        SaSS #86146 Or

Costume Contests

Military               blackhorse,

                        SaSS #6825 Ca

Soiled Dove Queen

                        kookanadude Or

Gambler                  isaac Scrambler day

                        Or

Victorian

Man                     paso tom,

                        SaSS #66808 Wa

Woman                 Cinona hawk Or

Couples               tres pinos,

                        SaSS #1702 Ca

                        and Querida Ca

Jr Boy                  padawan,

                        SaSS #67599 Or

Jr Girl                  Quick draw hannah

                        Ca

Military               rough rider rich,

                        SaSS #42846 Ca

Out of the Ordinary

Girl                      kookandude Or

B-Western:  

Male                    Speedy mcdraw,

                        SaSS #60016 Ca

Female                 Queen of bling Ca

Cowboy                   Will bonner,

                        SaSS #6644 Ca

Cowgirl                   buckaroo long Ca

Indian

Man                     Contingent Fee mcghee,

                        SaSS #71885

                        (the neW tonto)

Woman                 delta Queen,

                        SaSS #39203 Or

Honor a Soldier Friday winners:

Couples               tuffy tumbleweed,

                        SaSS #68204 Or

                        & gunfight hite,

                        SaSS #68203 Or

Military                   blackhorse Ca

— Top Shooters Overall! —
Camp Hag and Bobcat Tyler

— First Place OR Winners —
Riley and Annie

A very special feature of this year’s 
match was the inclusion of the 

newly-finished “Old Time Shooting
Gallery” built (from scratch) 
by Just Bill, SASS #16394.  
This is a fully mechanized, 

portable shooting gallery that is now
showing up at several of the annual
matches being held in the Northwest.

(Continued on page 18)
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shooting galleries of old.  Bill is
known for his full-scale, working,
1901 Curved-dash OLDSMOBILE
AUTO, that he ALSO built from
scratch.  As has become the tradi-
tion with the Marauders, a histori-

ings” which this year included a Tay-
lor’s & Co. Colt-Burgess Carbine in
.45LC, a Uberti 1873 rifle in .44-40
(both with action jobs by Pioneer
Gun Works), and a modern Bersa
Thunder .45 Ultra-compact pistol in
.45 ACP, all donated by the Maraud-
ers’ T/G’s bride, Gaye Abandon,
SASS #44556.  And then … there
was “Contingent Fee McGee” …  But
THAT’s a WHOLE ‘nother story …

Oh … WHO WAS 
LIVINIA FISHER???

Livinia Fisher was the first con-
victed American female serial killer.
At her hanging, she wore her wed-
ding dress.  To cheat the hangman,
once the loose noose was around her
neck, she threw herself off the gal-
lows platform, cursing all in atten-
dance … and has haunted the
Charleston, SC jail ever since …

cal trivia contest, researched by
Britt Ponsett, SASS #85576, with
clues laced throughout the shooters’
handbook, contributed to the shoot-
ers store of knowledge about our
great western history.

The awards ceremony was
capped with the raffle drawings for
a hand-made Bear Bone Bowie
Knife donated by Bear Bone Smith,
SASS Life/Regulator #10719, a
beautiful, hand-made stained-glass
window by Delta Queen, SASS
#39203, two custom paintings of
Wyatt and Virgil Earp donated by
Molly b’Dam, SASS Life/Regulator
#7861, and a .22 Magnum pistol do-
nated by Barbarosa Mike, SASS
#16837.  Creation and donation of
the knife, the window, and the art-
work have also become a tradition
with the Merlin Marauders.  Every
shooter received a custom T-Shirt, a
shooter’s prize, and a custom neck
warmer, hand-made by the Merlin
Marauder Ladies Sewing Guild.  

All shooters were, also as usual,
registered for the “door prize draw-

So, you think you want to play 
Wild Bunch™?  Well, do you?

SASS Oregon State Championship 2013 . . .

All around excellent competitor, Colonel Cornelius Gilliam, 
won Frontier Cartridge category, Wild Bunch Traditional, 

and Traditional Plainsman.  Way to go!

(Continued from page 17)
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the 40s, followed by tempera-
tures approaching 90 when
they finished shooting Satur-
day afternoon.  All-in-all,
however, there was not much
room to complain about the
weather for a match in Texas
the first weekend in May.  

There was record turnout
Wednesday for RO-I and RO-
II classes taught by Dusty
Lone Star and for the Wild
Bunch RO class taught by
Goatneck Clem.  Other shoot-
ers started trickling in that
afternoon to pick up shooter
packets, find out posse as-
signments, and peruse the
activity schedule.  The

Spoiled Doves of Texas were at the
range to provide food starting with
lunch on Wednesday.  

Fifty men and women showed
up early Thursday morning to
shoot on three posses in the Wild
Bunch Side Match.  The stages,
written by Joe Darter, challenged
shooters to make their 1911s, big-
bore rifles, and pump-action shot-
guns sing.  Some sang quite well;
others hit a few sour notes, but the
shooting was a blast. Thursday af-
ternoon fifteen shooters partici-
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ockhart, TX – “I want
you, Gringo!”  That call
went out from the Plum
Creek Shooting Society

for the 2013 SASS Texas State
Championship Match—Ride with
Pancho Villa—at the Agarita
Ranch May 1-5.  267 shooters from
all over the State of Texas, as well
as from Oklahoma, Louisiana, Col-

pated in a Plainsman side match
designed by Wyandot Jim and Two
Gun Johnnie.  Competitors in-
cluded Lady Plainsmen Kow
Katcher and Bent Barrel Betty.
With their black-powder rifles,
shotguns, and cap and ball pistols,
all participants literally had a
blast while shooting. 

All day long Thursday cowboys
and cowgirls were shooting Long
Rane Side Matches on one side of
the Plum Creek range.  They en-
gaged targets out to 400 yards
(shorter distances for the pistol-
caliber rifle and pistol).  On the
other side of the range, in “Speed
Alley,” shooters blazed away at
swingers, shotgun knockdowns

orado, Nevada, Montana, and even
Australia heeded the call to shoot
in Central Texas near the Barbe-
cue Capital of the World in Lock-
hart, Texas.

The match had a little some-
thing for everyone.  First, if one did
not like the warm, humid weather
on Wednesday, a cold front brought
wind and unseasonably cooler tem-
peratures for side matches on
Thursday.  Those who shot the
Main Match starting Friday morn-
ing experienced temperatures in

SASS texas

Phantom (l) and Joe Darter, friendly 
rivals on the battlefield who went 

head-to-head in the Top Gun Shoot-off 
and the team shoot-off were co-MCs 
for the Awards Ceremony.  Phantom 
wrote all the main-match stages 
for the Texas State Championship.  

Good job all around!

Shotglass and her gals made 
sure there were plenty of tickets
sold for the stretch raffle, 

which raised more than $4,400 
to help defray expenses for the
match.  Minnitex Slim gets the
stretch raffle pitch from 38 Kate.

2013STATE CHAMPIONSHIP

By Dragon Hill Dave, SASS #599561, 
and Long Juan, SASS #84671L

RIDE WITH PANCHO VILLA

The Cody-Dixon categories were shot 
with “real” rifles— rifle calibers in 

lever action and single shot.  
Charles Goodnight is seen here taking 

aim at the more distant targets.
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and steel targets trying to see who
was the Fastest Pistol, Rifle, Shot-
gun, 3-Gun, Pocket Pistol, and
Derringer.  Shooters could buy
Lucky Lone Stars for a $1 that
gave them another chance at a
speed run that counted for score.
Many rivalries sprung up as shoot-
ers went back and forth trying to
best one another.  The side
matches wrapped up about 5:00 so
the targets could be painted and
set up for the Main Match the next
day.  The Spoiled Doves served a
great steak dinner Thursday night
after the shooting ended.  

The Main Match began Friday
with morning and afternoon waves
of shooters.  Before each wave
began shooting, Tonic Kid, sang a
stirring rendition of the Star
Spangled Banner and Texas, Our
Texas.  The latter was a tough gig
for an Okie, but was done with
grace and enthusiasm.  Match Di-
rector and Plum Creek Shooting
Society President Dragon Hill
Dave then presented a hilarious,
but informative safety briefing (“I
want you to be safe, Gringo!)
decked out as Pancho Villa, com-
plete with large sombrero and
bushy mustache.  All ten main-
match stages were written by
Phantom and included historical
stories about Pancho Villa written
by Dragon Hill Dave.  

Although relatively simple,
each stage gave shooters an oppor-
tunity to decide how best to shoot
the required sequence of shots.  A
good knowledge of SASS conven-
tions was helpful.  There were
some small targets—chickens
hanging from chains—and some
large targets—near life-size buffa-
los.  Most of the targets were
pretty close, but not those dratted
chickens.  The men shot in 19 dif-
ferent categories, the women in 14,
including Gunfighter and Frontier
Cartridge.  Sixteen men shot in
one of two Cody-Dixon categories,
single-shot and lever-action.  They
shot the same pistol and shotgun
targets as everyone else, but en-
gaged longer-distant targets with
rifle-caliber rifles.  Everyone re-
ported having a good time.  

A number of shooter prizes do-
nated by vendors were given away
Friday night, in addition to a Bond
Arms derringer, an Evil Roy pistol,
and an 1892 saddle-ring rifle from
Cimarron Arms.  The dinner was
well-received barbecue served by
the Spoiled Doves.  After dinner,
there was a great Texas Hold ‘Em
poker tournament organized by

great breakfast tacos and Gorditas.  
Results for the Main Match

were announced at an awards ban-

Captain Jim Bison and won by
Buckarette Diamond Kate.  Addi-
tional food during the day Friday
was provided by Little Fatty’s –

Dragon Hill Dave as Pancho Villa arriving to give safety briefing.  
“I want you to be safe, Gringo!”

Diamond Kate — Texas State
Buckarette Champion

The Cody-Dixon categories were shot 
with “real” rifles— rifle calibers in 

lever action and single shot.  
Charles Goodnight is seen here taking 

aim at the more distant targets.

— Texas State Champions —
Hey You & Rattlesnake Wrangler

— Best Dressed Gentleman —
Captain Mack McLain

(Continued on page 22)
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Rugged Gear gun cart.  Top-5 buck-
les were awarded in each category;
award plaques went to 1st, 2nd and
3rd place.  Overall winners received
SASS Texas State Champion buck-
les. Complete scores can be viewed
on the Plum Creek Shooting Soci-
ety website, www.pccss.org.  

After Cowboy Church Sunday
morning, the match concluded
with man-on-man competition
that came down to Joe Darter in a
final shootout with Phantom.  Be-
tween California and Texas, this
was the third time these two
shooters had faced one another in
a final for “Master Gunfighter.”
For the first time, Joe Darter
walked away the winner.  A team
shoot followed with teams led by
Joe Darter and Phantom.  This
time, with a little help from his
team, Phantom prevailed.  

More than 15 vendors provided
goods and services that included
clothing, knives, leather, boots,
gold-plating of sights, bullets, and
other sundries.  Match sponsors in-
cluded Cimarron Firearms, Storied
Firearms, Bond Arms, McBride’s
Guns, Red’s Indoor Range, Rugged

Gear, Callahan General Store,
Sportsman’s Finest, Texas Hatters,
Starline Brass and UniqueTek.

In addition to those already
mentioned, a special thanks is ex-
tended to Assistant Match Direc-
tor Agarita Annie, and the many
others who volunteered countless
hours and much hard work to
make Ride with Pancho Villa 2013
a great success.  

Thanks from the Plum Creek
Shooting Society to all who made
this event possible and to all who
participated.  We hope to host the
state match again in 2014 and to
make it even better than it was
this year. 

quet Saturday night, where dinner
was again served by the Spoiled
Doves.  Phantom and Joe Darter
handled the awards, shooter
prizes, and stretch raffle winners
with grace and humor.  Shotglass
and her gals made sure there were
plenty of tickets sold for the
stretch raffle, which raised more
than $4,400 to help defray ex-
penses for the match.  The prizes
were well worth getting a stretch
and included a Dillon 650, an 1873
rifle, a 1911, a hammered shotgun
from Cimarron Arms, custom
leather from Jack Houston, a shot-
gun recoil system from Speed-
Bump Shotgun Works, and a

SASS Texas State Championship 2013 . . .

Winners
Overall
Man Rattlesnake Wrangler,

SASS #54580 TX
Lady Hey You,

SASS #64946 TX
Categories
Buckarette Diamond Kate,

SASS #95104 TX
Buckaroo Skin Dawg,

SASS #92351 TX
Cowboy Texas Rick O’Shay,

SASS #70305 TX
Cowgirl Hey You TX
L Wrangler Bent Barrel Betty,

SASS #33237 TX
Wrangler Colt Faro,

SASS #54579 TX
L 49’er Green Eyed Brazos 

Belle,
SASS #82399 TX

49’er Phantom,
SASS #54973 TX

L Senior Dream Chaser,
SASS #79316 TX

Senior  Aberdeen,
SASS #42517 TX

L S Senior Kow Katcher,
SASS #53134 TX

S Senior Non-stop,
SASS #17670 TX

Grande Dame Boosey Babe,
SASS #77984 TX

E Statesman Texas Gunslinger,
SASS #10706 TX

Cattle Baron Cherokee Jones,
SASS #52092 TX

L B-Western Sierra Starr,
SASS #79267 TX

B-Western  Texas Slim,
SASS #43510 TX

C Cowgirl Chula Kat,
SASS #62057 TX

C Cowboy Dragon Hill Dave,
SASS #59561 TX

L Duelist Kansas City Sneed,
SASS #71319 TX

Duelist Slim Concho Jim,
SASS #75887 TX

(Continued from page 21)
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Categories
L S Duelist Cajun Queen,

SASS #75177 TX
S Duelist Texas Mac,

SASS #43494 TX
L Gunfighter Sweet Beulah Land,

SASS #55216 TX
Gunfighter Rusty Remington,

SASS #61821 TX
S Gunfighter Texas Gator,

SASS #74485 TX
L F Cartridge Lady Duval Cracker,

SASS #88312 TX
F Cartridge Spur Roberts,

SASS #14625 TX
F C Duelist Billy Boots,

SASS #20282 TX
Frontiersman Yosemite Jim,

SASS #75847 TX
Young Gun Rattlesnake Wrangler

TX
Cody-Dixon Lever

Charles Goodnight,
SASS #7240 TX

Cody-Dixon Single
Rowdy Tex Yates,
SASS #65825 TX

Wild Bunch
Modern Slowaz Molasses,

SASS #41444 TX
Traditional Dragon Hill Dave

SASS #59561 TX
L Modern Wicked Felina,

SASS #3483 TX
L Traditional Green-eyed Brazos 

Belle TX
Plainsman
Modern Cowtown Scout,

SASS #53540 TX
Traditional Wyandot Jim,

SASS #66953 TX
Side Matches
Long Range
Single Shot Rifle

Circuit Judge,
SASS #20823 TX

Lever-Action Rifle
Man Bootstrap Richard,

SASS #79130 TX

Lever-Action Rifle
Lady Bristlecone Jan,

SASS #72773 TX
Pistol Caliber Rifle
Man Verdadero Dan,

SASS #57083 TX
Lady Hey You TX

Pistol
Man Nueces Slim,

SASS #88619 TX
Lady Hey You TX

Speed Events
Rifle
Man Rattlesnake Wrangler

TX
Lady Kansas City Sneed

TX
Revolver
Man Rattlesnake Wrangler

TX
Lady Hey You TX

Pocket Pistol
Man Big Iron Patnode,

SASS #60632 TX
Lady Green-eyed Brazos 

Belle TX
Derringer
Man Waterloo,

SASS #46072 TX
Lady Hey You TX

3-Gun
Man Spur Roberts TX
Lady Hey You TX

Shotgun ‘87/‘97
Man Slowas Molasses TX
Lady Hey You TX

Shotgun SXS
Man Rattlesnake Wrangler

TX
Lady Bent Barrel Betty TX

Shotgun Hammered SXS
Man Long Ranger Rick,

SASS #62056 TX
Lady Chula Kat TX

Shotgun “Coalburner”
Man Waterloo TX
Lady Rocky Meadows,

SASS #18501 TX

http://emf-company.com/
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sented and even had large movie
posters greeting the “actors and ac-
tresses” as they travelled around
auditioning.  As the sun arose, anx-
ious cowboys and cowgirls were
strapping on leather and loading
lead, ready to give the lines and
scenes their best shot.  Director
Deadly Sharpshooter, SASS #35828,
had rounded up his best supporting
men and women to set the stages
and run the auditions.  

Stage one’s auditions were for
“Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid.”  Shooters tried out for the role
of Butch Cassidy in the battle scene
with the Bolivian army.  Each

Ft.White coWboy calVary

AnnuAlMATCh 2012iBy Jane Deere, SASS #87519

shooter had to start by holding an
ammo belt in both hands.  After stat-
ing, “Is that what you call giving
cover?” and the Range Officer re-
sponding with, “Is that what you call
running?” the shooter places the belt
on a mule and starts with a single
tap revolver sweep of three close
cowboy targets set as one leg of a “V”
shape, then single tap sweeping the
other leg of the “V,” finishing by sin-
gle tap sweeping the four highest
cowboys.  The next step with rifle
was to repeat the instructions, with
their rifle on a different set of tar-
gets.  Shotgun was a simple knock-
down of four targets in any order. 

Stage two was set up for the film
“The Magnificent Seven” and the
battle with Calvera’s large gang of
bandits.  The scene opened with the
shooter holding a switchblade in
his/her strong arm.  The famous line
for auditions was “The odds are too
high” with the supporting actor
yelling, “Then we change the odds.”
The shooter starts by dropping the
knife and taking down the four shot-
gun targets in any order.  The shot-
gun was followed by the rifle
alternating double taps on a circle
and single tapping three squares
and then repeating the instructions
on a second set of targets for a total
of ten rounds.  The final test was
shooting two pairs of bells and buck-
ets with two rounds on a bell and
one on each bucket in any order for
a total of ten rounds.  You could just
feel the presence of Yul Brynner and
Steve McQueen!

Stage three was filming the
thriller “The Quick and the Undead”

t. White, FL – Lights,
camera, action!  The Best
and the Worst Film stu-
dios, located at Ft. White

Cowboy Calvary in Ft. White,
Florida, held a casting call for
eight of the Best and Worst Cow-
boy movies of the silver screen on
October 13, 2012.  Over 120 SASS
members came out to join the fun
and to see who could take home the
top prizes.  

It was a bright clear Saturday
morning.  Every place you looked
was covered with movie props and
gun carts.  Each stage was deco-
rated to match the film it repre-

F
The entrance 
to B and W 
Film Studios

Deadly Sharpshooter, SASS #35828, 
as director of B and W Film Studios.

Don Braulio, (aka Kid Romeo, 
SASS #26819) awaits his chance 
to kill Barbarosa at the canteen
near Don Braulio’s Rancho.

Visit us at sassnet.com
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the other circle for a total of 10 rounds.
Then they repeated the same sequence
with the revolvers and finished with
four knock down shotgun targets.

Stage seven took everyone back to
the age of the Gold Rush with the au-
ditions for the “Apple Dumpling
Gang.”  The gang tries to steal a gold
nugget worth thousands of dollars
from a bank vault.  The shooter pre-
pares for the scene by holding a stick

where cowboys become bounty
hunters for zombies.  The scene
opens with the shooter holding a
zombie finger and cigar cutter in
both hands and stating the line
“They told me you were dead.”  The
Range Officer responded with “Bet-
ter dead than undead.”  The shooter
drops the finger and alternates sin-
gle rifle shots between a large circle
and five rectangles (each rectangle
only once) for a total of 10 rounds.
Next came the shotgun with four
knockdown targets in any order, fol-
lowed by the revolvers using the
same pattern as the rifle.  

Stage four was prepped for audi-
tions for “Tombstone” and the battle
on Fremont Street near the O.K.

Corral.  At this crucial point, Frank
and Tom McLaury as well as Billy
Clanton are dead and Doc Holliday,
Virgil, and Morgan Earp are
wounded.  The shooter starts by hold-
ing a faro card deck in both hands.
The supporting actor (Range Officer)
starts with “Blaze away,” to which the
shooter responds with “You’re a daisy
if you do.”  The shooter drops the
cards and with the rifle sweeps four
far targets back and forth with two
shots on the outside ones for ten
rounds.  Then the shooter does the
same with the revolvers and finished
with four knockdown shotgun targets
in order of shooters choice.  

Stage five revived the classic
production of “Barbarosa” with the
haunting of the Don Braulio Rancho.
The scene is set with the shooter
holding a sombrero in both hands.
The Range Officer yells “Kill him; kill
this Barbarosa!”  The shooter re-
sponds, “You ain’t got enough junk in
yer britches to pull the trigger on
Barbarosa!”  The target sequence
was an inverted “V” shape, with four
large rectangles on each “leg” and a
large circle at the apex.  Shooters
were instructed to shoot each rectan-
gle two times, and the circle four
times with revolvers and rifle, in
whatever order they wanted for a
total of 20 rounds.  Then the shotgun
finished the take with four knock-
downs in any order.  

Stage six took a twist combining
the Wild West with the strange be-
ings from outer space from the film-
ing of “Cowboys and Aliens.”  The
eager cowboys and cowgirls had to
take down the aliens to save their
beloved town.  The shooter prepares
for battle by aiming his/her arm gun
at a spaceship.  The supporting actor
(Range Officer) asks the question
“Only two kinds of men get shot; vic-
tims and criminals.  Which are you?”
The shooter relied, “I don’t know”
and swept three rectangles with one
round each and single tapping one of
two circles for 5 rounds, then repeat-
ing the instructions double tapping

Resembling the poster she stands 
next to, Greta Dee, SASS #63811, 

apparently got caught up 
in the zombie craze.

“Doc” (aka Confederate Colt, 
SASS #31216) and Ringo Mouse, 
(aka Oakley Mouse, SASS #34428)
held forth at the Oriental Saloon 

in Tombstone.

Top Gun male and female 
were Santa Fe River Stan, SASS #36999,

and Raven Moon, SASS #82325.

(Continued on page 26)
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The courtyard where the Magnificent 
Seven waited for Calvera’s men.
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of dynamite in each hand.  The
Range Officer opens the scene by
stating, “Your head wouldn’t hold
straw.”  The shooter responds with
“You couldn’t sell hacksaws in jail.”
The shooter tries to alternate single
rounds between two large circles for
four rounds and one round on a circle
with one revolver.  Next he/she had
to alternate single rounds on two
close squares for four rounds and
shoot a far square with one round

and repeat sequence again for a total
of 10 rounds with the rifle.  This was
followed by four knockdown shotgun
targets and finished with the second
revolver repeating the first one.

The final stage was set for none
other than “The Wild Bunch.”
Everyone auditioned for the final
battle scene between the Wild
Bunch and General Mapache’s men
after the beating and killing of their
comrade, Angel.  The Range Officer

Ft. White Cowboy Calvary Annual Match 2012 . . .

Winners
Overall
Man Santa Fe River Stan, 

SASS #36999
Lady Raven Moon, 

SASS #82325
Categories
Senior Desperado Dale, 

SASS #25754
L Senior Quicksdraw Connie, 

SASS #29743
S Senior Kid Romeo, 

SASS #26819
L S Senior Chancy Lady, 

SASS #25650
49’er Dang It Dan, 

SASS #13202
L 49’er Raven Moon
Wrangler Santa Fe River Stan
L Wrangler Dynamite Deed, 

SASS #61645
Cowboy Strider, 

SASS #47548
Cowgirl Hawkeye Gin, 

SASS #44595
E Statesman Latonka, 

SASS #67424

Categories
F Cartridge Cookie Hernz, 

SASS #44764
F C Duelist Confederate Colt, 

SASS #31216
Gunfighter Deadly Sharpshooter,

SASS #35828
L Gunfighter Sidekick Chick, 

SASS #73141
S Duelist Larry Earp, 

SASS #60034
B-Western Marshall Troop, 

SASS #70448
L B-Western Trixie T. Rubble, 

SASS #93721
Duelist Kingfish Dave, 

SASS #53158
C Cowboy Chilly Willy, 

SASS #20420
Young Gun Dominator, 

SASS #62912
L Young Gun Ramblin’ Rider, 

SASS #93749
Buckaroo R. P. Slim, 

SASS #81400
Buckarette Beck A. Boo, 

SASS #498570

This represents the building 
where Butch and Sundance were

holed up against the Bolivian Army.

The big scene from the movie, “The Wild Bunch,” was the 
bloody courtyard battle where Pike, Dutch, Lyle, and Tector 

battled Mapache.  That’s Kingfish Dave, SASS #53158, with the timer, 
and Deadly Sharpshooter on the Maxim gun just prior to shootin’ fer real.

Some of Ennah Tizzy’s, SASS #58791,
beautiful cactus props.

(Continued from page 25)



The courtyard where the Magnificent 
Seven waited for Calvera’s men.
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opens the scene with “They’ll be
waitin’ for us,” and the shooter re-
sponds “I wouldn’t have it any other
way,” while holding onto the spade
grips of the Maxim gun.  The Maxim
lent an authentic sound effect to the
scene when the trigger was de-
pressed.  The shooter started by ac-
tivating a swinging cowboy target.
With the rifle, shooters had to dou-
ble tap the swinging cowboy, then
single tap-sweep a sunburst target,
swinging cowboy again, and another
sunburst and repeat those instruc-
tions for the next five rounds for a
total of ten rounds.  Next came the

shotgun knock down targets, fol-
lowed by the revolvers in the same
style as the rifle.  

The set design crew worked
some magic on the sets, lending re-
alism, (and in some cases, suspen-
sion of disbelief!) to each stage.
Thanks to Ennah Tizzy and Major
Mishap for creating the alien space-
ship and fearsome aliens for Cow-
boys and Aliens.  

The awards continued the
movie theme with a special Oscar’s
ceremony complete with a roped
walkway and curtain backdrop.  The
winning actors and actresses made
their way down the red carpet as di-
rector Deadly Sharpshooter an-
nounced the runner-ups and
winners.  Congratulations to Top
Guns Santa Fe River Stan and
Raven Moon.

I don’t know about you, Pard, but shootin’ under the glaring face 
of those aliens was pretty scary to me.

Sound Stage six, scene of 
the fierce battle between 
the cowboys and aliens.
Ennah Tizzy and Major
Mishap, SASS #40451, outdid
themselves making the alien
spacecraft and the aliens.

�
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Wild West rebels
AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE
DAY SHOOTHost

rescia, Italy – Italian
Cowboy Action Shooters
have a saying that goes
like this: “Condividiamo

la passione per il West, per la sua
cultura, I suoi scenari, la sua sto-
ria, il cinema.”  TRANSLATION:
“We share your passion for the
west; your culture, and your
scenery, and the history and the-
atre.”  Writer’s comments: we know

B
our American readers are grateful for
those sentiments!  Our Italian SASS
members have not only been faithful
to the code, they are also attendees at
some of our larger American shoots
including Winter Range and END of
TRAIL.

Over 80 Shooters from all over
Europe and the United States, includ-
ing Dr. George, SASS #5234, and
Nurse Bobbi, SASS #20234, attended

By Mad Dog Biff Tannen, SASS #86924, 
and Palaver Pete, SASS Life/Regulator #4375

iTAlY’S



readers are encouraged to visit
the Wild West Website at:
www.wildwestrebels.com/

Members of the Wild West
Rebels are more than pleased to
assist American shooters in
hotel/pensione arrangements, as

well as providing advice for shipment of
firearms and ammunition.  At this point
let the accompanying photos tell the
‘rest of the story,’ and while enjoying
that, keep in mind Italian shooters take
their eating as seriously as they do
their shooting. 

You’re a Daisy if Ya do!  
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this year’s Independence Day Shoot
sponsored by the Wild West Rebels
Cowboy Action Shooting™ Club
from the Brescia District of North-
ern Italy.  The Wild West Rebels re-
inforce the quotation expressed
above annually by hosting this
event as if it were Independence
Day in Italy—an expression of ap-
preciation for all the United States
has done for Italy as well as all of
Europe.  Those who accuse Euro-
peans (on a blanket basis) for a lack
of gratitude for America’s role in
the liberation of Europe need to at-
tend the next Italian Independence
Day Shoot.  

This Match was “action
packed,” featuring three Warm-up
Stages, 12 Main Match Stages, and
6 Wild Bunch Stages shot over a
three day period.  For those who
enjoy Long Range, a 100,00 Meter
event was offered, and after all
that, a Posse Match, and finally a
Shoot-off won by Lucky Doc.  The
Match was well organized and su-
pervised by Match Director, Bill
Masterson, SASS #71464.  U.S. vis-

itors, Dr. George won the Cattle
Baron Category, while Nurse Bobbi
won the Ladies Silver Senior Cate-
gory.  Main Match Winner and top
man was Pat Sidente, and top Lady
competitor was Hunting Lady.  For
overall and category scores, and in-
formation about pending matches,

Nurse Bobbi stands center stage 
to receive her Lady Silver 

Senior award.

As Dr. George demonstrates, 
when in Italy you need to enjoy food
and drink as well as your shooting!

Co-author, Mad Dog Biff Tannen, 
SASS #86924, greets and escorts 
Dr. George and Nurse Bobbi 

around the Italian shooting range.

�
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kay - now we are in
love with Oregon.  The
Spirit of the West met
us in Eastern Oregon

with snow-covered mountains,
fields of wildflowers, and wild
rivers coupled with towns tucked
into the hills.  By chance, we
found Sumpter and Granite, had
no idea there were active gold
mines and real West towns along
the National Historic Oregon

O

Trail.  According to Oregon’s
Events Calendar, “The state
where old meets new, and its res-
idents are a curious bunch.”  We
found Oregon’s “curious bunch” to
be delightful and helpful.

We’ve discovered if the road-
side sign says “Road Closed Due
to Snow,” it wasn’t left out by ac-
cident.  That sign means you will
find snow a foot to a foot and a
half deep five miles up the road
with blowing snow ahead.
Stopped us in our tracks!

After a night spent in Wal-
lowa-Whitman National Forest
camped by a pond filled with fish,

frogs, and loads of birds, we en-
joyed a fog shrouded drive into
Ukiah, which was framed by a
rainbow.  Highway 244 into La
Grande following Camas Creek
and Grande Ronde River showed
off trout streams too perfect for a
post card.  We saw elk herd after
elk herd.  Crossing Blue Moun-
tains, the snow gauge of eight foot
made us real proud we had

brought along our long johns.
Never saw so many beautiful

Christmas trees.  Scenery was in-
credible with names such as Bear
Wallow, Burnt Coral Creek,
Poverty Flats, Wild Horse, and
Whiskey Creek.  We wanted to ex-

shootin’ourWay

across the
By Rio Drifter, SASS #49244 
& Tennessee Tall, SASS #49245 uSARio Drifter, SASS #49244  and

Tennesse Tall, SASS #49245
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plore everywhere.  We visited Cove
where every home had a garden,
horses, cows, llamas, chickens, or-
chards, and immaculate yards and
flowers.  We had a quiet night at
Bird Track Springs, Utmailla Na-
tional Forest where your Golden
Age Passport allows you to stay

for $2.50 per night.  Finally caved
in and stayed at Emigrant Springs
State Park since we needed to do
serious cleaning and reorganizing
of us and the motor home.  Ameni-
ties at the price of quiet were
within yards of I-84.

The Dry Gulch Desperados
provided dry camping at their
range complete with quail, rabbits,
beautiful birds, bull snake, and a
hot air balloon display at sunrise.
We found the Dry Gulch Despera-
dos to be a working club where
everyone worked, including Pinto
Annie, who was not shooting due
to shoulder surgery.  Set up was fast and efficient.  After shooting

six of the best scenarios (written
by Runamuck), club members
hung around to help us put Oregon
on our map as state #33.

Had a great day shooting with
Transitman, SASS #5763, Omache
Kid, SASS #5282, Shalako Tucker,
SASS #27964, Pinto Annie, SASS
#27966, De Shoot Kid, SASS #50225,
Runamuck, SASS #49216, Wilkes,
SASS #28702, Willy Killem, SASS
#58087, Hey Grampa, SASS #60902,
and Shot Z Lady, SASS #60903.

Hey Grampa and Shot Z Lady

invited us to spend the night at
their house.  They are two of the
most diversely talented cowboys
we have ever met.  Their cherry
and apple orchard and home
should be featured in “Birds and
Blooms” magazine.  Left there
with dried cherries, fresh cher-
ries, and pictures of projects to
keep us busy for years.  Thank
you Hey Grampa, Shot Z Lady,
and the Dry Gulch Desperados.  

Shootin’ Our Way Across the
USA with Washington state in
our sights!�
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the shooters registered Friday
evening and planned to return in
the morning to finish.  Manzanita
Jack, SASS #84584, was loaded
down with door prizes he wran-
gled from many sources, including
Desperado Bullets, Unique Tek,
Bullet Splat Jewelry, and several
local businesses.  Tequila Jack,
SASS #91009, created all the
name badges, so everyone would
know who was who.  Tripod and
Lizzy Mae, SASS #92426, were
ready to prepare and serve the
meals for the weekend.  Friday
night came to a close with every-
one, including several volunteers
not named here but equally appre-
ciated, heading home to rest be-
fore the morning competition.

Marshal Stone went to bed Fri-
day night confident the Wild
Bunch™ Championship Match was

as ready as it could be.  He climbed
out of bed Saturday morning look-
ing forward to a great day on the
shooting range.  Then he made his
way to the front of his “covered
wagon” and got a look outside.  De-
spite all the planning, checking,
and double-checking, there was one
thing even Marshal Stone could not
overcome—the weather.  Mother
Nature had dumped almost four
inches of snow during the night
and it was still coming down!

Several Cowboys and Cowgirls
arrived ready to shoot despite the
snow, but secretly hoping the
match would be canceled for the
day.  As majority rules here, there
was quite a discussion going on
among the shooters.  Could the
match go on or should it be can-
celed for the day and try again
Sunday?  Several minutes into the
discussion a lone figure was seen

making its way toward the group.
It was hard to tell if this person
was man or woman the way they
were bundled up against the cold.
When the apparition finally
reached the group, it became clear
it was the Cook, Tripod.  She had
only one thing to say—“I’m not
cooking in this mess.  You can shoot
if you want, but there ain’t going to
be no food!”  She then turned and
headed back to the warmth of her
covered wagon.  Everyone else
headed home.  Discussion over!

Sunday everyone woke up to a
different world.  The skies and the
range were wonderfully free of
snow.  It was a little chilly.  Okay,
let’s face facts, it was downright
cold, but the match could go on.
Seventeen hardy competitors took
to the range and the sound of bangs
and clangs were soon heard.
Everyone seemed to be shooting

Alaska State Wildbunch™

Championship

Shootout at Moose Nugget Flats
May 18th and 19th, 2013

By Little Nelchina, SASS #68078, 
and Tripod, SASS #57588

Pictures by Marshal Stone, SASS Life #53366, 
and Tequila Jack, SASS #91009

irchwood, AK – As the
Match Director for the
Alaska 49ers State Wild
Bunch™ Championship,

Marshal Stone was well prepared
for the match scheduled for May
18th and 19th.  There were 10 stages
over two days of competition ready
to go, with lunches provided both
days and a nice dinner on Saturday
night with the awards ceremony
set for Sunday afternoon.  A num-
ber of club members came out Fri-
day evening and set up all the
stages.  Thanks to our major spon-
sor, Action Target, the range was a
beautiful site—a sea of black just
waiting for the rounds to hit.  It
was a little chilly with rain and
sleet, but no one thought too much
of that.  It’s just normal Alaska
springtime weather, after all. 

Little Nelchina got several of

B

Even with the snow in May, everyone had a great time at the 
Alaska State Wild Bunch Championship – 

Shootout at Moose Nugget Flats.



somewhat faster than
normal.  Again the
weather had some in-
fluence on the speed
the stages were com-
pleted.  The faster you
shot, the faster you
could get back into
your warm coat and
gloves.  By the time
the lunch break rolled
around, the tempera-
ture had gone up
enough that the coats,
gloves, and a few lay-
ers of extra clothing
were coming off in a
hurry.  The one con-
stant for the whole
match was the good
cheer coming from all
the participants.  The
“He Haws,” “Good
Job,” and “Way to Go”
mixed with a lot of
laughter and a few
expletives could be
heard even over the
fast and furious
shooting.  The 2nd an-
nual Alaska State
Wild Bunch™ Cham-
pionship match may
have been off to a
slow start, but it
ended as an overall
great match.

Dinner, door pri -
zes, and awards were
combined into an

event of their own once the range
was cleared.  Awards were pre-
sented to the top three shooters in
each category.  

When you plan your shooting
schedule for the coming years, be
sure to add the Alaska State
Wild Bunch™ match to that list.
Along with loads off fun, good food,
and a challenging match, we often
throw in a little of the unexpected,
like the weather for example.  

If you would like more infor-
mation or help with planning,
visit the Alaska 49ers’ website at:

Alaska49erspistolshooting.com
or email our TG, Marshal Stone, at:

walling@mtaonline.net.
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Lizzy Mae goes after the bad guys!

— Lady Traditional Winner —
Lizzy Mae, SASS #92426

— Modern Winners — 
1st – Taino, SASS #33670; 2nd – Doc Coles, SASS #1189;

3rd – Flaco Joe, SASS #83282

— Overall Match Winners — 
Taino and Lizzy Mae.
Congratulations!

— Lady Modern Winner — 
Red Tornado

Mother Nature didn’t cooperate for a Saturday morning start of the Wild Bunch™ match!  
The cook made the call, and the match was started the next day.

— Traditional Winners —
1st – Marshal Stone, SASS #53366; 
2nd – Ruben Ryback, SASS #89756; 
3rd – Dan O’Leary, SASS #26047

�
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ortez, CO – “END of
TRAIL” was just around
the corner and the “Re-
venger’s of Montezuma”

Mounted Shooting Club needed to
get ready.  We dusted off our six
shooters and our saddles and de-
cided to have a practice in conjunc-
tion with the “Revenge of
Mon te zuma” Action Shoot.  We used
to host a Mounted Shoot every year
with the “Revenge,” but had to let it
go because we couldn’t get anyone
to come play with us!

This year with END of TRAIL
being moved back a week, we could
actually play and have time to pack
for END of TRAIL!  Woohoo!
Soooooo … we planned our FA-
MOUS four-wheeler match for Fri-
day afternoon … it’s the closest you
can come to Mounted Shooting
without riding a horse!  I was driv-
ing the Quad-er-horse with my
shooter riding behind me armed
with one .45 Colt loaded with
blanks.  They shoot the first five
balloons; then, they change guns

like a Mounted Shooter has to, (we
have them put their gun on the top
of a barrel and pick up their other
gun) and then shoot the other five
balloons.  Fastest times win … there
are penalties for not popping the
balloons … five seconds each, and
the rider tells me how fast or slow
to go.  There was some fierce compe-
tition between the Australians and
the Germans for the title this year
with Hawkshaw Fred, SASS Life
#36811, trying valiantly to keep the
good old USA in the game as well.
When the dust had settled, KC Shot
of Australia was declared the 2013
“Revenge of Montezuma” Quad-er-
horse winner!  

Saturday morning dawned clear
and not too hot with a few cotton
candy clouds floating in the bluest
sky you ever saw … if you haven’t
seen a Colorado sky … well, the
blue is BLUE!  We saddled up our
ponies and strapped on our guns
and headed down to the Revenger’s
Arena for four stages of pure fun.
The Huginkiss Sisters dug out some
of our famous stages … complete
with snakes in the grass, balloons
on barrels, and timers in the middle
of the arena … hey, it’s all about
horsemanship, isn’t it?  

Rico Star, SASS #34970, hadn’t
shot in two years, and we talked
him into coming to play with us.
Helza Poppin’, SASS #63973, was

Aneeda driving the Quad-er-horse four-wheeler
in the famous Revenge match.

Helda Huginkiss on Tempest.Helza Poppin helps set up a stage.

Aneeda Huginkiss, 
SASS #23798 By Aneeda Huginkiss, SASS #23798

C

Justa Huginkiss and 
her mom, Ivana Huginkiss.

revenGe of

MONTEZUMA 
June 14th – 16th, 2013

MounTeD PrACTiCe MATCh



want to miss the fun.  We had a few
Action Shooters come watch us and
take pictures … we started at 9:00
am, were done by NOON  and had
a great lunch provided by a local
vendor that has helped us at our
shoots for the last two years.  

When the smoke cleared and the
dust settled, we set up the Fastest
Gun Competition we “borrowed”
after seeing it done at Winger Range
and the NM Territory Champi-
onship.  Again those Australians
and Germans were battling it out to
see who would be named “Fastest
Gun” at the “Revenge of Montezuma
2013.”  It was close, but no one could
beat Australian Savage Sam, SASS
#78935.  He had a time of 2.88 sec-
onds and was amazing to watch.  I
didn’t know my guns could shoot
that fast … hope they don’t expect
that from me!

After all the shooting was done,
we got gussied up and went to the
“Revenge” Banquet.  They were
serving Beef or Chicken … let’s see
… BEEF of course for us!  We
dressed in our best ball gowns and
had a great time rubbing elbows
with all the Action Shooters.  KC
Shot bought us a couple of rounds
to celebrate his win.  Before the
Banquet was over, we gave out
awards and prizes for the Four
Wheeler Match and the Fastest

Gun Competition with a few hugs
and kisses, of course.  

Sunday was clear and not too
windy … boy we lucked out for our
Practice Match, as usually it’s HOT
and WINDY!  We had two more
Huginkiss stages to shoot and then
two Team Stages.  We were going to
start at 9:00 am, but the Action
Shooters said they wanted to watch
some Mounted Shooting, so we
started at 10:00 am.  We talked
about doing an Extreme Team
Stage, but everyone likes our Team
Stages, so we stuck with them.  One
even had us put a gold bag on a bar-
rel without it falling off … we got
done and were ready to wrap it up
when several of the Australians
came over and wanted to watch.
Mounted Shooting isn’t allowed in
Australia, as the government
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recovering from shoulder surgery
and couldn’t shoot, but came to help
with balloons … she is quite a
trooper … she was even on a new
horse she is training for Mounted
Shooting!  Thank goodness there
was no rodeo.  

Justa Huginkiss, SASS #95710,
rode as did Ivana Huginkiss, SASS
#95709 … we talked her into shoot-
ing a few stages on Helda’s horse,
Tempest.  Canyon Cowgirl, SASS
#31074, came to help set balloons.
She was training a new horse, too,
so she didn’t shoot, but she didn’t

ee

We all join for the fun, never
thinking of the hook it has.

The Mounted Shooters always,
making another run …
Boy this is just plain fun!

Can’t say most people are 
having any more fun than me
But that hook for a cowboy and
a gun sure makes the liberals

run,
Can’t wait ‘till the Lord tries 
the double crossover rundown

I hope it never ends ... strong ...
weak ...  strong ...  weak ...
damn the barrel turn ...
Weak … strong … weak …
strong … finish is just ahead.

Set that record run.
Raised on horseback , reading
Louis L’Amour, saw Hopalong
Cassidy, and much much more

…

Now I can play with those 
cowboys who had so much fun.
The Never Ending Rundown, 

I want to make one more run…

THE NEVER ENDING
RUNDOWN

By Blue, SASS #9262

Another balloon bites the dust!

Aneeda Huginkiss (l) and 
Canyon Cowgirl warming up.

Rico Star setting balloons.

Rico Star smoking the balloons!

�

(Continued on page 42)
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Bob Mernickle 
Signature Series Knives

ob Mernickle of Mernickle
Custom Holsters (Talkalot
Bob, SASS #23160) is a guy
with unlimited energy and

apparently boundless creativity.
Every time I see him, he excitedly
tells me about some new product or
improvement of an existing product.
He had been telling me for a while
he was working on a special knife.
He called it “a Cowboy Action
Shooter’s dream knife.”  It had to be
functional, but look really cool at the
same time.  He wanted it to be not
only 100% American made, but also

made by people in SASS.  This year
at END of TRAIL he showed me one
of the completed knives.  

“I thought this might be a tall
order, but found there was, in fact,
everyone I needed to create this
legacy knife.”

His first stop was Tom Hewitt
aka Redwing, SASS #43324.  They
had been working together for some
years, so they got together and
started laying out patterns for the
blade and the handle.  After going
through several patterns for both,
they settled on a blade length of 7
½" and handle of 4 ¼" “The balance
just felt good in the hand. Then
came the material for the blade.
This was relatively easy.  We both
felt if you want a cool collectable
knife, the blade had to be Damas-
cus.  But, we took that one step fur-
ther and went to a feather
Damascus.  This just expounded
upon the style and cut of the knife
blade itself.  For the guard we chose
a polished brass to show the offset
between the blade and the handle.

has a beauty like you have never
seen before.”  In the words of Tom
at Redwing Knives, “I cannot be-
lieve this material.”  

They were going to laser etch
the signature and logo on the blade,
but due to its strength, they felt it
would not do the knife justice.  So
they went to Aspen Filly, SASS
#50535, to hand engrave it all.

“And a beautiful job she did.
Aspen Filly also made mention this
was one of the hardest steels she
had worked with.  In the end she
worked with it, and it was flawless.”
Again, the photographs do not do
justice.  The detail is superb.

A knife of this quality needed a
presentation case up to the quality
of the knife.  They went to another
SASS member, Chisum, SASS
#95711, who happens to live in the
same town as Bob.  He made a num-
ber of prototypes and the final result
will be shipped with each knife.  Like
the knife, each case is handmade
and fit to the knife.  The interior ma-
terial was cut out by Bob’s daughter,
Stormie, and is fit to each knife.

There will be only 50 of these
knifes produced and will be sold on
a first come first served basis.  Be-
cause each knife and case is hand
made, the process will take about
three months to complete.  The
price is $1099.95, and Bob is taking
reservations now.  
The 1895 Montgomery Wards

Hatband
This year at Winter Range

David and Janet at D Bar J Hats
spent a lot of time convincing me I
needed another hat.  I had 15 cow-
boy hats already and live in a 40-
foot motorhome.  There is absolutely
no more storage space for hats.  The
words “need” and “hats” do not be-
long in the same sentence for me.  If
anything, I need a 12-step program.
But sometimes “Want” defeats
“Need.”  Anyway I ordered a Boss of
the Plains in silverbelly with black

It measures 3" across.”  I will note
the photographs do not do the Dam-
ascus justice, especially when con-
verted to newsprint.

For the handle, after trying dif-
ferent thicknesses they settled on a
thickness of 7/8" at its widest point
through the middle of the grip.  For
the grip material they went to Raj
at Eagle Grips.  

“We chose a new material called
Kirinite, which is a product devel-
oped by Eagle Grips and is taking
the knife industry by storm.  This
new product is both impact rated,
as well as temperature rated.  And

B

dispatches From

camp baylor
~MULTI-SUBJECT COLUMN~

. ,
Captain George Baylor, 

SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

By Captain George Baylor, SASS Life/Regulator #24287

An 1880s left-handed cowboy 
wearing a double buckle 

hatband with the buckle in front.
This is not the Montgomery Wards
hatband, but, of course, other 

double-buckle hatbands did exist.

Bob Mernickle Signature Series
knife in its presentation case.

A close up of the impressive 
engraving by Aspen Filly on the 
feather Damascus steel blade.



later the hat arrived with the
hatband mounted.  I believe it
completes my Boss of the
Plains collection, at least until
I have more room.

Brim Flattener
Boss of the Plains hats and

some other styles such as cam-
paign hats leave the hatter
with a flat brim.  If you want
the brim to remain flat, you
have to work at it somewhat.  D
Bar J ships their flat brimmed
hats in a box with a cardboard

jig to keep them flat.  If you have
room, keeping the hat in the box
will do a great job of keeping it flat.
Unfortunately that is not an option
for me.  I made a plywood jig to flat-
ten the brim.  I didn’t spend a lot of
time on it.  I started with two 2' x
2' pieces of plywood one ½" and the
other ¼".  Using the cardboard
from the hatbox jig as a pattern, I
cut out a hole in the center of big
enough to put the crown through,
sanding the edges smooth.  At the
corners I drilled ¼" holes and use
¼" bolts, washers, and wing nuts to
hold the two pieces together.  It is
serviceable, but not fancy.  I only
put a hat in the jig when it needs
flattening.  I will get it pliable with
steam and keep it in the jig
overnight.  Even a 100% beaver hat
will curl somewhat if you get it wet,
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trim.  I already had five Boss of the
Plains style hats.  I justified it to
myself by saying my favorite Boss of
the Plains is black (well, actually
charcoal, which is what black hats
faded to in the 19th century), and it’s
awfully hot in the summer in the
desert for a black/charcoal hat.  Sil-
verbelly is a very popular color in
hats now, but originally silverbelly
was what a natural beaver hat
faded to after time in the sun.  Now,
from D Bar J, if you buy a 100%
beaver hat in “natural beaver,” it
will be dyed to the color “natural
beaver” so it stays “natural beaver.”
It makes a very striking hat color,
but I already had a favorite hat in
natural beaver.

With this hat I wanted a hat-
band that I’ve been trying to find
for some years.  The 1895 Mont-
gomery Wards catalog had a hat
called “The Mountaineer.”  The cat-
alog description was “Cow Boy’s
Sombrero hats, calfskin color,
leather bound, 2-inch leather em-
bossed band, crown 4-1/2, brim 4

inches.  Weight 10 ounces.”  It was
priced at $3.50, or $37.50 per dozen.
The drawing is a Boss of the Plains
style.  It has a striking tooled wide
leather double buckle hatband.  The
tooling is shown in detail in the
drawing, so a good leathersmith
could duplicate the hatband.  Some-
time back I had asked a really good
leathersmith to make a hatband
from that drawing, and he made a
beautiful hatband, but it was his
artistic interpretation, not the exact
replica I wanted now.

I went looking through the
vendors at Winter Range thinking
maybe I could find one who, if I
showed him a picture of that hat-
band, could duplicate it.  I wan-
dered into a first-time vendor at
Winter Range, Watson’s Hat Shop
from Cave Creek, Arizona.  Several
hatbands were prominently dis-
played.  Amazingly, the first one on
the rack was the Montgomery
Wards hatband.  The young man
who was watching the store did not
know the price.  I left my card and
asked him to put the hatband
aside and have the owner call me
when he returned.  This is not a
good negotiating technique be-
cause now the seller knows you
want it.  Fortunately the price was
reasonable at $85.  I gave the hat-
band to David, and a few weeks

and rain does happen when we
least expect it.

It isn’t necessary to keep the
brim flat, of course.  Obviously from
19th century photographs we know
cowboys wore hats with brims
curled every way possible.

Merchants
Aspen Filly’s Merchandise
5573 Gray Street
Arvada, CO 80002
303-434-1204
on Facebook at 
Aspen Filly’s Merchandise

D Bar J Hats
5960 Topaz Street
Las Vegas, Nevada, 89120
702-430-0681
dbarjhats@yahoo.com
David Johnson: 
dhatterman4287@yahoo.com

Eagle Grips
460 Randy Road, 
Carol Stream, IL 60188, 
1-800-323-6144
eaglegrips@yahoo.com
www.eaglegrips.com

Mernickle Custom Holsters
1875 View Court
Fernley, Nevada, USA 89408
1-800-497-3166
sales@mernickleholsters.com
www.mernickleholsters.com

Redwing Trading Company
PO Box 221, 
Kimball, NE 69145
308-235-7398 or 308-235-5306
redwing_trading@charter.net
www.redwingtradingcompany.com

Watson’s Hat Shop 
6140 E. Cave Creek Road
Cave Crook, Arizona 85331
602-419-6436
watsonshatshop@gmail.com
www.watsonshatshop.com

The 1895 Montgomery Wards 
Catalog sold a hat with a 

carved double buckle hatband.

The brim was curling after getting
caught in the rain.  After one night in
the brim press, the brim is flat again.

Brim press to flatten curling brims 
on flat-brimmed hats.

100% beaver Boss of the Plains 
by D Bar J Hats, Silverbelly with 
black bound edge, and the 1895 

Montgomery Wards Catalog hatband.

�
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t was nice to see Coyote
Cap, SASS #14184, is
paying tribute to proba-
bly the most enigmatic

cartridge Winchester, or perhaps
any United States ammunition
company, ever manufactured.  Not
only has he and his family team
done so much for Cowboy Action
Shooting™ in general, they have
supported SASS, and Regional, as
well as state shoots as major spon-
sors.  He has broken new ground
with every update of antique
weapons that were not meant to do
what we ask of them on a weekly
basis.  Now, with his generous dona-
tion to SASS of a one-off Model
1901 Winchester able to chamber
this cartridge, he has also intro-
duced many shooters to this great
and historic cartridge.

Having spent many years re-
searching Winchester ammunition,
the 70-150 Express is the top
marker in more ways than one.  The
many reasons of why and when and
what for are an interesting study
unto themselves.  This unique car-
tridge was the high point of the
1890-style cartridge board put out
by Winchester.  It was at the top of
the peak of the W as laid out for the
metallic cartridge display.  As it was
in this predominant place on a
board, it was the first cartridge to be
pirated off and sold to collectors.
The history of this behemoth and its
intended firearm is not to be trailed
in any Company files, as most were
destroyed over the years especially
when the Olin family took over Win-
chester in the early 1930s.

There is a trail of printed sum-
mations as to the reason for this car-
tridge and the weapon it was
intended for in publications from the
American Rifleman to The Gun Re-
port and Outdoor Life.  Writers and
editors would say the 70-150 was: for
display purposes only; for a specially

modified Model 1876 (not!); for a
one-off Winchester Single Shot (com-
plete retooling?  Not!); and a special
Winchester rifle for a friend of Teddy
Roosevelt, H. L. Stimson.  This was
actually a 577 British caliber (not a
75 caliber in reference to the 70-150)
Winchester Single Shot rifle.

The first to be on the correct
trail was the noted serviceman, car-
tridge and weapons expert, Colonel
B. R. (Berk) Lewis in the September
1958 Gun Report.  This is followed
by George Madis in his ground-
breaking work The Winchester book,
then by Ron Stadt with his Winches-
ter Shotguns and Shotshells book.
Both of these works finally get the
subject correct in that it was a
(probably more than one) special
Winchester Model 1887 shotgun.
What made this firearm more in-
credible is that it employed “Ratchet
Rifling,” a British concept, near the
muzzle in the normal choke bore
area, to stabilize the projectile.

During the late 1930s when the
Company was gearing up to cele-
brate their Diamond Jubilee, Edwin
Pugsley, former Winchester Works
Manager, asked many of the old
timers for comments on the past
history of the Company.  Several of
these ‘old boys’ had been there since
the 1880s.  Some of this information
would go on to be used in Harold
Williamson’s WINCHESTER. The
Gun That Won The West.  One old
timer told of “Winchester’s Ele-
phant Gun” and drew the cartridge
for it (with dimensions) almost
exact.  This was the 70-150, basi-
cally a 12-gauge shell necked to full
choke diameter.

Paul Foster, a former Winches-
ter employee, in his Winchester’s
Forgotten Cartridges, from the Gun
Digest- 5th Edition of 1952, gives
the dimensions in inches for the
thick rim 70-150 as: Rim diameter =
.870; Body diameter = .805; Shoul-

der diameter = .790; Case length =
2.175.  In his own personal note-
book, Foster lists the cartridge as
the “70-150-650” with the final
number as the bullet weight.  This
number was done in the practice of
the 19th Century to include bullet
weight, and it was a rounded-off
number as Foster, in another section
of notes, includes “70-150 cartridge
made in 1888, bullet 648 grains,
empty shell weight [thick rim] 541
grains, [those] made from brass shot
shells only weigh 361 grains.”  Dur-
ing his years at New Haven, several
new primed empty shells and some
bullets were discovered in a vault
for sample cartridges.  The lead bul-
lets have a hollow point filled with
a hollow copper tube stamped with
an “X” to denote Express bullet.  To
his credit, Foster also notes this car-
tridge for the Model 1887.

Walter M. Bellemare who had
over 40 years with Winchester from
1934 on and worked at both the
New Haven and East Alton plants
in ballistics, wrote of finding a car-
tridge sizing gage (factory spelling)
with a new primed empty, thick rim
shell for the 70-150 at the New
Haven plant.  Yet this gage was
stamped “70-180 Express.”  This
gage currently resides in the Win-
chester Arms Collection at the Buf-
falo Bill Historical Center in Cody,
Wyoming.  While not having this
piece in hand, I have seen photo-
graphs of it and it is marked 70-180.

The 1890-style cartridge board
that made the 70-150 so famous
was not manufactured for just one
year.  It was made over a period of
time until the time the next style of
board was issued, the 1897-style
board.  This is proven out by the
changes in the paper shot shells

shown on the 1890 boards.  The
original 70-150 offered was of the
“thick rim” style, which has a solid
head and heavy case walls.  Be-
cause the boards were manufac-
tured over an extended period, the
supply of these shells was ex-
hausted.  Winchester then began to
use their First Quality brass shell
without a headstamp.  These are
the so-called ‘thin rim’ shells.
Necked to the proper size, these will
be found completely correct with
Express bullet and wood spacer in
place of the powder charge.  Two
mounting holes along one side of
the casing allow for the mounting
wire to be threaded through.  The
70-150 became so popular and de-
sired as a collectors item that by the
late 1940s they were being faked in
quantity using brass shotgun shells
with the headstamps turned off.
The quality of some of these is fairly
good, yet the bullet profile is obvi-
ously incorrect when compared to
an original.  The original board
dummy cartridges have sold for as
high as $2,000.  The many variants
of the fakes go for $50 to $150.

So, thanks to Coyote Cap, the
world has been reintroduced to the
famous “70-150 Winchester Ex-
press.”  Now I wonder how the re-
coil would have been ...
Published material:
Madis, George- The Winchester
Book- Dallas, Texas, 1961

Outdoor Life, Editors of- The Story
of American Hunting and
Firearms - McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1959

Stadt, Ronald W.- Winchester
Shotguns and Shotshells- First
Edition, Armory Publications.
Tacoma, Washington, 1984

WINCHESTER’S
elephant Gun

Winchester .50-170 
“Thick Rim”

Winchester .50-170 
“Thin Rim”

The 70-150 Express
By Dog Eared Dan, SASS #42099

I
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were 42.  42 divided by 1,400 is 3%)
Anything over 4% should raise a
red flag.  And any significant num-
ber of Ps on any one stage is an-
other red flag.  Looking at the Ps on
the enclosed table, Stage 3 had con-
siderably more than the other
stages.  Looking at Stage 3’s stage
instructions of “With first pistol en-
gage the two pistol targets with 5
rounds NO TRIPLE TAPS; then
with second pistol shooter’s choice:
either alternate on the two pistol
targets or engage the large rifle
square with 5 rounds.”  Again, I
know on our posse we had two
shooters repeat the first pistol in-
structions instead of alternating …
both shooters shot both pistols in
alternating 2-2-1s.  In hindsight, I
should have had the first pistol be
alternating with the option of the
second pistol also be alternating or
dumping five on the rifle target.
The other Ps were spread over the
other nine stages.  Remember …
everyone hates Ps and many times
stages can be tweaked ever so
slightly to help folks avoid that
dreaded 10 seconds.

The next statistic is the number
of misses.  Once more, I like know-
ing the overall percentage of misses
in a match (140 X 10 stages X 20
pistol/rifle rounds per stage =
28,000 shots for the match).  Divide
the number of misses by the num-
ber of shots to get the overall miss
percentage (608/28000 = 2.2%).
Anything over 3% should have a
stage writer making adjustments
such as bigger targets or closer dis-
tances.  Also reviewing where the
misses happened is important.
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he match is over.  After a
year of planning and
countless hours of work,
another annual match is

in the books.  But don’t close that
book too soon because the last chap-
ter has yet to be written.  Your
match has a story to tell, and if you
listen closely it will give insights on
how to make changes that will
make next year’s match even better.  

The best time to review a match
is not long after breakdown.  This is
particularly true when analyzing
the stages because it should be done
while things are still fresh in your
mind.  There are simple items you
need to write down like the need to
replace a tired target or maybe a fa-
vorite prop needs some TLC.  Feed-
back from the match (the good, the
bad, and the ugly) needs to be dis-
cussed, but something many stage
writers don’t think to review are the
statistics from the shooting match.
Numbers like average stage times,
misses, and procedures need to be
reviewed and scrutinized.  The en-
closed table shows the shooting sta-
tistics of our June 2013 MA-CT-RI
Championships.  So let’s see what
these numbers have to say.  

For informational purposes
there were 140 shooters on 7 Posses
with 20 shooters on each posse.
Let’s first look at the average stage
times.  Looking back on the match,
there were no complaints about
Posses having to wait for other
Posses, which is backed up by all
the stages running fairly close in
average stage time.  The four
stages that had six shotgun knock-
downs (versus only four) had the
longer times (Stages 3, 4, 6, and 8),

but it didn’t cause any issues with
the Posses running smoothly.  Don’t
be afraid to throw in six shotgun
here and there (or more); just be
sure to have other things on that
stage be “faster’ like shooting order,
as well as staging guns time and
resetting the stage time.  

The next stat is Minor Safeties,
which should really be investi-
gated.  There were only five for the
match and they were spread across
four stages (Three were on our
posse and were hulls left in shot-
guns).  Sometimes poor stage de-
sign can cause safety issues such
as poor quality rests or 170º issues,
so try to find out what that statis-
tic is telling you by talking to posse
marshals post match.

The next statistic is irritating
to anyone that gets one—Proce-
dures (Ps).  Look at how many
there were for the match, and fig-
ure out the overall percentage (140
shooters X 10 Stages = 1,400 di-
vided into the number of Ps which

Stage 1 at the Tri-State had 101
misses, 40 more than the average of
60 misses per stage.  In review, the
stage had six 16" targets (4 squares
and 2 circles) that were first shot
with the rifle (at about 11 to 12
yards); then the shooter moved up
and shot them again with their re-
volvers (6 to 7 yards).  If anything
this stage sucked folks into crank-
ing up the rifle, which I think ac-
counts for many of the misses.
Quite a few folks on our posse
missed the circle targets with the
rifle, and shooters had to be delib-
erate with the revolvers because
the targets were spread out a bit
and were not in your face close, but
were still very hittable.  

The Tri-State also had 26 clean
shooters or 18% of shooters, a good
number.  Any number below 10%
should have a stage writer reeval-
uating target size and placement.
There were no Match DQs or Stage
DQs.  Any time there are DQs at a
match, the stage writer should find
out the circumstances because it
could be an indicator of a flaw in
stage or prop design that will not
want to be repeated in the future.

The numbers of a match have a
story to tell.  They are worth re-
viewing and doing a little digging.
They can provide insight that can
only improve your match writing
skills.  And a well- written match
sells itself.  Match committees
spend a ton of time before their
event making sure it is all it can be.
I encourage them to spend just a
little time after the last round goes
down range and the payoff will be
a better match next year!

MATCH STATISTICS

let The numbers Work for You

Periodicals
The American Rifleman- July,
1951

Gun Digest, 6th Edition – 1952
The Gun Report – September,
1958

The Gun Report – November, 1958
The Gun Report – March, 1980
Personal correspondences,
notes or memorandums 
not published:

Bellemare, Walter M. – estate of
former employee, Winchester-
Western Division.  

Foster, Paul S. – estate of former
employee, Winchester-Western
Division.  

Henshaw, Thomas E. – former 
employee, Winchester-Western
Division.  

Miscellaneous –  “The Pugsley 
Papers,” a noted collection of 
his correspondences.

Drawings property of WCF 
Publications, Inc.  

Copyright© WCF Publications, Inc.
2012

T
. ,

By Appaloosa Amy, SASS #63949

Stage 4

Stage 10

Winchester’s Elephant Gun ...  (continued)

�
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am a yearly Arizona
snowbird from January
to May.  My choice of time
and location positions me

to shoot Winter Range—a world
class “Cowboy toys” shooting event.

At the end of March this year, I
also shot a match at Rio Salado
called the Superstition Mountain
Mystery 3 Gun—a world-class
“modern toys” shooting event.

There I discovered the latest
and greatest scatter gun target
launcher for Cowboy Action.  One of
the stage ROs, Matthias Happ,
owner of Black Sheep Manufactur-

and a fabricator, Matt designed,
built, and manufactured a popper
activated vertical launching device,
calling it the “Kicker.”  The design
criteria Matt had set for the kicker
was Repeatability, Consistency,
and Reliability.  

This was accomplished by cre-
ating a mechanism similar to a sin-
gle action firearm in design having
a trigger, sear, and hammer, where
the hammer system is regulated by
a spring and not the force of pull
(i.e., the popper providing the
motor force).  This means no matter
the force exerted on the trigger sys-
tem (popper falling), the clay will
always present to the same height.  

This differs from the “flipper/
tosser” system in that the trigger

force does not directly relate to
hammer force.  

The spring activated “hammer”
drives a “belt” of the kicker which
traps, spins, and propels the clay pi-
geon upward in a consistent man-
ner achieving the same path/height
on every launch.  The “belt” system
also distributes the force of the
“hammer” across half of the clay pi-
geon, thus reducing breakage.  

Because the “bird” is given a
spin during launch, it has gyro-
scopic stability and always faces
the shooter.  Reaching a fully ad-
justable height anywhere between
5 feet and 20+ feet, the “clay” pi-
geon has a predictable path,
height, and dwell time at the
apogee providing the same sight

thinks it’s too cruel to the horses
there.  So we shot the last team
stage as a regular stage while Pad-
dlewheel, SASS #92046, and his
buddies videoed us so they could
show everyone in Australia what
Mounted Shooting was all about.
Wow … we’re international stars …
or something!

We decided not to time the
Practice Match ‘cause we weren’t
winning anything anyway, and it’s
really all about the fun.  So we

don’t know who was the fastest,
and no one won, but we had a great
time, and everyone left with big
smiles on their faces.  We plan on
doing another warm up Practice
Match next year to get ready for
END of TRAIL 2014.  So if you
want to have a good time and shoot
some fun, interesting patterns …
come join us next June … and
warm up for END of TRAIL with
the “Revenger’s of Montezuma!”
We promise, you will leave with a
big smile on your face, too!

Tex and author, Joe Cannuck,
shooting Wild Bunch 
at Winter Range 2012. By Joe Cannuck, SASS #58702

I
ing, was approached by the local
Range Master to solve a problem
he was having with the “popper”
activated clay pigeon flipper sys-
tem.  The clay pigeon flipper sys-
tem that was being used in the
shotgun and 3-gun matches was in-
consistent in its target presenta-
tion for all shooters.  

To make the matches fair to all
shooters, it was necessary to have
an activator that worked the same
for all shooters. The old
“flipper/tosser” system resulted in
many “re-shoots” because of various
malfunctions.  Not an option at a
large, highly competitive match
with a tight shooting schedule.

Being an engineer, an inventor

Front and back views of the kicker. 
The “long arm” on the front is the trigger 
and the “flipper” is mounted on the back.

aneWtoy

For coWboys
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Revenge Of Montezuma Mounted Practice Match
(Continued from page 35)
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picture for every shooter.
Fabrication is performed in a

professional machine shop using
CNC equipment.  All parts are
powder coated for durability.  Sorry,
it is already patented so, no home-
made knock off’s allowed!

Designed for IPSC 3 gunning,
Matt has unknowingly invented the
greatest … Cowboy clay launcher
since … four holes fly buttons …

Google http://www.blacksheep
manufacturing.com/ and you will
see what I am, talking about.  A
must have prop for any serious
SASS Club.  Don’t be surprised to
see them appear at all the big com-
petitive matches in the next year.
So, lead the herd …

Custer Renegades
State of Washington 

Shooter’s view of the target. 
18" by 24" steel plates shield the flipper/tosser units. Front setup—each popper activates one kicker.

A typical Cowboy Action stage setup with the Kicker.

Consistency and
controllability of
presentation are
key features of the
Kicker.  In this 
case the bird is 
set to be tossed 8
feet high in front 
of a 15-foot berm.  
Very nice!
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– Detail of CDV –
Captain Thomas B. Griffith, 
3rd Massachusetts Volunteer 
Infantry, wearing steel wire 
D-Frames.  Griffith was 
discharged June 26, 1863. 
(Author’s collection).

Common Spectacle 
Lens Shapes
he most visible charac-
teristic of a pair of spec-
tacles is the shape of the
lens, this surrounded by

the eye wire.  The eye wire has an
inside channel or groove to accom-
modate the edge of the lenses.  The
outside of the eye wire could be
rounded or flat.  Three lens shapes
made up the overwhelming pre-
ponderance of spectacle frames
during this period:

1.  Oval shaped spectacles.
From about 1810 through approxi-
mately 1830, the great majority of
all spectacles used in America for
vision correction had oval lenses.
Styles rapidly changed during the
1830s, and by the end of the decade
the sale of oblong and octagon
shaped spectacles far exceeded
that of oval spectacles.  This re-
mained so until the 1850s when
oval spectacles began to come back
into vogue.  Dr. Henry W. Williams,
writing in 1862, stated, “At present
and for some time the prevailing
fashion—and a most sensible
one—has been a large oval or ap-
proaching to an oval form.”7 Ac-
cording to Cincinnati optician
Walter Alden, writing in 1866,
spectacle purchasers in the South
and West preferred oval spectacles
to oblong or octagon spectacles.8

(In Alden’s view, the “West” re-
ferred to what we think of as the
mid-western states, i.e., Ohio, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin,
etc.).  The oval shaped spectacle

spectacles verify the use of octagon
spectacles in this country by 1817.
Merchants in Baltimore sold octa-
gon spectacles by 1825.  Based on
surviving examples and period
photographs, octagon spectacles
were more popular in America

than in England or Europe.  These
tiny lenses were often derided as
being too small, but they were still
popular into the 1870s.  American
oculist James W. Powell wrote in
1847 “the octagon shaped lenses

that are so fashionable at present
are certainly unnatural in shape;
they are not at all to be recom-
mended.”9 Oval spectacles gradu-
ally supplanted the octagon style
by the 1880s.

predominated all other styles dur-
ing the post Civil War period
through the first World War.

2.  Oblong shaped specta-
cles. The oblong, or square shape
became the most popular style by
1840, and remained popular
through the 1860s.  Illustrations in
advertisements during this period
use the oblong shape more than
the oval or octagon shapes.  Opti-
cian Walter Alden that the oblong
and octagon styles were preferred
to the oval styles in the East.8

During the 1840s and 1850s, some
examples of oblong shaped specta-
cles had sharper corners forming
an almost true rectangle, as op-
posed to the more rounded corners
of most examples.  The use of ob-
long spectacles declined after the
Civil War, largely replaced by ovals
by the 1880s.

3.  Octagon shaped specta-
cles. Advertisements in newspa-
pers seeking the return of lost

hiSTorY on Your fACe. ,
Common Spectacle Styles Before, During, and After

The Civil War 1835 – 1870
Part 2 of 4

By Alan R. McBrayer and Thomas F. ValenzaT

Oblong spectacles could vary in shape.  
These examples are illustrated in the same catalogue.  
(Source: James Queen & Company Catalogue of 

Optical Instruments,  1871, pp. 6-7).

Source: Evening Star [Washington, D.C.], October 20, 1856.

Typical D-frame style.  
These were often made with steel wire or silver.

D-horseshoe spectacles in silver, with crank bridge and 
loop-slide temples.  Marked “Pure Coin,” denoting the use of 

coin silver for the frames.  The owner probably hid an eye injury.  
(Author’s collection).
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Although not as common as the
oval, oblong, or octagon styles, five
other eye wire shapes deserve
mention.  Two are closely related.
The “D” and “D-horseshoe” shaped
frames had four glasses arranged
in a “wrap-around” configuration.
Both styles were worn throughout
the period and into the early 20th

century.  Makers of these specta-
cles used practically every varia-
tion of frame materials, temple
styles, and optic combinations.

The four-glass “wrap around”
type of spectacles was not limited
to the “D” and “D-horseshoe”
shaped glasses.  Oval, oblong, and
octagon spectacles all were avail-
able with four lenses or glasses in-
stead of two—often called
“double-eyed spectacles.”  The sup-
plementary lenses swung to the
side, like swinging a gate.  These
glasses had a variety of uses, de-
pending on the intention of the
manufacturer.  Many were fitted
with four flat colored glasses, to
provide extra protection against
light.  Some four-lens spectacles
served as bifocals—the front
glasses worked for far sight with
the supplementary lenses pivoted
to the side.  However, when
swiveled inward on top of the front
lenses, the superimposed optics
converted these spectacles to close-
up reading glasses.  One unusual
pair, when the front and supple-
mentary optics were superim-
posed, far-sight spectacles became
a non-magnifying pair of colored
glasses.  At other times, the supple-
mentary sides held no glass at all,
but instead had fine metal mesh,
or fine green silk panels stretched
on a frame, or solid panes of tor-
toiseshell—these combinations
limited only by the imagination of
the spectacle maker.

A style particularly popular in
the Midwestern states were the
pantoscopic spectacles.  This “half-
lens” design allowed the user need-
ing spectacles only for reading or
close-up work to look over the top
of the frames.  The glasses were
tilted at an angle (rather than ver-

tically) so the user need simply
shift their gaze downward to read
books or examine documents.  Pan-
toscopic frames replaced an earlier
style known as pulpit or clerical
spectacles.  Both pulpit and panto-
scopic styles were forerunners of
today’s modern “half-eye.”

Finally, round lenses deserve
mention.  Despite the efforts of
well-known English optician John
Harrison Curtis that encouraged
the general use of round lenses,
they were rarely used in this coun-
try from around 1820 until the
early 20th century because they
were thought to be heavy and un-
stylish.  Exceptions were made for
patients that required unusually
thick lenses and for some types of
protective eyewear.

Anyone could, and often did,
have older pairs of spectacle frames
refitted with updated lenses.  Period
photographs prove badly out-of-style
spectacles continued in use for
decades, especially by older Ameri-
cans.  This is still true today, al-
though styles change more
frequently than in the past.  As for
non-corrective colored lens specta-
cles, with no change of glass needed
for optical reasons, an older pair of
frames worked as well as a new pair,
regardless of style considerations.

Common Types of 
Spectacle Temples

All spectacle frames, as op-
posed to eye-glasses (“pince nez”)
are held to the face by the use of
temples, also known as sidepieces,

sidebars, or bows.  Spectacle tem-
ples during the period are of four
main types:

1.  Sliding temples.  These
temples slide (or extend) to a
longer length for wearing, and col-
lapse to a shorter length for stor-
age.  There are three main styles of
sliding temples:

– the loop slide (also called the
“Jack Downing” or “J. D.” slide),
this slide came into use between
1834 and 1837.10

– the band slide, this temple
appeared by 1830.11

– the “wide,” “stout,” or “broad”
sliding temple, referred to as the
“pin-in-slot slider” by modern col-
lectors.  (The “pin” is actually a
rivet).  In use by about 1800, spec-
tacles with this style temple could
still be purchased into the early
1870s.  Some were actually quite
narrow, and some later versions
were more appropriately termed a
“tab-in-slot” sliding temple; a “tab”
formed from one end of the movable
temple piece was bent up through
the slot, replacing the rivet.Pantoscopic frames in gold, with crank bridge and band slide temples.  

Made by Lucius Moses, Indianapolis, Indiana, c1860.

Illustration from a Civil War 
patriotic envelope.

– Sliding temples –
Top – loop slide or Jack Downing (J. D.) slide.  Appeared c1835; 
middle – band slide.  In use by 1830; Bottom – wide or broad slide 

(modern collectors call these “pin-in-slot” or “tab-in-slot”).  
These can vary greatly in actual width.

Curl or hook temples.
These are made from a single strand of blue or common steel wire.  
The “cable” type curl temples (made of fine twisted wire) are 1880s 

and later.  Only used for myopic lenses or colored glasses 
from c1850 to about 1885.

Pivot or turn-pin temples. 
Often seen on blue steel or common steel wire spectacles.

Ladies’ or straight temple. 
Most Civil War and earlier examples have loops at the end.

Common Spectacle Temples on American-made
Spectacle Frames, 1830  – 1870

Visit us at sassnet.com

(Continued on page 46)
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History On Your Face (pt. 2) ...

An uncommon temple varia-
tion has one section sliding into
the other, much like the tubes on a
telescope or spyglass.  These spec-
tacle temples are patented—one
patent being an “improvement”
upon the first.12 A limited number
of the later patent were manufac-
tured during or after 1860.

2.  Ladies’ temples (also
called single joint temples).  These
began to appear by the early
1830s.  Advertisements offered
spectacles of a “light and conven-
ient article, with single temples,
for ladies’ wear,”13 were quickly
called ladies’ spectacles.  These had
single straight temples that
reached past the tops of the ears.

Top: Green octagon silver spectacles, loop slides, crank bridge, 
by James Peters, Philadelphia.  Bottom: Blue oval silver spectacles, 
band slides, scroll bridge, by Julius Rosendale, Philadelphia.

Typical steel wire spectacles c1850 – 1870.

Gold ladies’ spectacles.  
Oblong lenses, ladies temples.  
Red Morocco leather case.

Close-up of the singe pin joint 
found on inexpensive spectacles.

Riding temple spectacles (Invisibles).  
Blue glasses, made of fine blued steel wire.

Same joint, from a different angle.

(Continued from page 45)
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Although referred to as “ladies’
spectacles” throughout the period,
they were used by both sexes.  The
1848 and 1856 catalogues of Ben-
jamin Pike, Jr. said this type of
temple had “single branches,” and
they were “convenient for ladies—
not disturbing the hair; and for
gentlemen requiring expedition in
placing them on.”14 

3.  Pivot or turnpin temples.
Starting around the end of the
18th century, spectacle frames
were made with pivoting temples.
The popularity of this type of tem-
ple faded somewhat after about
1820, and judging from surviving
examples were not as widely used
in the United States as were slid-
ing temples.  The earlier examples
were mounted on heavier frames of
silver, brass, steel, horn, tortoise-
shell, iron, and occasionally gold.
Pivot temples did, however, remain
a popular choice on frames of thin
steel or iron wire.

4.  Single wire curl or hook
temples. Curl temples were first
used on a very specific type of
spectacle frame available by 1850.

These “invisibles” or “riding” spec-
tacles had oval lenses, and were
used by myopic (near-sighted) in-
dividuals.  These were made of ex-
tremely fine steel wire, and there
were grooves cut into the edges of
the lenses to accommodate the eye
wire frame.  Today’s modern semi-
rimless “logo” styles use this same
technique, substituting nylon fish-
ing line for fine wire.  The curl (or

hook) temples wrapped around
the ears and firmly held the
glasses close to the eyes.  Although
curl temples became very widely
used in the latter part of the nine-
teenth century on all types of
spectacle frames, only an ex-
tremely small number of these are
Civil War period or earlier.
(Next Month … Spectacles in the

Civil War …)
© 2012 Alan R. McBrayer &

Thomas F. Valenza.  
All Rights Reserved
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Some spectacle makers or 
retailers had their name 

and location stamped on their 
spectacle cases.  Thomas Nowlan 
was a silversmith and jeweler 
located in Petersburg from 
1848 – 1861.  This case held 
an unmarked pair of 

silver octagon spectacles 
with band slide temples.

The most common type of spectacle joint, used for 150 years.  
A screw holds together the two halves of the joint.  
The temples are attached using a separate pin.  
This style of joint was used on silver, gold, steel, 

German silver, and plated spectacles.

Source: 
Sight and Hearing, 
How Preserved, and
How Lost, by J. Henry
Clark, Scribner, 1856

Examples of inexpensive spectacles made of brass and German silver.  
Top: Oval German silver spectacles with loop slide temples.  The joints 
are the most common type, using a screw to hold the joint halves together, 
and a separate pin for the temple pivot.  Bottom: Oblong brass spectacles, 
German silver bridge and loop slide temples.  This is the other common 
joint of the period.  The single screw holds together the joint halves 

and also serves as the temple pivot.

�
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antler handle.  The tip and the cou-
pling (that joins the wood shaft to
the antler handle) on this first cane
were plated with solder to look like
silver.  At the time, I couldn’t find
any place around that did plating.
As time passed, the solder lost its
luster and turned dull.  

While at our annual family
Christmas party last December my
nephew, Bruce, mentioned to me he
had a small plating machine and
that he could nickel plate the parts
for my cane.  That got me to thinking
about refurbishing my cane.  So, I re-
moved the tip and coupling from the
walking stick and put together a
couple more tips and couplings and
sent them to my nephew for plating.
In the process, I remodeled my cane
and built another one for my
nephew and my boy, Gold Tooth
Dave, who shoots with me at our
club in Michigan, Sucker Creek Sad-
dle & Gun Club.  These walking
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walking stick is always a
nice addition to a Cow-
boy Action Shooting™
participant’s outfit.  A

few years back I wrote an article
about the first walking stick con-

CLASSY WALKING STICK

I use a tubing cutter to mark 
and undercut the shaft so it can 
be shaped to accept coupling and
tip.  This makes a nice even line
and helps keep the wood from 
splitting beyond the cut.

(left to right) Gold Tooth Dave 
and Cree Vicar Dave both sporting
their “Classy Walking Stick.”  

There is nothing like a handsome 
looking cane to set off an outfit.

View showing tip installation.  
An appropriate hole size was drilled in the bottom of the shaft 

for the screw size being used.  Then, a three cornered file was used 
to cut two or three cross marks in the screw end.  This makes the screw 

act as a tap and there is less likelihood of splitting the wood.  
At this point in finishing the cane, the last thing anyone would want 

is to start making another shaft.

View showing handle fit to top of shaft.
I use a little “DAP” Acrylic Latex Plus Silicone caulk 

when the final fit is made to increase strength 
and help keep the handle from unscrewing.

A little “DAP” Acrylic Latex 
Plus Silicone Crystal Clear 
caulk was used on all fittings.  
The reason I use this type “DAP”
brand caulk is because it cleans
up with water, dries very clear, is
long lasting, and parts can usu-
ally be removed easily with care.

Cree Vicar Dave, 
SASS Life/Regulator #49907 By Cree Vicar Dave, SASS Life/Regulator #49907

A

structed in my shop.  There have
been several compliments given
about the cane at shooting matches
and also when I carry it at other
events.  It has a silver one ounce
coin connected to the top of the deer

http://emf-company.com/
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sticks look like they walked right out
of the 1800s.  It says in Proverbs
22:1 (NIV), “A good name is more
desirable than great riches; to be es-
teemed is better than silver or gold.” 

Shiny Accoutrements are very
impressive but integrity has much
more worth.  

Ta start with, a cane should be
sized to your stature.  When stand-
ing erect with your boots on, arms
down at your side (hands not touch-
ing any guns), have someone meas-
ure from the floor to your wrist a

little above your hand.  This is the
optimum length.  Some like to add
an inch or so for comfort.  

The coupling is a 3/4" copper
pipe solder coupling.  It is approxi-
mately 1" OD.  The tip was made
out of 1/2" copper pipe.  One half
inch copper pipe has a 5/8" OD.  A
long tapered drift was securely
placed in a vice.  A short piece of
1/2" copper pipe around 6" long was
slipped over the drift, heated, and
driven onto the drift until the end
being expanded is around 3/4" OD,
and then allowed to cool.  After it
was removed from the drift, the tip
was cut with a tubing cutter to
around 2" long.  That makes the tip
taper; 3/4" OD by 5/8" OD by 2"
long.  The bottom of the tip had a
small piece of metal soldered inside
it and then drilled and countersunk
to accept a screw.  

Next a stout piece of hardwood
around 1.125" x 1.125" by around
38” or so long without any knots or
other defects needs to be procured
for a shaft.  I used red oak because
it has great looking grain, but
mostly because that’s the type of air-
dried wood I have the most of.  If air-
dried wood is used it, should be at
least three years old.  The top of the
shaft where it meets the handle was
turned and sanded to 1" OD, and the
bottom where it meets the top of the
tip should be turned and sanded to
the 3/4" OD size.  (The length of the
shaft must be kept in mind when
turning the OD of the shaft) 

Keep in mind how long the han-
dle will be when calculating the
length of the shaft.  A tubing cutter

ell folks this is our third
column of tips and ideas
about how to save
money and better your

shooting scores.  I must say I need
more cowboys and gals to send me
your tips because I’m not getting
the response I thought I would get.

(1) I know many of us shoot
Rugers, and almost everyone who
does changes out the factory ham-
mer spring as part of their action
job.  Six String, SASS #22220,
from the North Alabama Regula-
tors saves the original factory
springs and uses them for action
jobs on Marlin lever guns.

(2) Toolman, SASS #86303,
also from the North Alabama Reg-
ulators, says never underestimate
the importance of dry firing at
home.  Handling your guns often
will train your “muscle memory,”
thus making you faster and safer.

(3) I am a registered Nurse,
and I was surprised by this next
idea.  Rufus Basset, SASS #72750,
of the Kaskaskia Cowboys doesn’t
like listening to his wife grumble
when she has a squib.  He bought
a cheap stethoscope and listens to
each and every round to make sure
they have powder in all of them.  I
might do that for a big champi-
onship match, but I’m not that en-
ergetic for every monthly match.

(4) I went through several “pick
sticks” or “brass pickers” over the

years and most don’t last long.  That
could be because everybody borrows
mine.  Anyway, in case you don’t
know, the best, most durable retriev-
ing sticks are sold at medical supply
stores or drugstores.  My longer
brass retrieving stick has more than
paid for itself by reaching spent
cases other shooters left behind.

(5) Used dryer sheets your
wife throws away can be put in
your brass tumbling media.  Some
say it makes the media last longer
and cleans brass better.

(6) I’ve heard this last tip from
several guys, but it is one of those
things that is hard to do.  Most of
us young and old have been told all
our lives to be “easy” and “careful”
with our tools, machinery, and
guns.  I learned this the hard way
due to my impatience and short
fuse.  I was bad to slam, beat, or
throw my tools growing up.  My
dad was not amused.  The point I’m
making here is I’ve been told by
several shooters to do just the op-
posite with my guns.  Model ‘97s
and lever guns should be racked
and moved with power and author-
ity.  If you want to win, you can’t be
easy or timid with your guns like
we were taught in the past.

Goodbye for now, pards, and
keep sending your ideas and help-
ful hints to BBRN@aol.com, or
Billy Bates 2302 Winthrop DR.,
Decatur, AL  35603.

Graver Bill, SASS #62191

GraVer
bill’s 
bits

WThe wood shaft was sanded to 
size and the grain was brought 
out three times then a coat of
“MINWAX” Golden Oak was 
applied, and it was left to dry.
Then the wood shaft was given
seven coats of “MINWAX” 
Antique Oil Finish, sanding 
with a Scotch Brite green pad 
in between coats.  The antler 

handle was given a couple coats 
of Antique Oil Finish as well.

The rubber tips were found at 
ACE Hardware.  They come in 
assorted sizes.  They also make 
rubber tips specifically for a 

cane, which might be a better fix.

Roughed in cane shaft along 
side finished one.  I aim at 

roughing in the shaft diameter 
size to around 1/16" over size 

and then sand to size 
(including bringing out the grain).

(Continued from previous page)

Classy Walking Stick ...

(Continued on page 54)
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been on his best behavior.  
Next on the “to do” list for

Thursday was wandering among
the multitude of campers arriving
and setting up in what has to be
the most boisterous, happiest, and
best armed short term RV park in
America.  Catching up with old
friends or making new ones is al-
ways easier when you’re helping
get that awning deployed, the wel-
come mat down, lawn chairs set

up, or ice into the cooler.  Once you
lightened your ammo cart by
shooting, or your wallet by shop-
ping, and worked up a sweat help-
ing the homesteaders settle in,
you could enjoy another fine as-
pect of the Nor’easter, the near
“meat locker” level air condition-
ing in the clubhouse, ahhhhh.

Friday morning found the late
arrivals rolling in and the start of
serious shooting … well, serious
for some folks.  Though we all like
to shoot well, this Cowboy Action
Shooting™ stuff is the only one
I’ve ever participated in where fun
and laughter far outweigh the se-
riousness of other disciplines.  Re-
gardless, after a welcome from

Match Director Capt. Morgan
Rum, SASS #6859, and mandatory
shooters’ meeting, possess moved
to their respective areas to start
the match.  If you haven’t been to
the Nor’easter, each day is spent
in one of two areas, which thank-
fully means you don’t have to haul
your cart all over the place and
back each day.

While stage one is set up on its
own and allowed for a good bit of
movement between guns, stages

two through five are run
on the turning target
range with a common fir-
ing line in a fairly com-
pact area.  Lateral
movement over shorter
distances is the rule and
the addition of the club’s
covered firing line meant
shade for anyone not
shooting or doing posse
chores.  Shade tents over
the loading and unload-
ing tables also provided
shelter for these five
challenging, fun stages.
Madam, gambler, killer,

or accomplice … shooters took
their turn in the saloon, street, or
stable to have it out with those
who done ’em wrong or hinted
they were about to.  

Stages six through ten are
held in the action shooting bays
and allow the Nor’easter crew to
stretch out some and take advan-
tage of the additional space.  This
is where Capt. Morgan Rum,
Chelsea Kid, SASS #47400, Vince
Lobo, SASS #28366, Wild Bill
Blackerby, SASS #34989, Callous
Clyde, SASS #4677, and Dead-
head, SASS #29768, among others
get to go just plain nuts with big
props.  Big props?  Yes BIG
PROPS, like multiple car trains,

gun stores, shops, and ferry boats
among others.  If any of the shady
ladies had owned a period correct
747, it’s likely the crew at Pelham
would have replicated it for the
match.  Happily, weather was
never an issue, in contrast to other
years, so while it was warm
enough to keep you reaching for
water from one of the numerous
jugs of ice water, it wasn’t hot
enough to turn the bays into Easy
Bake ovens.  

Saturday, as is our tradition at
the Nor’easter, we began the day
with the National Day of the Cow-
boy presentation to remind us all
of the history we remember and
honor through this sport.  Of
course Saturday was topped off
with the evening extravaganza
wrangled by Ida Mae Holliday,
SASS #48419, and Miss Delaney
Bell, SASS #6860, again.  How
they get cowboys and cowgirls
that much good food, get them to
dress for dinner, maybe even
shower and turn up event after
event is beyond me.  Silence usu-
ally follows the question if anyone
wants to take over for them at our
organizational meetings, which is
high praise indeed.

Without question the best mo-
ment of the event came Saturday
evening when a young gun
shooter, a third generation shooter
named Tommy Two Spurs, SASS
#92043, son of Splinter Jack,
SASS #47317, and grandson of
Peddler Jack, SASS #18828, was
called up in front of everyone for a
little special attention.  With
Rootin’ Tootin’ Tim, SASS #57091,
Appaloosa Amy, SASS #63949,
and the fine folks from T-Star
Leather waiting for him, a presen-
tation was made that put about

the biggest smile ever seen on
anyone’s face on that little cowboy.
Tommy has been shooting with us
up here in New England for a cou-
ple of years starting with .22s and
a .410 scattergun, but he has
moved into center fire pistols/rifle.
Watching him run a ‘73 or ‘97
while his Dad moves a crate from
point to point so he can be “tall”

enough to shoot from windows or
fences is a treat.  Cut down
leather rigs and guns belonging to
his Dad won’t be an issue any
longer, as he’s got his own now.

A group of shooters who love
this sport and make all of us
proud with their generosity came
together and made something spe-
cial happen.  Straw bossed by
Rootin’ Tootin’ Tim, No Nonsense
Nancy, SASS #57092, Appaloosa
Amy, and Quaker Hill Bill, SASS
#61021, among others, and sup-
ported by Jimmy Spurs Cowboy
Gun Works and T-Star leather got
the young cowboy “tooled up” with
his own irons and leather.  Splin-
ter Jack thanked everyone in-
volved though there must have
been something in the air, as his
eyes seemed to be leaking and his

THE GREAT NOR’EASTER 2012
(Continued from page 1)

SASS NEW ENGlAND Regional

The .22 gallery event is popular 
on side event day.

— The Top Gun Shoot-off final —
Appaloosa Amy versus Grazer.

Doc Siverfinger winning 
the pistol accuracy side event.

Tommy Two Spurs sportin’ 
his new shootin’ irons 
and gun leather.
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voice sounded kind of funny.
Sunday held more crowd favorites; the

top gun shoot offs, where the top sixteen men
and sixteen women compete against their
gender leaving the top male and female to
battle for the Top Gun award.  There were
also raffles and awards for all those cowboys
and cowgirls good enough.  Deserving shoot-
ers were presented with buckles designating
them as a “Wicked Good Shooter!”

Congratulations to husband and wife
team Deuce Stevens, SASS #55996, and KJ
Stevens, SASS #62782, for their top overall
titles.  The titles of SASS New England Re-
gional Champion went to Appaloosa Amy
and James Samuel Pike, SASS #53331.  Spe-
cial thanks to all our loyal vendors, sponsors
and the Cowboys and Cowgirls that support
our event each year!

!! SASS NEW ENGlAND Regional

— Overall male and female winners —
Deuce Stevens and his wife, KJ Stevens!

Appaloosa Amy and James Samuel Pike,
2012 New England Regional Champions.

I see by your clothing 
that you’re not from around here!

(Continued on page 52)
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THE GREAT NOR’EASTER 2012 SASS NEW ENGlAND Regional

Winners

Overall Match Winners

Man                     deuce Stevens,

                                SaSS #55996 mi

Lady                    k. J. Stevens,

                                SaSS #62782 mi

Regional Champions

Man                     James Samuel pike,

                                SaSS #53331 Ct

Lady                    appaloosa amy,

                                SaSS #63949 Ct

Category Champions

B-Western               Capt. morgan rum,

                                SaSS #6859 nh

C Cowboy               travis Spencer,

                                SaSS #59583 ny

Cowboy                  deuce Stevens mi

Duelist                    grazer,

                                SaSS #38845 ma

Frontiersman          patchogue mike,

                                SaSS #8626 ny

F Cartridge            parson delacroix,

                                SaSS #38863 mS

F C Duelist             Callous Clyde,

                                SaSS #4677 nh

F C Gunfighter        dead head,

                                SaSS #29768 nh

Gunfighter              red Cavanaugh,

                                SaSS #68971 va

49’er                       doc noper,

                                SaSS #65017 mi

Wrangler                James Samuel pike Ct

Senior                     Slo mo,

                                SaSS #75599 mi

S Duelist                 First Chance,

                                SaSS #76895 Wa

S Gunfighter           Chelsea kid,

                                SaSS #47400 vt

S Senior                  Fly rod,

                                SaSS #70309 ma

E Statesman            rowdy bill,

                                SaSS #9628 ny

Category Champions

La B-Western          birdie Cage,

                                SaSS #32773 ma

L Duelist                 nantucket dawn,

                                SaSS #15681 ma

L Gunfighter           emma goodcook,

                                SaSS #49743 vt

L F Cartridge         miss delaney belle,

                                SaSS #6860 nh

L 49’er                    Crystal Creek Chris,

                                SaSS #64500 nh

Cowgirl                  kJ Stevens mi

L Wrangler             tessa two gunner,

                                SaSS #72924 mi

L Senior                  avocatessa,

                                SaSS #67819 ma

L S Duelist              tequila Sunshine,

                                SaSS #3984 nh

Grande Dame         bonnie dee,

                                SaSS #28413 ma

Buckaroo                Zachoria Spurs

L Young Guns          Smoke n ash,

                                SaSS #86017 Can

Young Guns             Jersey town kid,

                                SaSS #88434 pa

Shoot-offs

Wild West Sweethearts

                                appaloosa amy Ct

The Showdown        grazer ma

Top Gun                  appaloosa amy Ct

Side Matches

Derringer – Speed

Man                     Jimmy Spurs,

                                SaSS #65014 nh

Lady                    kandi,

                                SaSS #88603 ny

Derringer – Accuracy

Man                     Jimmy Spurs nh

Lady                    kandi ny

Pocket Pistol – Speed

Man                     doc Silverfinger,

                                SaSS #3444 ma

Side Matches

Pocket Pistol – Accuracy

Man                     Just plain larry,

                                SaSS #13965 ny

Main Match Pistol – Accuracy

Man                     doc Silverfinger ma

Speed Shotgun

Pump

Man                     James Samuel pike Ct

Lady                    k J Stevens mi

Junior                  Outlaw Jimmy Wales,

                                SaSS #49316 ny

Double                    

Man                     nunica kid,

                                SaSS #68464 mi

Lady                    ida mae holliday,

                                SaSS #48419 nh

Junior                  Smoke n ash Can

Lever                       Single action,

                                SaSS #30155 me

Hammered Double

Man                     Just plain larry ny

Junior                  Smoke n ash Can

Speed Rifle              

Man                     James Samuel pike Ct

Lady                    k J Stevens mi

Juniors                Jerseytown kid pa

                                Smoke n ash Can

Speed Pistol

Man                     Smokey Sue

Lady                    k J Stevens mi

Juniors                Jersey town kid pa

                                Smoke n ash Can

Blackpowder       Single action me

Duelist                 travis Spencer,

                                SaSS #59583 ny

Long Range

Single Shot – 200m

Man                  el Otro doc,

                                SaSS #58695 la

Lady                 tessa two gunner mi

Junior               davey the kid,

                                SaSS #93994 me

Side Matches

Single Shot – 200m – Blackpowder

Man                     el Otro doc la

Quigley Match Offhand – 200m

Man                     Six Shot Steve,

                                SaSS #66105 nh

Lady                    nanny Oakley,

                                SaSS #85920 ri

Lever Rifle - rifle Caliber - 150m

Man                     Six Shot Steve nh

Lever Rifle - pistol Caliber - 100m

Man                     dutch Cassidy,

                                SaSS #5252 ny

Lady                    ruby rose longshot,

                                SaSS #67697 pa

Junior                  Jersey town kid pa

Pistol Wild Bill Hickok Shot – 75m

Man                     nunica kid mi

The Squall

Man                     deuce Stevens mi

Lady                    hawley mcCoy,

                                SaSS #59588 mi

Juniors                Outlaw Jimmy Wales 

                                ny

                                penny Candy,

                                SaSS #89708 nh

Plainsman              patchogue mike,

                                SaSS #8626 ny

Wild Bunch

Traditional          dutch Cassidy ny

Modern               pittsburg mac,

                                SaSS #20796 ma

L Modern            dancin angel,

                                SaSS #53686 nJ

Trap                        doc Savage,

                                SaSS #76749 nh

Trap – BP            ike Shotgun mcCoy,

                                SaSS #4982 vt

(Continued from page 51)
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was used to undercut the wood to
the correct length and depth to ac-
cept the full length of the tip on the
shaft bottom and half the length of
the coupling at the shaft top.  A cor-
rect sized hole was drilled in the
bottom of the shaft to accept the
screw that fastens the tip to the
bottom.  It’s best to use a self-tap-
ping screw so as not to expand the
wood shaft causing it to crack.  A
small three-cornered file can be
used to cross cut the screw threads
at the screw tip to make it work like
a tap.  The top of the shaft has a
1/4"-20 x 1.250" threaded hole cen-
tered to accept a 1/4"-20 threaded
rod that holds the deer antler to the
top of the shaft.  

The handle could be made of
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antler drop.  Have a 1/4"-20 flat
head brass machine screw silvered
soldered to the concave side and af-
fixed to the top of the antler handle.  

Many silver coins have one side
that has no writing in the center; I
used this side for the top.  Alias
and/or badge number can be placed
on the coin.  The antler handle was
cut to length (around 5" long) and
made to align to the wood shaft.  If
a metal coin is used for the top of
the handle, place centered 1/4"-20
threaded counter sunk hole in the
top to accept the brass screw silver-
soldered to the coin.  The end of the
antler that was cut was shaped to
fit inside the coupling to meet the
top of the wood shaft.  A 1/4"-20
around 1.230" deep threaded hole
centered is placed in the end of the
antler handle that fits into the cou-
pling.  A 1/4"-20 threads per inch
threaded rod should be cut to
proper length to connect the handle
to the shaft.  

I brought out the grain on the
wood shaft three times and then
stained it with MINWAX Golden
Oak stain.  Then, the wood was
given seven thin coats of MINWAX
Antique Oil Finish and sanded be-
tween coats with a Scotch Brite
green pad.  The antler was given a
couple coats of MINWAX Antique

Oil Finish to seal it.  
After the tip and coupling were

plated, the walking stick was as-
sembled using a little “DAP,” Crys-
tal Clear, Acrylic Latex Caulk Plus
Silicone caulk inside the tip, cou-
pling, on the threads, and the coin.
The coin center can have something
etched on it, then polished.  I in-
scribed my SASS alias and number
on the coin with an electric en-
graver using magnifier head strap
jeweler glasses.  Then 3M WE-
TORDRY car sand paper was used
to smooth the center of the coin,
starting with around 200 grit and
ending with around 1500 grit.  Sil-
ver polish was used to make it
shine.  A rubber tip was placed on
the bottom of the tip (with a little
caulk) to help keep the cane from
slipping on the floor.  

The finished walking sticks look
very impressive, if I do say so myself.
If made properly, they will hold with
sound integrity.  Genesis 47:31b NIV
says “…and Israel worshiped as he
leaned on the top of his staff.”

Always follow all safety rules
while using power and hand tools.
And remember to use safety
glasses, ear protection, and dust
masks as needed.  
creevicardave@hotmail.com

www.suckercreek.org

The tip was made out of 1/2" copper pipe (5/8" outside diameter).  
A long tapered drift was firmly secured in a vise and a short piece of 
the copper pipe was slipped over it, heated, and tapped onto drift until 
the outside diameter was around 3/4" for the top end.  Then the pipe was 
cut to around 2" long.  A brass patch was soldered into the inside bottom
of the tip and a hole was drilled in it to fit the size of screw that was used 
to hold the tip onto the shaft.  An appropriate sized washer could also be 
soldered in.  The coupling is around 1-5/8" long and was made from a 3/4"

copper pipe solder coupling that is around 1" outside diameter.  
Next, they were plated.

The coin was made concaved using a ball peen hammer 
and appropriate sized holes made in a piece of wood that holds 

the coin in place and at the same time allows the coin to be depressed 
to the form of the antler drop.  The silver coin has a 1/4"-20 TPI X 5/8"

long flat head brass machine screw soldered on center to its
concaved side.  The antler drop end is drilled, tapped, and counter 

sunk on center at the correct angle to accept the coin screw.  
Some type of marking was used to show the high spots on antler; 
then it was filed down to assure correct fit.  If coin is not wanted, 
the antler drop end can be filed, sanded, and polished smoothed.

View showing the separate cane parts at top and finished cane at 
bottom with rubber tip installed.  When I made the first cane, at bottom, 
I cut the brow tine off and smoothed it over, but when the next one was
being made, I thought the brow tine looked kind of neat, so I left it on.

wood, antler, etc.  A deer antler drop
was used here.  I cut the brow tine
off on the first cane I made, but left
them on for the next ones.  I
thought it added character.  An
antler drop has a convex shape at
the end where it falls off a deer’s
head in the winter.  When choosing
an antler, the size and shape should
be considered.  The convex shaped
end should be acceptable for the top
of the handle, and the sawed off end
that fits into the top opening of the
coupling should be around 1" or a
little more.  Always use eye and ear
protection and especially a dust
mask when working on wood and
antlers.  The antler can be filed,
sanded, polished, and cut to length
(around 4" to 5.5" long) or used “as
is” for the cane handle.  Or, a round
metal object (like a silver coin) can
be shaped to fit the convex of the

View showing the outside 
diameter of the coupling and tip 
bottom.  The coupling is around 1"

outside diameter.  The tip is 
around 5/8" outside diameter at 
its bottom where the hole is 
drilled in it and around 3/4"

outside diameter on the end that
slips onto the wood shaft bottom.

Plated coupling at top and tip at 
bottom.  The coupling is around 
1-5/8" long (Made from a 3/4"
copper pipe solder coupling) 
and the tip is around 2" long 
(Made from 1/2" copper pipe).

Classy Walking Stick ...
(Continued from page 49)
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hand-built holster rig ac-
curately tailored to your
body, your gun, and your
shooting style looks

great and provides a real range ad-
vantage.  Unfortunately, the wait

concealed-carry needs to the U.S.
military, he’s also created Old
West-style rigs for John Wayne,
Roy Rogers, James Arness, and
countless other Western legends.
When you order an all hand-made

time from most makers for such an
ideal rig is several months.  A
ready-made or semi-custom rig may
look snazzy and be speedily avail-
able, but won’t offer much advan-
tage in comfort or function.  In a

GUNLEATHER FOR YOU
AND ONLY YOU
Bianchi’s law Says So!

By Janny Ringo, SASS #85782

A

i
truly proper gun rig, you want all
the same things you need for SASS
shooting: accuracy, looks, and speed.

John Bianchi knows this.  Ar-
guably the most famous and
demonstrably the most influential
holster designer in the world, dur-
ing the 55 years he’s been pioneer-
ing holster designs that have
become standard-setters industry
wide, from law enforcement and

World famous holster maker, 
John Bianchi, at his work bench.

(Continued on page 57)
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Amendment, I have the benefits
of freedom, proudly protected for
me by my forebears and peers.

That’s what the Second
Amendment means to me: the
ability to fight for who I am and
what I love.  Not just who I am,
and what I love, but what “we the
people” want and deserve.  Being
a member of a nation like the
United States means being part
of something larger than yourself,
and being willing to stand up for
the tenets written in our Consti-
tution.  We are a free people who
honor those freedoms—speech,
religion, opinion, suffrage.  The
freedoms to parade down the
street on a Tuesday, to ride a

horse, to backpack up the Ap-
palachian Trail.  These freedoms
were won, not just with the witty
commentary of men like Ben-
jamin Franklin and Thomas
Paine, but with the lead of mili-
tia.  If ever the government de-
cided to declare itself supreme
decision maker and refuse to lis-
ten to her citizens, we would have
the ability to regain our freedoms
for ourselves.

Of course, I love the luxuries
afforded me by the United States
Constitution and the Bill of
Rights.  I participate as actively
as I can in SASS.  I am Jewish,
but I do not criticize my friends
for being Christian, nor do they
criticize me for my beliefs.  I cur-
rently attend a public boarding
school for math and science, pur-
suing education that women
never could have dreamed of be-
fore the progress brave women
like Susan B. Anthony and Lucre-
tia Mott fought for.  I have a sta-
ble home, two parents who love
me, a sister (Quaking Aspen,
SASS #73402), two lovable mutts,
and a fluffy cat.  I feel comfort-
able walking down the street out-
side my house because I know I
am protected by the rights of
every able-bodied citizen, male
and female, to bear arms.

It’s been years since I’ve read
anything by Ann Rinaldi, and I
don’t reflect on my freedom every
time I pick up a historical fiction
novel.  But I should.  It’s because
of the free spirits of brave men
and women, embodied on the
pages I’m holding, who have given
me the opportunities to express
myself today.  I rely on the Consti-

tution, and especially the Second
Amendment, to give me freedom.
However, I know that I participate
in shaping my own future—and
for that again, I am grateful to the
Second Amendment and our Bill
of Rights.  Without the ability to
defend ourselves against tyranny,
we cannot defend ourselves.

(2013-14 SASS Scholarship
recipient Appaloosa Alex aka
Alexandra Golden is from Clover,
SC.  She shoots with the Carolina
Roughriders in Charlotte, NC and
the Gunpowder Creek Regulators
in Lenoir, NC.  She began attend-
ing SASS matches in the third
grade with her father, Scruffy
Smiley, SASS #17388.  She is at-
tending the University of South
Carolina pursuing a double major
in anthropology and biological
sciences, and eventually working
toward a PhD in evolutionary bi-
ology or paleoarcheology.) 

grew up loving histori-
cal fiction of all sorts,
and for a time I was in-
fatuated with the Revo-

lutionary War-era novels by Ann
Rinaldi.  I always felt myself a lit-
tle bit distant from her strong fe-
male main characters—I’ve never
considered myself a particularly
outspoken person, and I certainly
wasn’t going through the same
emotional or physical trauma as
they were.  But in reality, I sup-
pose I’m not too different from
them.  If I had to fight to do what
I love, or what’s right, I would not
hesitate.  I would gladly lay down
my life defending country and
family.  Because of the Second

I

What the Second Amendment
Means to Me

Appaloosa Alex, 
SASS #73401

. ,
By Appaloosa Alex, SASS #73401
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rig from his Frontier Gunleather,
not only will you get the most
carefully fitted, top-quality cus-
tom-built rig possible made espe-
cially and only for you, but
because of Bianchi’s long years of
holster-making experience, you’ll
likely have it in your hands in
three weeks or less.

And while you may not realize
it until later, your premium full-
grain leather rig is an heirloom
quality collectible, made (and
signed, if you request) by the
American legend known as “the
Godfather of Gunleather.”

Frontier Gunleather belts are
created around accurate hip and
waist measurements.  The holsters
are wet-molded to the specific gun
model and barrel length being
used; more than 150 aluminum
molds or real guns in the Frontier
Gunleather shop, ranging from
Rugers to Blackhawks to Colts, are
used solely for that purpose.  The

rig fits the shooter’s body ex-
tremely comfortably, with
sidearms located at just the right
spot for the shooter’s build.  The
form-fitted holsters make it so you
can get a firing grip as soon as you
reach for your gun, pull and re-
place it with ease, yet be confident
it will stay securely in place as you
rush from one end of the shooting
stage to the other.

“We follow Bianchi’s Law—the
doctrine of incorporating the rela-
tionship of the gun to the holster
and the holster to the shooter in
our designs,” says master crafts-
man, Matt Whitaker, General
Manager at Frontier Gunleather
and longtime SASS competitor,
Kid Cavalier, SASS #35602.  “I
think it’s why we have so many re-
peat customers.  No one matches
us in quality, reliability, and ex-
pertise.  In my opinion, you have to
shoot regularly to build holsters
well.  It takes a shooter to know a
shooter’s needs.”

Gunleather For You And Only You ...

SASS shortly thereafter.  Not one
to let grass grow under his feet,
Len has covered a lot of ground.
So far he has shot in twenty-
three states from Michigan to
Florida and from New Hamp-
shire to Arizona.  Amongst his
travels he has bagged several
awards.  Some of them include:
Regional Shoots at Guns of Au-
gust, Nor Easter, and Mason
Dixon.  Three times 2nd place at
Winter Range.  Two times 2nd
place at END of TRAIL.  Plus he
has several State Shoot wins
under his belt.  He was one of the
early SASS RO-I & RO-II In-
structors in Michigan.  

Lucky Lennie is also a
staunch promoter of Cowboy Ac-
tion Shooting™.  He has helped
promote various clubs, previously

served as a Territorial Governor,
has traveled around the Country
teaching RO-I and RO-II classes
and in 2004 was made a SASS
Regulator.  I met Lennie in 2002
while taking a RO-II class he
taught.  Since then he has been
one of my main Cowboy Action
mentors.  And not only me, but
with his well-rounded knowledge
of guns, gadgets, gear, and getups,
he has helped several Cowpokes
over a good number of years.  It
says in Proverbs 27:17 NRSV,
“Iron sharpens iron, and one per-
son sharpens the wits of another.”
Lennie has honed the skills of a
good number of Cowpokes.  

Therefore I would like to
nominate Lucky Lennie to the
prestigious position of “A True
SASS Cowboy.”  
Hope ta see ya on the trail.  
God bless, 
creevicardave@hotmail.com
www.suckercreek.org
Photos by: 
TinType Charlie 
The Vicar’s Wife 

Lucky Lennie, SASS
Life/Regulator #22244

A True SASS Cowboy
~ luCkY lennie ~

By Cree Vicar Dave, SASS Life/Regulator #49907

owboy Action Shoot-
ing™ is very unique.
Not many sports
have the friendly,

helpful camaraderie that we ex-
perience.  Cowpokes advise, in-
struct, and loan equipment to
competitors who could very well
edge them out at the end of the
day.  Generosity abounds in Cow-
boy Action.  

One such helpful Cowboy is
Lucky Lennie, SASS Life/Regula-
tor #22244.  Lennie started par-
ticipating in Cowboy Action
Shooting™ in 1997 and joined

C
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(Continued from page 55)
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Cree Vicar Dave, 
SASS Life/Regulator #49907
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ENRY ANDREW “HECK” THOMAS was born in 1850 in
Athens, Georgia.  He served as a Confederate courier in the
War Between the States when he was only 12 years old.  Heck
went to Texas in 1875 and was hired as a Railroad Detective.

Thomas soon earned the reputation among outlaws as a man to avoid.
In 1886, he was appointed U.S. Deputy Marshal at Fort Smith,
Arkansas.  Three years later, Thomas teamed with Deputy U.S. Mar-
shals Chris Madsen and Bill Tilghman
to become known as “The Guards-
men of Oklahoma.”  Over the next
ten years, they brought law and
order to the Indian Territory.  The
Guardsmen captured over 300 law-
breakers and killed dozens of outlaws.
Thomas led the posse that tracked
down and killed the notorious out-
law Bill Doolin.  When the citizens
of Lawton, Oklahoma needed help
in 1896, they sent for Thomas,
and he cleaned up the town.
They elected him Police Chief,
and he held that position for
seven years.  

The 1908 movie “The
Bank Robbery” featured
Heck Thomas, Al Jen-
nings, and Comanche
Chief Quanah Parker,
and was directed by Bill
Tilghman.  Heck Thomas
died in 1912.

Joe Fasthorse, 
SASS #48769

LITTLE KNOWN
FAMOUS PEOPLE

Way Out West –
By Joe Fasthorse, SASS #48769

“Heck” Thomas

H

never heard from again.  A rela-
tive, Ferdinand S. Van Zandt, came
to town in December and began re-
tracing Potter’s steps.  In Tijeras,
he learned Potter had been seen
heading north towards Golden, but
the trail went cold.

The following month, Potter’s
gold watch turned up at Basye’s
Jewelry store in Albuquerque.
Bernalillo County Sheriff Perfecto

Armijo learned it was Pantaleón
Miera who had hocked the watch
and set out to arrest him, but mys-
teriously, Miera had been lynched
in Bernalillo just days earlier.
Then Armijo got a tip that Escolás-
tico Perea in Isleta had been talk-
ing about Potter, so Perea was
brought in for questioning.  He led
the sheriff to a spot 12 miles north
of Tijeras where they found the
bodies of Potter and his horse.  Al-
though Perea said he didn’t have
anything to do with the killing, he
named Miera, Marino Leyba,
Miguel Barrera, Faustino Gutier-
rez, and another man known as
California Joe.

Leyba, known as “The Sandia
Mountain Desperado,” Barrera,
and California Joe all lived in the
San Antonito area (East Moun-
tains).  Leyba was raised by his
grand- father in a house behind
where the Señor de Mapimí Mis-
sion Church would be built in
1885.  Barrera and California Joe
were arrested and put in the
county jail in Albuquerque with
Perea.  The three of them were
lynched sometime that night.

On February 24, deputies
found Faustino Gutierrez near
Chilili, and he was jailed—and
found lynched the next morning
with a note: “Hanged by the 601 -–
Assassin of Col. Potter.”  The
meaning of “the 601” has remained
a mystery.

Out of six alleged murderers,
five of them had been lynched.
Sheriff Armijo’s attention now
turned to the remaining suspect—
Marino Leyba, whom Armijo heard
was in Puerto de Luna.

Just two months earlier, Lin-
coln County Sheriff Pat Garrett
was in Puerto de Luna and had a
run-in with Leyba, who walked up
to Garrett and began ranting, ac-
cording to Garrett, that he would
like to see any damned gringo ar-
rest him.   “I told him to go away
and not annoy me.  He went out on
the porch, where he continued in a
tirade of abuse.  With an oath, he
raised his left arm in a threaten-

ing manner,” Garrett reportedly
said.  “I slapped him off the porch.
He landed on his feet, drew his pis-
tol and fired without effect.  My
pistol went off prematurely, the
ball striking at his feet—the sec-
ond shot went through his shoul-
der, when he turned and ran, firing
back as he went.”

Garrett had stated Leyba was
the “quickest man with a six-
shooter” he had ever seen.
William H. Bonney, in Garrett’s es-
timation, was only average, how-
ever, former lawman and East
Mountain historian Tom Herrera
once said Leyba and Bonney met
in a Golden saloon where the “Kid”
outdrew Leyba, took his horse, and
sent him home on a mule.

On March 15, 1881, a Bernalillo
County deputy captured Leyba in
Puerto de Luna and took him to the
San Miguel County jail.  Although
Armijo wanted to bring Leyba to Al-
buquerque to stand trial for the
murder of Col. Potter, the grand
jury could not indict him because
there were no witnesses left; they’d
all been lynched.

On August 19, 1881, Leyba was
tried for the attempted murder of
Garrett, found guilty and fined
$80.  He was also found guilty of
horse theft and sentenced to seven
years in prison.  Leyba was re-
leased in 1886 and in short time,
was wanted for the brutal murder
of two sheepherders near Estancia.

Although official reports
stated Leyba was shot and killed
by two Santa Fe County deputies
near the spot where Col. Potter
was murdered, a local story re-
lated by the late Bob Audette said
Leyba was met on the way back to
his place at La Madera by local
vigilantes, four of whom were con-
cealed in the back of a wagon going
down the draw.

The wagon driver, meeting
Leyba, said hello and exchanged
some conversation.  He then
pulled out a bottle of whiskey and
asked Leyba if he’d like a snort, to
which he said “yes.”  Reaching out

MARINO LEYBA was

By J. A. Ueckert

(Continued on next page)

n October 1880, Col.
Charles Potter, stepson of
Rhode Island Governor
Charles Van Zandt, came

to New Mexico and was staying
with friends in Albuquerque.  Pot-
ter was researching local mining
statistics for the 1880 U.S. Census
and left one morning to investigate
the mining districts in the moun-
tains east of Albuquerque.  He was

I
THE SANDIA MOUNTAIN DESPERADO
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deal of courage for me to get my
guns together and load up my car to
go shoot.  Oliver always did this for
me!  With lots of encouragement
from my SASS friends, I took that
giant step and went to shoot with-
out Oliver.  As time goes on, I real-
ize how much this sport and these
great people mean to me.  It is
something for me to look forward to
with the greatest confidence that
someone will be there to greet me
when I arrive.  I pause to take a mo-
ment to thank my dear beloved hus-
band, Oliver Loving, for introducing
me to the sport of Cowboy Action
Shooting™.  It is my blessing!
Thank you Oliver!  I love you!

that heavy.”  So, off we go down to
the range.  She loaded the re-
volvers, and I shot a few targets, hit
them, and immediately noticed the
“rush.”  I said, “WOW, this is fun!”

Well, that is all Oliver had to
hear.  The next thing I knew, he was
buying me holsters, revolvers, a
shotgun, and a rifle.  So, we were
off—traveling all over to shoot!  We
stayed at some really cool places and
met some terrific pards.  It truly be-
came a way of life for us!  It was so
much fun, and we loved meeting our
friends at the shoots.  The friends of
SASS soon became family.  It was an
awesome way for us to share our life
with great folks and enjoy doing
something we both loved.

When Oliver died suddenly on
March 28, 2013, my whole world
turned upside down!  I was devas-
tated!  What was I going to do with-
out my soul mate as well as my
shooting partner?  All of our SASS
friends/family reached out to me in
unbelievable ways.  It took a great

weak wrists and couldn’t hold those
heavy guns.  She said, “Let’s go
shoot down at the range while no
one is there.  I am sure you will like
my Ruger Vaqueros, they are not

Loysville, PA – Waterloo Blue,
or just Blue as he was known
to his saddle pals, passed

away on May 7, 2013.  He was one
of the first members of the Perry
County Regulators.  He loved shoot-
ing his REAL Colts.  He was a true
example of the “Cowboy Spirit.”
When someone came to see what
Cowboy Action Shooting™ was all
about, Blue was one of the first to
offer his guns for them to try.  

It did not matter if he was hav-

ing a good day shooting or a terrible
one, he always had a smile on his
face and a gleam in his eye.  If the

stage had a unique shooting order,
we would kid Blue about getting a
procedural.  When he was done
shooting, he would look over his
glasses and ask, “How was that?”
Or, “Did I do that right?”  Truth be
known, he got very few procedurals
for shooting things out of order.  

Blue was a Vietnam veteran
and, although he did not talk of it
often, was proud of his service.

A verse in a poem at his memo-
rial service said it best.  “A golden
heart stopped beating, Hard work-
ing hands at rest, God broke our
hearts to prove to us, He only takes
the best.”  A true cowboy has been
taken from our cowboy family, and
we will truly miss him.  

WATerloo Blue, SASS #27815
Aka Calvin L. Eaton

with

Savannah Georgia making 
her way on her own with 

a little help from her friends.

for the bottle was the signal for
the men to come out from under
the canvas and shoot Leyba.  Of
five men in the wagon, Leyba
killed four before dying.

The papers reported “The people
of New Mexico are greatly pleased
over the death of the outlaw.”

(In the old days it was obviously not
a good idea to get arrested in Albu-
querque … and there are those who
say it’s that way to this very day!)
Source – The Independent, Edge-
wood, NM, April 3-9, 2013-publi-
cation permission from Leota
Harriman, Editor.

Marino Leyba Was “The Sandia Mountain 
Desperado” ...
(Continued from previous page)

February 11, 1941 to May 7, 2013

By Tuscarora Slim, SASS #28616

By Savannah Georgia, SASS #83374

q q

qq

oliver lovinG,
SASS life #72721

What was the trail like trav-
eling with Oliver?  It was
awesome!  When Oliver

began shooting several years ago,
he would ask me if I wanted to
shoot with him.  He said they have
ladies that shoot.  I said, “No thank
you.  I have never touched a gun in
my life.”  You see, my daddy forbade
me to touch his guns!  One day,
Oliver said, “Look, if you go with me
and video me so I can see how to im-
prove my speed, I will take you to
lunch afterwards.”  I said, “OK.”  It
was always hard to turn down a re-
quest from the love of my life, espe-
cially when food was involved.  

Later, he wanted me to dress up
and go to the SASS banquets, so I
did!  Buying new clothes is one of
my favorite things to do, so that was
right up my alley.  Folks would ask
me, “Do you shoot?”  I would say,
“NO, I just dress-up and eat!”  One
Saturday, we were shooting at
Amite, and Soiled Dove asked me
why I didn’t shoot.  I told her I had

b B
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Savannah Georgia and husband,
Oliver Loving, in happy times,

dressing the part of 
Old West cowboys.
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guage that was a constant on the
HBO series “Deadwood.”  Many
SASS folks loved “Deadwood,” but I
found the ridiculous language an
impediment to enjoying the show—
and trust me—your Nubbins is not
some slouch in the blue language
department.  But, there is a time
and a place for it, and if “Deadwood”
was trying to prove bad language
was popular in the Old West they
were very successful but, to my
mind at least, if it was accurate
(which I don’t believe, but I could be
wrong), it was unnecessary in a TV
series.  But I digress.  

Let’s get back to a really good
show, “Hell on Wheels.” 

So, for those of you who don’t
know, the term “hell on wheels”,
which we use often as an American
idiom to describe someone who runs
fast, plays hard, etc., actually is a
term used to describe what could be
called the “camp followers” of the
Union Pacific Railroad as it was
constructed towards the West to
complete the Transcontinental Rail-
road.  When written as “Hell on

Wheels,” with capitals, it is the pre-
cise name given to the movable
towns that were found at the con-
structions stops, towns that in-
cluded dance halls, brothels,
saloons, gambling dens, and the
rag-tag tent cities that the workers
inhabited from place to place.  All
manner of criminal activity was
rampant, from petty theft to violent
crime, routine murders, etc.  In the
show under discussion there is a
sign in the first episode that says
“Hell on Wheels/Population Less
One Every Day”—a very accurate
description of the real Hell on
Wheels towns that grew and moved
and collapsed, were rebuilt, etc.  So,
that’s a summary of the history.
Now let’s discuss the show in detail.

The acting is superb—it is ex-
actly what you expect from a mod-
ern mini-series (and exactly what
failed in the movie “The Lone
Ranger” I recently reviewed in
these pages).  The story itself, the
base line story, anyway, is simple.
Build the railroad.  But the com-
plexities of the characters and their

histories—that’s where the rubber
really meets the road.  Each person
the camera focuses on is richly, and
usually darkly, complex—all have
just come through the Civil War,
and each persona has some kind of
past, whether it’s a recent part of
the American Unpleasantness, or a
part of a European history the char-
acter wants to escape, or business
fraud is lurking behind the curtain,
or sexual misconduct … something
… everyone has a past and most of
these folks, except, MAYBE, the
church group, have something to
hide (the Preacher is a former Abo-
litionist who rode with John Brown,
if that gives you an indication of the
depth of these characters and their
darkness and demons).  As their
pasts unfold, the plots (yes, plural –
plots with an S) thicken, people
suddenly shine in new ways, or
darken in old ways, and death and
strife run rampant.  

The show is never slow—it is
sometimes VERY TENSE—but
you’ll be riveted to your chair.
Sometimes you just KNOW what’s
coming—sometimes you’ll be
shocked out of your chair.  Some-
times you might laugh—but some-
times you’ll definitely cry when the
anguish reaches a crescendo, and
you don’t see it coming.  You’ll find
characters to love, some to hate—
they’re all so good I cannot single
out anyone for special attention—
some of their pain will be a relief;
some will be very sad to watch.  

If you can catch the earlier two
seasons, do so, as it will surely ex-
plain what the new season dishes
up—but I expect that even if you’ve
never seen a single episode, you’ll
love the new season, anyway.  After
all, it’s a Western, right?

Speaking of which, let’s talk
firearms—the protagonist, Cullen
Bohannan, played by Anson Mount,
carries a revolver called a “Gris-
wold.”  The full name was “Griswold
and Gunnison,” and it was a Con-
federate manufactured pistol simi-
lar to the Colt 1851 Navy.  I admit,
had I not just watched the first

hell on WheelS

Anson Mount talks season 3 of ‘Hell on Wheels,’ another sad death, 
and Common’s new nickname.

By Nubbins Colt, SASS Life #7802

feel like I owe the readers
of The Cowboy Chronicle
an apology.  I began this
review of the AMC TV se-

ries called “Hell on Wheels” months
ago, but never got past a couple of
lines.  I reviewed other things in the
interim, keeping the “Hell on
Wheels” review on the back burner.
For one thing, I was afraid the series
had concluded, albeit the last scenes
were very unsatisfying as a conclu-
sion—it was clear there was more to
the story.  For another thing, I con-
templated writing the review if I
was sure the show was coming
back—even after someone on the
SASS Wire said he expected it back
(that post was, itself, some months
ago).  Anyway, I waited, and I apolo-
gize because the series re-com-
mences next Sunday, and nobody
will see this review until several
episodes have aired.  As a matter of
fact, today, they are running an en-
tire afternoon of this series—proba-
bly the whole first season, so next
week they’ll likely run the second
season.  MEA CULPA!  I apologize!

In the event that you have
missed any part of this series, I
highly recommend you go back to
find it, look for repeats, buy DVDs,
whatever it takes.  It is by far one
of the finest westerns you will ever
see on television.  It’s rugged, it’s
nasty, it’s bloody and violent
(VERY!!!!!), and pretty sexy, too.  It
has considerable bad language
(racial, especially) but since it’s not
HBO, it’s AMC, it doesn’t have the
over arching, gratuitous rotten lan-

I

(Continued on next page)

Nubbins Colt, 
SASS Life #7802



episode today (I missed it when the
series began), I’d not have known
this about Bohannan’s gun—I’d
have said it was simply a period
correct piece.  

Interestingly, also shown in this
first episode is an 1858 Remington.
I felt like it had cartridges in it
when they showed it; that didn’t
seem right, so I looked it up.  Appar-
ently, by the time of the Civil War,
there was a commercially made
combustible cartridge available that
many percussion revolvers were
adapted to fire—although it wasn’t
really an adaptation other than the
way they were loaded.  The car-
tridge had a “paper envelope” so you
could drop it in through the front of
each chamber and then firmly seat
with the loading lever.  News to me;
maybe not to some of the SASS Soot
Lords—but it helps explain the
loading I think I saw late in the sec-
ond season; I’ll be sure to look for it
again!  They had to use caps—so I’ll

watch to see how they did it.  I do
not think they used any 1873 Single
Action Armies—I recall all firearms
being period correct—but watch,
and if I’m wrong, get on the SASS
Wire and chastise me!

I would be remiss if I failed to
note the cinematography is well
done but, more importantly, the pe-
riod clothing is very well done—
and—if someone is supposed to be
dirty—they are dirty!  Dirty faces,
dirty hands, sweat stains, matted,
greasy hair—it’s as real as television
can get.  It’s a gritty, dirty depiction
of a gritty, dirty, hard part of Ameri-
can history, and you’ll do well to see
every single episode.  Maybe twice!

It’s early August as I write this.
It’s 100 degrees in the shade, and
even after dark here in Dallas one
has to wonder how the folks in the
Old West handled this!  When you
read this, it will likely be Autumn—
go back and find those “Hell on
Wheels” shows you missed—they’re
excellent, every moment of every
one of them.

© Nubbins Colt 2013

(Continued from previous page)
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where he used his fast gun to ap-
prehend wanted criminals
throughout the Lone Star State.

The pilot episode, “Badge of
Honor,” debuted Zane Grey The-
ater on May 3, 1957.  The pilot in-
troduced Hoby Gilman as an
ex-Confederate cavalry officer, re-
turning to his hometown after the
war.  He finds Crawford, Texas,
under the control of an unsavory
character, an ex-Confederate
Colonel played by Gary Merrill,
who has the town under ruthless
control via his own personal secu-
rity force.  The town sheriff is por-
trayed by Tom Tully, only a
drunken shell of the man Gilman
once knew.  A Texas Ranger who
tries to arrest Merrill is shot in
the back, and his badge is tossed
on the dirt road.  Prior to the war,
Gilman served in the Texas
Rangers, but he was reluctant to
return to them upon his return
from the war, being tired and
weary of violence and killing.
But, after the Ranger’s murder,
Culp picks up the dead Ranger’s
badge to begin the quest to finish

the job of bringing Merrill’s char-
acter to justice, freeing the town
of Crawford from his tyranny.

Steve McQueen first appeared
as bounty hunter Josh Randall in
an episode that served as the pilot
of his own subsequent series,
Wanted: Dead or Alive, a spin-off of
Trackdown launched the following
year.  Both series were presented
in a half-hour format and filmed
in black and white.  McQueen also
appeared in an earlier episode of
Trackdown entitled The Brothers,
where he played a dual role.

In an interview with series star
Robert Culp before his death, he
stated Trackdown was conceived
by its creators as “the Western
Dragnet.”  Also notable is its star’s
use of the Smith & Wesson .44
Schofield revolver instead of the
more popular Colt Peacemaker.

I’ll be turning the rotary TV
channel selector dial now.  Stay
tuned.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
WolverineWrangler@charter.net
References: Wikipedia, 
Wikimedia Commons

as Texas Ranger Hoby Gilman, a
gunslinger hunting down crimi-
nals throughout West Texas and
the Old West.  Culp’s character
was based in the real life town of
Porter, Texas, an unincorporated
community near Houston, where
he served as the de facto sheriff.
Occasionally, his duties as a Texas
Ranger took him out of town,

rackdown aired on CBS
between 1957 and 1959.
More than seventy
episodes of this series

were produced by Dick Powell’s
Four Star Television.  The series
was itself a spin-off of Powell’s
anthology series, Dick Powell’s
Zane Grey Theater.

The series starred Robert Culp

T

Wolverine Wrangler, 
SASS #22963

By Wolverine Wrangler, SASS #22963

Trackdown

i
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Little Known Fact
General Benjamin McCulloch died at Pea Ridge from a sniper’s bullet, 

without ever having worn a uniform.
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ave you ever had the no-
tion of stepping into
some sort of “time ma-
chine” and lettin’ the

years whirl backward to a simpler
or more pleasant time?  Of course
you have!  Or, you wouldn’t be mem-
bers of the Single Action Shooting
Society and strappin’ on those six-
guns.  We don’t want to go back to
the real 1880s “Old West” and live
there on a permanent basis, with-
out electricity, modern medical fa-
cilities, or TV sets … (well … Let me
re-think that “TV” thing a bit).  But
a quick jaunt back, even to our
childhood years …  now, THAT
would be an idea …

Well, one of our Oregon cowboys
has done a lot more than think
about it… Bear with me (or flat

COME ALONG with me) to just a
relatively few years back.  You’re
about 9 – 12 years old and the Trav-
eling Circus, or Carnival has come
to town, (or it might be that the
county or state FAIR has opened).
The folks have relented on your
bein’ grounded for accidently break-
ing that window, and you’re all on
the way to the fair.  NOISE!
MUSIC!  The smells of fresh pop-
corn, candy apples, cotton candy,
and animals of all kinds.  (Watch
where you step!)  

But what sounds are your little
ears straining to hear?  Was that
the Pop! Pop! Pop! of someone firing
.22 Shorts??  YOU BET!  Dad
reaches down into his pocket and
hands you a greenback, points you
down the midway and says, “I think

the Shootin’ Gallery is over THAT
way, son!  Or if you had a “cool” dad,
he’d say to your mom, “Honey, we’ll
meet you over by the ferris wheel in
about an hour … “C’mon son (or
daughter), the Shootin’ Gallery is
this way!”

Well, Just Bill, SASS #16394, is
a man who does more than THINK
about this stuff.  When Hipshot,
SASS #7, began rebuilding and
restoring the mechanical shooting
gallery that has been his “pet proj-
ect” for some time, Bill began won-
dering if he could build a completely
self-contained “mobile” shooting
gallery that could be trailered to
Cowboy Action Shooting Matches.
And, according to Bill, “Thinking
about it is half-way toward doing
it.”  And, I certainly would never
discourage the man who “thought
about” and BUILT FROM
SCRATCH a 1901 CURVED-DASH
OLDSMOBILE!!!  No, not a
MODEL of one … gas engine, tiller
steering, and all.

Bill’s gallery project is now com-
plete, and has seen service at some
Northwest Cowboy Action Shoot-
ing™ matches, such as the Umpqua
Regulator’s Annual “True Grit” and
more recently at the Oregon State
Championship match, the Merlin
Marauders’ “9th Annual Battle of
Rogue River.”  Needless to say, the

gallery was a huge hit with all that
shot it.

Charging $2 for ten shots at the
“Running Rabbits, Falling Ducks,
Stars and Dots, etc., Bill provides
the guns (Henry Lever Guns) and
the low noise .22 ammo, and his
“profit” on each shooter works out
to be about 75 cents (at current
ammo prices).  At this rate Bill
should break even on this project in
about the year 2250 …

He began thinking about the
gallery some four years ago, but
didn’t start construction on the
gallery until after he retired.  Per
Bill, “I started in November 2012.
By using a 12-volt system with a re-
mote switch, I can set up the shoot-
ing gallery anywhere without the
need of external power.  The front
and the back of the gallery is con-
structed using 12-gauge steel
(strong enough to stop all .22 cal.
CB shorts.)  I limit the gallery to .22
cal. CB shorts or .22 cal. CCI quiets
(they only travel at 710 feet per sec-
ond).  All the bullets are stopped
and captured in the trailer, keeping
the lead contained in a safe man-
ner.  I use only Henry lever action
rifles.  I have two standard levers
and one youth lever rifle.  By sup-
plying the rifles and ammo, I can
keep safe control of the gallery and
its surrounding area.”

TIME MACHINES ANYONE?

H

By Sweetwater Jack, SASS Life/Regulator #28885

Just Bill drives the fair Gaye Abandon around town in his 
built-from-scratch 1901 curved-dash Oldsmobile.

Just Bill provides the guns and ammo, and at $2/10 rounds, 
figures to “break even” in about 2250!

The gallery is 
completely 
self-contained, 
including the 
ability to run off 
an internal battery.
Steel construction 
assures all bullets 
are contained within
the structure.  It has
proven to be popular
wherever Just Bill
has set it up and 
invited the customers
to “give it a go!”
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By Two Ponies, SASS Regulator #18032

still Want to be
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THIS CRAZY WORLD HAS ITS
WAYS,

OF CAUSING US PAIN AND 
TRYING DAYS.

IT’S ALL FORGOTTEN AND
FADES AWAY,

WHEN WE START TO SHOOT
FROM BEHIND THE HAY.

STRAP ON THE GUNS, THE
CHAPS AND SUCH,

NEVER TO REMIND US OF THE
MODERN TOUCH.

LISTEN FOR THE BUZZER AND
REMEMBER YOUR LINES,

THE LEAST YOU REMEMBER

ARE THE PASSING OF TIMES.

THE PISTOLS ARE DONE, AND
NEVER A MISS,

ON TO THE RIFLE AND THE
MOMENTS OF BLISS,
WHEN YOU CLEAR THE 

TARGETS, AND ARE FEELING
MEAN,

TO GLANCE AT THE SPOTTERS
AND SEE IT WAS CLEAN.

OH, WHAT A WAY, TO SPEND
SUCH A DAY,

OF FUN AND FANTASY, IT’S
NOT TO SAY,

THAT BACK IN THE TIMES OF
THE REAL THING,

YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN ONE,
OF THOSE OF FAME.

WALKING THE WOOD OF THE
TOWN’S BOARDWALK,

CHECKING THE DOORS AND
WINDOWS LOCK,

WITH A GUN ON YOUR HIP 
AND A RIFLE TO BOOT,

YOU WERE READY, WILLING,
AND ABLE TO SHOOT.

AT ANY YOUNG CUSS, OR 
UNRULY OLD GOAT,

WHO DARED TO TEST THE 
GUN IN YOUR COAT.

MOST WERE SCARED AND 
DECIDED TO WAIT,

THOSE WHO TRIED, MOST
OFTEN WERE BAIT.

FOR THE BUZZARDS ON THE
OL’ BOOT HILL,

DO YOU STILL REMEMBER 
THE NATURAL THRILL,

OF THE SMOKE AND SMELL
AND THE END TO SEE,
IT’S WHY WE COME AND 
“STILL WANT TO BE”.

!!
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alaska 49er’s 1st Sat & tripod 907-373-0140 birchwood

3rd Sun

golden heart Shootist Society 2nd Sat & poco loco louie 907-488-7660 Fairbanks

last Sun

Juneau gold miners posse 3rd Sun Five Card tanna 907-789-7498 Juneau

russell County regulators 1st Sat Will killigan 706-568-0869 phoenix City

north alabama regulators 1st Sun drake robey 256-313-0421 Woodville

vulcan long rifles 2nd Sat parson henry 205-541-2207 hoover

brown

alabama rangers 2nd Sun dead horse phil 205-531-7055 brierfield

Cahaba Cowboys 3rd Sun duke Slade 205-854-0843 birmingham

gallant gunfighters 3rd Sun buck d. law 256-504-4366 hoover

Old york Shootists 4th Sun derringer di 205-647-6925 hoover

White river gang 1st Sat arkansas tom 870-656-8431 mountain 

home

Critter Creek Citizens 1st Sun evil bob 903-701-3970 Fourke

vigilance

mountain valley vigilantes 1st Wkd Christmas kid 501-625-3554 hot Springs

Outlaw Camp 2nd & 5th Ozark red 501-362-2963 heber 

Sat Springs

arkansas lead Slingers 2nd Sat & dirty dan paladin 479-633-2107 garfield

4th Sun

South Fork river regulators 3rd Sat arkansas harper 870-994-7227 Salem

Judge parker’s marshals 3rd Sat & Sun naildriver 479-651-2475 Fort Smith

true grit SaSS 4th Sat & Sun tombstone 501-786-4440 belleville

Shadow

White mountain Old West 1st & 3rd Sat Fred Sharps 928-245-6276 Show low

Shootists

rio Salado Cowboy action 1st Sat a. J. bob 480-982-7336 mesa

Shooting Society

Old pueblo Shootist 1st Sun gilly boy 520-249-2831 tombstone

association

Cowtown Cowboy Shooters 1st Sun & barbwire 480-773-2753 peoria

3rd Sat

arizona Cowboy Shooters 2nd Sat gawd awful 503-528-6423 phoenix

association

Whiskey row gunslingers 2nd Sun turquoise bill 928-925-7323 prescott

Colorado river regulators 2nd Sun & Crowheart 928-505-2200 lake havasu

4th Sat

naZty bunch 3rd Sat tumbleweed rose 928-899-8788 Flagstaff

lake powell gunslingers 3rd Sat bare Fist Jack 928-660-2104 page

los vaqueros 3rd Sat buckeye pete 520-548-8298 tucson

tonto rim marauders 3rd Sun rowdy lane 575-937-9297 payson

mohave marshalls 3rd Sun & d b Chester 928-231-9013 kingman

5th Sat

altar valley pistoleros 3rd Sun & mean raylean 520-235-0394 tucson

5th Sun

arizona yavapai rangers 4th Sat Whisperin 928-567-9227 Camp verde

meadows

dusty bunch Old Western 4th Sat Squibber 602-309-4198 Casa grande

Shooters

Colorado river Shootists 4th Sun boston anniebelle 928-502-1298 yuma

bordertown, inc. as Sch Swift Water 520-883-1217 tucson

Sunnyvale regulators 1st & 3rd Shaniko Jack 650-464-3764 Cupertino

mon night

West end Outlaws 1st & 3rd Sat Chickamauga 951-549-9304 lytle Creek

Charlie

escondido bandidos 1st Sat devil Jack 760-741-3229 escondido

the Outlaws 1st Sat terrell Sackett 916-363-1648 Sacramento

Sierra Sportsmen Club 1st Sat bugtown dusty 530-260-0806 Susanville

two rivers posse 1st Sat & dragon 209-836-4042 manteca

4th Sun

5 dogs Creek 1st Sun utah blaine 661-203-4238 bakersfield

river City regulators 1st Sun point of Orgin 530-304-5616 davis

hole in the Wall gang 1st Sun Frito bandito 661-406-6001 piru

Cajon Cowboys 2nd & 4th Sat pasture patti 760-956-8852 devore

Chorro valley regulators 2nd & 5th mad dog mcCoy 805-440-7847 San luis

Sun Obispo

Shasta regulators Of hat 2nd Sat Cayenne pepper 530-275-3158 burney

Creek

mother lode Shootist Society 2nd Sat Sioux City kid 209-795-4175 Jamestown

Coyote valley Cowboys 2nd Sat bad eye bobolu 408-722-0583 morgan hill

guns in the Sun 2nd Sat Johnny 2moons 760-346-0972 palm Springs

buffalo runners 2nd Sat grizzly peak Jake 530-676-2997 rescue

dulzura desperados 2nd Sat hashknife Willie 619-271-1481 San diego

California rangers 2nd Sat Jimmy Frisco 209-296-4146 Sloughhouse

double r bar regulators 2nd Sun Five Jacks 760-949-3198 lucerne 

valley

high Sierra drifters 2nd Sun grizzly peak Jake 530-676-2997 railroad Flat

richmond roughriders 2nd Sun buffy 650-994-9412 richmond

Over the hill gang (the) 2nd Sun kooskia kid 818-566-7900 Sylmar

bridgeport vigilantes 3rd Sat ben maverick 909-496-3137 bridgeport

burro Canyon gunslingers 3rd Sat don trader 714-827-7360 meyers 

Canyon

nevada City peacemakers 3rd Sat marlin Schofield 530-265-9213 nevada City

north County Shootist assoc. 3rd Sat graybeard 760-727-9160 pala

Shasta regulators 3rd Sat modoc 530-365-1839 redding

robbers roost vigilantes 3rd Sat nast newt 760-375-7618 ridgecrest

gold Country Wild bunch 3rd Sat Sutter lawman 530-713-4194 Sloughouse

high desert Cowboys 3rd Sun doc Silverhawks 661-948-2543 acton

kings river regulators 3rd Sun Sierra rider 559-268-1115 Clovis

panorama northfield raiders 3rd Sun gun hawk 818-761-0512 north 

hollywood

South Coast rangers 3rd Sun lucky blackjack 805-886-5945 Santa barbara

daniel

murieta posse 3rd Sun grizzly peak Jake 530-676-2997 Sloughhouse

helldorado rangers 3rd Sun Will bonner 707-462-1466 ukiah

hawkinsville Claim Jumpers 4th & 5th lethal les l’ 530-842-4506 yreka

Sat amour

mad river rangers 4th Sat kid kneestone 707-445-1981 blue lake

Coyote valley Sharpshooters 4th Sat nasty hag 408-859-4300 San Jose

pozo river vigilance 4th Sat dirty Sally 805-438-4817 Santa

Committee margarita

California Shady ladies 4th Sat lady gambler 916-447-2040 Sloughhouse

Faultline Shootist Society 4th Sun Querida 831-635-9147 gonzales

the range 4th Sun grass v.Federally 530-273-4440 grass valley

the Cowboys 4th Sun Captain Jake 714-318-6948 norco

deadwood drifters 4th Sun lusty lil 661-775-3802 piru

Sloughhouse irregulators 5th Sat & Sun badlands bud 530-677-0368 Sloughhouse

Colorado Cowboys 1st Sat painted Filly 719-439-6502 lake george

Colorado Shaketails 1st Sun midnite Slim 719-660-2742 Fountain

San Juan rangers 1st Sun kodiak kid 970-252-1841 montrose

Windygap regulators 1st Wkd piedra kidd 970-799-1133 Cortez

briggsdale County Shootists 2nd & 4th kid bucklin 970-493-1813 briggsdale

Sat

vigilantes 2nd Sat grizz bear 719-545-9463 pueblo

Four Corners rifle and 2nd Sun Capt. W. k. kelso 970-565-3840 Cortez

pistol Club

montrose marshals 2nd Sun big hat 970-249-7701 montrose

Castle peak Wildshots 2nd Wkd Old Squinteye 970-524-9348 gypsum

pawnee Station 3rd Sat red Creek dick 303-857-0520 nunn

martin

rockvale bunch 3rd Sat Cherokee diable 719-371-0172 rockvale

Four Corners gunslingers 3rd Sun Cereza Slim 970-247-0745 durango

thunder mountain Shootist 3rd Wkd pinto annie 970-464-7118 Whitewater

northwest Colorado rangers 4th Sat Sagebrush burns 970-824-8407 Craig

Sand Creek raiders 4th Sun Sweet Water bill 303-366-8827 byers

black Canyon ghost riders 4th Sun double bit 970-874-8745 hotchkiss

ledyard Sidewinders 1st Sat yosemite gene 860-536-0887 ledyard

Ct valley bushwackers 2nd Sun milo Sierra 860-508-2686 east granby

padens posse 3rd Sun hazel pepper 302-422-6534 bridgeville

ghost town gunslingers 1st Sat Copenhagen 904-808-8559 St. augustine

gold Coast gunslingers 1st Sat & george Washington 786-256-9542 Fort

3rd Sun mclintock lauderdale

hernando County regulators 1st Sun Shady brady 352-686-1055 brooksville

miakka misfits 1st Sun Serving Justice 914-219-7007 myakka City

Fort White Cowboy Cavalry 2nd Sat deadly Sharpshoot 352-317-6284 Fort White

Okeechobee marshals 2nd Sat & kid Celero 561-312-9075 Okeechobee

4th Sun

Okeechobee Outlaws 2nd Sat & dead Wait 863-357-3006 Okeechobee

4th Sun

tater hill gunfighters 2nd Sun Judge Jd Justice 941-629-4440 arcadia

Weewahootee vigilance 2nd Sun Conway kid 407-273-9763 Orlando

Committee

panhandle Cowboys 2nd Sun high Card 850-492-5162 pensacola

Southwest Florida gunslingers 3rd Sat Jed lewis 239-455-4788 punta gorda

big bend bushwhackers 3rd Sat Sixpence kid 850-459-1107 tallahassee

lake County pistoleros 3rd Sat arcadia Outlaw 352-208-2788 tavares

panhandle Cattle Company 4th Sat desperado dale 850-260-5507 Chipley

Cowford regulators 4th Sat general lee 904-803-2930 Jacksonville

Smokey

indian river regulators 4th Sat belligerent 321-403-2940 palm bay

Orney bob

Ok Corral Outlaws 4th Sun kokomo kid 863-357-2226 Okeechobee

Five County regulators 4th Sun Jed lewis 239-455-4788 punta gorda

doodle hill regulators 4th Sun dave Smith 813-645-3828 ruskin

antelope Junction rangers Fri nite & mayeye rider 727-736-3977 pineallas park

2nd Sat
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river bend rough riders 1st Sat done gone 770-361-6966 dawsonville

american Old West Cowboys 1st Sat Josey buckhorn 423-236-5281 Flintstone

valdosta vigilance Committee 1st Sat big boyd 229-244-3161 valdosta

lonesome valley regulators 1st Sun Wishbone 478-922-9384 Warner 

hooper robins

providence Springs rangers 2nd Sat buckshot bob 229-924-0997 anderson

doc holliday’s immortals 2nd Sat easy rider 770-954-9696 griffin

Camden County Cowboys 2nd Sat Christian mortician 912-227-5683 kingsland

piedmont regulators 2nd Sat hunter Sam 706-391-4630 toccoa

South river Shootists 3rd Sat man From little 678-428-4240 Covington

river

tennessee mountain 3rd Sat trail bones 423-842-6116 ringgold

marauders

Cherokee Cowboys 4th Sat bad lands bob 706-654-0828 gainesville

maui marshals 1st & 3rd bad burt 808-875-9085 maui

Sat

big island paniolos 3rd Sat paniolo annie 808-640-3949 Ocean view

Single action Shootist of 4th Sun branded buck 808-351-9260 honolulu

hawaii

turkeyfoot Cowboys 1st Sat ranger mathias 319-234-1550 elk run

Fischels heights

Fort des moines rangers 1st Sun pit mule 515-205-0557 indianola

Zen Shootists 2nd Sat Sergeant duroc 515-783-4833 nevada

Outlaw’s run 2nd Sun Capt. Jim midnight 712-621-5726 red Oak

gunslingers of Flaming 1st Sat Jughandle Jack 208-634-3121 Council

heart ranch

Southeast idaho practical 1st Sat hell’s belle 208-529-3594 idaho Falls

Shooters

Squaw butte regulators 1st Sun acequia kidd 208-365-4551 emmett

el buscaderos 2nd & 4th Oddman 208-437-0496 Spirit lake

Sun

northwest Shadow riders 2nd Sat Silverado belle 208-743-5765 lewiston

Southern idaho rangers 2nd Sat lone thumper 208-251-4959 pocatello

Oregon trail rough riders 2nd Sun & John bear 208-562-1914 boise

3rd Sat

hells Canyon ghost riders 3rd Sat J.p. Sloe 208-798-0826 moscow

twin butte bunch 3rd Sat idaho rusty bucket 208-745-6150 rexburg

panhandle regulators 3rd Sun halfcocked Otis 509-991-5842 Otis Orchards

border marauders 3rd Wkd mud marine 208-627-8377 east port

Snake river Western Shooting 4th Sat missy mable 208-731-6387 Jerome

Society

Shady Creek Shootists 1st & 4th Sun dapper dan porter 309-734-2324 little york

lakewood marshal’s 1st Sat pine ridge Jack 618-838-9410 Cisne

rangeless riders (the) 1st Sat the inspector 618-972-7825 highland

kishwaukee valley regulators 1st Sun Snakes morgan 815-751-3716 Sycamore

kaskaskia Cowboys 2nd Sat Wagonmaster Ward 618-443-3538 Sparta

nason mining Company 3rd & 5th diggins dave 618-927-0594 benton

regulators Sat

mclean County peacemakers 3rd Sat marshall rd 309-379-4331 bloomington

Fort beggs defenders 3rd Sun toranado 815-302-8305 plainfield

long nine Cowboys 4th & 5th lemon drop kid 217-787-4877 loami

Sun

good guys posse 4th Sun dangerous denny 815-245-7264 rockford

paradise pass regulators 1st Sat C. C. top 574-354-7186 etna green

(formly Cutter’s raiders)

atlanta Cattle Company 2nd Sat bear Creek 765-652-1525 atlanta

reverend

pleasant valley renegades 2nd Sat nomore Slim 812-839-3052 Canaan

Schuster’s rangers 2nd Sun Coal Car kid 219-759-3498 Chesterton

pine ridge regulators 3rd  Sat riverboat gambler 765-832-7253 brazil

Wolff’s rowdy rangers 3rd Sat Justice d. Spencer 574-536-4010 bristol

Circle r Cowboys 3rd Sat mustang bill 219-208-2793 brookston

Westside renegades 3rd Sat Johnny banjo 812-430-6421 evansville

Wabash rangers 4th Sat henry remington 217-267-2820 Cayuga

Starke County desert 4th Sat Whip mccord 219-942-5859 knox

big rock SaSS 4th Sat Southpaw too 812-866-2406 lexington

red brush raiders 4th Sat doc goodluck 812-721-1188 newburgh

deer Creek regulators 4th Sun doc molar 765-506-0344 Jonesboro

Wildwood Wranglers 4th Sun voodooman 219-872-2721 michigan 

City

indiana black powder guild as Sch C. C. top 574-354-7186 etna green

butterfield gulch gang 1st Sun kanasa Flatlander 785-493-5682 Chapman

Free State rangers 1st Sun & buffalo phil 913-898-4911 parker

3rd Sat

powder Creek Cowboys 2nd & 4th Sat el dorado Wayne 913-686-5314 lenexa

& 4th Wed

mill brook Wranglers 2nd Sun grandpa buckten 785-421-2537 hill City

millbrook

Sandhill regulators 3rd Sat moundridge 620-345-3151 hutchinson

goat roper

Capital City Cowboys 4th Sun top 785-313-0894 topeka

Chisholm trail rowdies last Sun Cody Wyatt 316-204-1784 Wichita

kentucky regulators 1st Sat Shenandoah Slim 270-354-5040 boaz

hooten Old town regulators 1st Sat double eagle dave 423-309-4146 mckee

knob Creek gunfighters guild 1st Sun drew First 502-644-3453 West point

green river gunslingers 2nd Sat yak 270-792-9001 bowling 

green

levisa Fork lead Slingers 2nd Sat escopeta Jake 606-631-4613 pikeville

ponderosa pines posse 3rd Sat Copperhead Joe 606-599-5263 manchester

Ohio river rangers 3rd Sat george rogers 270-554-1501 paducah

breathitt bandits 4th Sat Slowly but Surely 606-666-4663 Jackson

rockcastle rangers 4th Sat grinnin barrett 270-792-3196 park City

Fox bend peacemakers 4th Sun tocala Sam 859-552-9000 Wilmore

deadwood marshals 1st & 3rd doc Spudley 504-467-6062 Sorrento

Sat

grand Cane gunslingers 1st Sat blackjack Charlie 318-925-9851 grand Cane

bayou bounty hunters 2nd Sat Soiled dove 985-796-9698 Folsom

grand ecore vigilantes 3rd Sat Ouachita kid 318-932-6637 natchitoches

Jackson hole regulators 4th Sat Slick mcClade 318-278-9071 Quitman

Cape Cod Cowboys 2nd Sat Curly Jay brooks 508-477-9771 mashpee

Shawsheen river rangers as Sch yukon Willie 978-663-3342 bedford

harvard ghost riders as Sch double r bar kid 978-771-9190 harvard

danvers desperados as Sch Cyrus Cy klopps 781-667-2857 middleton

gunnysackers Sat nantucket dawn 781-749-6951 Scituate

eas’dern Shore renegades 1st Sat teton tracy 302-378-7854 Sudlersville

thurmont rangers 1st Sun Cash Caldwell 240-285-7673 thurmont

monocacy irregulars 2nd tues Chuckaroo 301-831-9666 Frederick
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damascus Wildlife rangers 4th Sat Chuckaroo 301-831-9666 damascus

big pine bounty hunters as Sch ripley Scrounger 207-876-4928 Willmantic

Capitol City vigilance as Sch mark lake 207-622-9400 augusta

Committee

beaver Creek desperados as Sch Jimmy reb 207-698-4436 berwick

hurricane valley rangers as Sch leo 207-829-3092 Falmouth

rockford regulators 1st Sat no Cattle 616-363-2827 rockford

river bend rangers 2nd Sat pitmaster 574-276-8805 niles

double barrel gang 2nd Sat. dakota Fats 269-721-8190 hastings

butcher butte bunch 2nd Sun grubby hardrock 810-750-0655 Fenton

Sucker Creek Saddle and 3rd Sat kid al Fred 989-832-8426 brecken-

gun Club ridge

Chippewa regulators 3rd Sat no name Justice 906-632-1254 Sault Ste. 

marie

hidden valley Cowboys 3rd Sun Saulk valley 269-651-5197 Sturgis

Stubby

rocky river regulators 3rd Sun terrebonne bud 248-709-5254 utica

blue Water gunslingers 4st Sun buggyman 810-434-9597 kimball

eagleville Cowboys 4th Sat One Son of a gun 231-676-0922 Central lake

Johnson Creek regulators 4th Sat rainmaker ray 313-618-2577 plymouth

mason County marshals 4th Sat two gun troll 231-343-2580 Scottsville

Wolverine rangers as Sch r.J. law 248-828-0440 port huron

Saginaw Field & Stream Club as Sch bad river marty 989-585-3292 Saginaw

lapeer County Sportsmans Sun as ash Flat Water Johnny 314-378-5689 attica

Club Wranglers

Cedar valley vigilantes 1st & 3rd d m yankee 612-701-9719 morristown

Sat

Crow river rangers 1st Sun Cantankerous Jeb 763-682-3710 howard lake

granite City gunslingers 2nd & 5th amen Straight 612-723-2313 Saint Cloud

Sat

lone rock rangers 2nd Sat red dutchman 651-402-0368 Farmingtion

lookout mountain gunsmoke 2nd Sat Wagonmaster 218-780-6797 virginia

Society

Fort belmont regulators 2nd Sun mule town Jack 507-840-0883 Jackson

east grand Forks rod & 3rd Sun bb gunner 218-779-8555 east grand

gun Club Forks

Ozark posse (the) 1st Sat tightwad Swede 417-846-5142 Cassville

West plaines Waddies 2nd & 5th major missalot 417-284-1432 tecumseh

Sat

moniteau Creek river 2nd Sun doolin riggs 573-687-3103 Fayette

raiders

Shoal Creek Shootists 3rd Sat Chaos Jumbles 417-451-9959 Joplin

gateway Shootist Society 3rd Sun bounty Seeker 314-740-4665 St. louis

Central Ozarks Western 3rd Sun x. S. Chance 573-765-5483 St. robert

Shooters

butterfield trail Cowboys 4th Sat & Sun Smokie 417-759-9114 Walnut 

3rd Wed Shade

Southern missouri rangers 4th Wkd S. m. all 471-461-0033 marshfield

natchez Sixgunners 1st Sat Winchester 601-445-5223 natchez

gulf Coast gunslingers 1st Sun Old rebel 228-860-0054 biloxi

mississippi peacemakers 3rd Sat macon a. 601-954-3720 mendenhall

longshot

mississippi river rangers 4th & 5th Sat taska Jim 901-490-2600 byhalia

honorable road agents 1st Sat diamond red 406-685-3618 ennis

Shooting Society

Sun river rangers Shooting 1st Sun & montana lil’ 406-761-0896 Simms

Society 4th Sat Skeeter

makoshika gunslingers 2nd Sat doc Wells 406-345-8901 glendive

gallatin valley regulators 2nd Sat el hombre de 406-388-2902 logan

montana

black horse Shootists 2nd Wkd J. e. b. Stuart 406-727-7625 great Falls

montana
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montana territory 4th Sat two gun 406-655-8166 billings

peacemakers montana

neuse river regulators 1st & 3rd newport 252-726-7977 new bern

Sat Sodbuster

Old hickory regulators 1st Sat Wendover kid 252-908-0098 rocky mount

Old north State posse 1st Sat tracker mike 336-558-9032 Salisbury

Carolina rough riders 1st Sun pecos pete 704-394-1859 Charlotte

Carolina Single action 2nd & 5th Carolina’s 919-383-7567 eden

Shooting Society Sun longarm

high Country Cowboys 2nd Sat Wild Otter 828-423-7796 asheville

Carolina Cattlemen’s Shooting 2nd Sat J. m. brown 919-291-1726 Creedmore

and Social Society

buccaneer range regulators 2nd Sat Jefro 910-330-7179 Wilmington

gunpowder Creek 3rd Sat herdzman 828-493-1679 lenoir

regulators

Cross Creek Cowboys 3rd Sat huckleberry 910-980-0572 Wagram

mike

iredell regulators 4th Sat Charlotte 704-902-1796 Statesville

trestle valley rangers 2nd Sat doc hell 701-852-1697 minot

badlands bandits 2nd Sun roughrider ray 701-260-0347 belfield

dakota rough riders as Sch heck Catcher 701-220-8131 moffit

Sheyenne valley last Sat Wild river rose 701-588-4331 kindred

peacekeepers

eastern nebraska gun Club 2nd Sun Flint valdez 712-323-8996 louisville

Flat Water Shootists of the 3rd Sun Forty Four maggie 308-383-4605 grand island

grand island rifle Club

platte valley gunslingers as Sch Skunk Stomper 402-461-3442 grand island

the dalton gang Shooting 3rd Wkd littleton S. dalton 603-444-6876 dalton

Club of nh

pemi valley peacemakers as Sch bear lee tallable 603-667-0104 holderness

White mountain regulators as Sch dead head 603-772-2358 Candia

merrimack valley as Sch Sheriff r. p. 603-345-6876 pelham

marauders bucket

monmouth County rangers 2nd Sun utah tom 732-803-2430 monmouth

delaware blues 2nd Sun yellow mike 302-750-2381 Quinton

Jackson hole gang 4th Sun papa grey 732-961-6834 Jackson

magdalena trail drivers 1st & 3rd grizzly adams 575-854-2488 magdalena

Sat

del norte diablos 1st & 4th nevada ranger 505-220-0892 rio rancho

Sat

Founders ranch Shotgun 1st Sat mrs. Slick Shot 505-934-2533 edgewood

Sports Club

bighorn vigilantes 1st Sat german george 505-286-0830 Founders 

ranch

Otero practical Shooting 1st Sat Saguaro Sam 505-437-3663 la luz

association

buffalo range riders 1st Sun Shanley Shooter 505-252-0589 Founders 

ranch

Chisum Cowboy gun Club 1st Sun two bit tammy 575-626-9201 roswell

high desert drifters 2nd Sat Shakey Shooter 505-294-3233 Founders 

ranch

lincoln County regulators 2nd Sat gunsmoke 575-808-0459 ruidoso

Cowboy

rio grande renegades 2nd Wed, mica mcguire 505-263-1181 albuquer-

3rd Sat, 4th Sun, que

5th Sat & Sun

gila rangers 2nd Wkd Chico Cheech 575-388-2531 Silver City

monticello range riders 3rd & 5th J. W. brockey 575-744-4484 elephant

Sun butte

Seven rivers regulators 3rd Sat Stink Creek Jones 575-885-9879 Carlsbad

monument Springs 4th Sat val darrant 575-396-5303 hobbs

bushwhackers

picacho posse 4th Sat Fast hammer 575-647-3434 las Cruces

tres rios bandidos 4th Sun largo Casey 505-330-2489 Farmington

rio vaqueros 4th Sun anna Sassin 575-744-5793 truth or

Consequences

Fort halleck volunteers 1st & 3rd green Springs 775-753-8203 elko

Sat thomsen

high plains drifters 1st Sun Washoe Zephyr 775-721-6619 Fernley

eldorado Cowboys 1st Wkd Charming 702-565-3736 boulder 

City

nevada rangers Cowboy 2nd Sun mt Fargo 702-460-6393 las vegas

action Shooting Society

roop County Cowboy  2nd Sun Jasper agate 775-849-7679 Sparks

Shooters association

Silver State Shootists 3rd Sun Shotgun marshall 775-265-0267 Carson City
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desert desperados 3rd Sun buffalo Sam 702-459-6454 las vegas

lone Wolf Shooters, llC 4th & 5th penny pepperbox 775-727-4600 pahrump

Sun

Crumhorn mountain 1st & 4th lefty Cooper 607-287-9261 maryland

Cowboys Sun

alabama gunslingers 1st Sat bum thumb 585-343-3906 alabama

tioga County Cowboys 1st Sat dusty drifter 607-659-3819 Owego

boot hill regulators 1st Sun Judge Zaney grey 845-352-7921 Chester

pathfinder pistoleros 1st Sun Sonny 315-695-7032 Fulton

Salt port vigilance 2nd Sat twelve bore 585-613-8046 holley

Committee

bar-20 inc. 2nd Sat badlands buck 315-637-3492 West eaton

Oxford regulators 2nd Sun Scheriff richie 607-783-2752 Oxford

diamond Four 3rd Sat kayutah kid 607-796-0573 Odessa

Circle k regulators 3rd Sun Smokehouse dan 518-885-3758 ballston Spa

Sackets harbor vigilantes 4th Sun ranger Clayton 315-465-6543 Sackets

Conagher harbor

the long riders 4th Sun loco poco lobo 585-467-4429 Shortsville

d bar d Wranglers 4th Sun Captain m.a.F 845-226-8611 Wappingers 

Fall

mythical rough riders 5th Sun rev dave Clayton 716-838-4286 hamburg

rockdale renegades as Sch Scheriff richie 607-783-2752 rockdale

the Shadow riders as Sch dusty levis 646-284-4010 Westhampton 

beach

east end regulators last Sun diamond rio 631-585-1936 Westhampton

big irons 1st Sat deadwood Stan 513-894-3500 middletown

tusco long riders 1st Sat prairie dawg 216-932-7630 midvale

greene County Cowboys 1st Sun ruger ray 937-352-6420 xenia

Firelands peacemakers 1st Wed, angry angus 440-647-5909 rochester

3rd Sat & 5th Sun

Sandusky County regulators 2nd Sat Curtice Clay 419-836-8760 gibsonburg

Shenango river rats 2nd Sat & Shenango Joe 330-782-0958 yankee lake

last thurs

miami valley Cowboys 2nd Sun buckshot Jones 937-418-7816 piqua

blackhand raiders 2nd Sun duke City kid 614-556-0245 Zanesville

Scioto territory desperados 3rd & 5th pickaway tracker 740-477-1881 Chillicothe

Sun

Wilmington rough riders 3rd Sat paragon pete 740-626-7667 Wilmington

auglaize rough riders 3rd Sun deputy diamond 419-722-6345 defiance

desperado

brown township 4th Sat Sandy Creek Jake 330-863-1139 malvern

regulators

Ohio valley vigilantes 4th Sat Slow movin ron 614-599-0721 mt. vernon

Central Ohio Cowboys 4th Sun Stagecoach 614-868-9821 Circleville

hannah

Stonelick regulators as Sch Carson 513-753-6462 milford

rattlesnake mountain 1st & 2nd black river Jack 918-908-0016 Checotah

rangers Sat

Cherokee Strip Shootists 1st Sat Scott Wayne 405-377-0610 Stillwater

Wild bunch

Shortgrass rangers 1st Sat & Oklahoma Spuds 405-640-5650 grandfield

3rd Sun

Cherokee Strip Shootists 1st Sun Scott Wayne 405-377-0610 Stillwater

tulsey town Cattlemens 2nd & 4th Sat Curly thom 918-376-4376 tulsa

association 3rd Sun mabry

indian territory Single action 2nd & 5th Sun, little Fat buddy 918-437-4562 Sand 

Shooting Society 3rd Sat, 4th Wed Springs

Oklahoma City gun Club - 2nd Sat & Flat top Okie 405-373-1472 Oklahoma

territorial marshals 4th Sun City

horse ridge pistoleros 1st & 3rd big Casino 541-389-2342 bend

Sun

molalla river rangers 1st Sat gold dust bill 503-705-1211 Canby

merlin marauders 1st Sat mountain grizz 253-208-1105 merlin

dry gulch desperados 1st Sat runamuck 509-520-3241 milton 

Freewater

Siuslaw river rangers 1st Sun Johnny Jingos 541-997-6313 Florence

table rock rangers 1st Sun & Jed i. knight 541-944-2281 White City

2nd Sat

pine mountain posse 2nd & 4th Whisperin’ Wade 541-318-8199 bend

Wkd

klamath Cowboys 2nd Sun & Jasper Wayne 541-884-2611 keno

4th Sat

Jefferson State regulators 3rd Sat Jed i. knight 541-944-2281 ashland

Oregon trail regulators 3rd Sat Willie killem 541-443-6591 la grande

Orygun Cowboys 3rd Sat kansan 503-539-6335 Sherwood

Oregon Old West Shooting 3rd Sun & tuffy tumbleweed 541-619-7381 albany

Society 4th Sat

umpqua regulators 4th Sun Oregun gustaf 541-430-1021 roseburg

Columbia County Cowboys as Sch kitty Colt 503-642-4120 St. helens
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perry County regulators 1st Sat tuscarora Slim 717-789-3004 ickesburg

dry gulch rangers 1st Sat pep C. holic 724-263-1461 midway

boot hill gang of topton 1st Sun lester moore 610-704-6792 topton

Whispering pines Cowboy 1st Sun panama red 570-724-7214 Wellsboro

Committee

Chimney rocks regulators 2nd Sat hattie hubbs 814-515-2166 hollidays-

burg

logans Ferry regulators 2nd Sat mariah kid 412-607-5313 plum 

borough

heidelberg lost dutchmen 2nd Sat ivory rose 717-627-0694 Schaeffer-

stown

Westshore posse 2nd Sun hud mcCoy 717-683-2632 new 

Cumberland

dakota badlanders (the) 2nd Sun timberland 610-434-1923 Orefield

renegade

river Junction Shootist Society 3rd Sat mattie hays 724-593-6602 donegal

Jefferson Outlaws 3rd Sat red-eyed kid 443-392-1615 Jefferson

blue mountain rangers 3rd Sun Cathy Fisher 610-488-0619 hamburg

matamoras mavericks 3rd Sun hammerin Steel 570-296-5853 milford

Silver lake bounty hunters 3rd Sun marshal t. J. 570-663-3045 montrose

buckshot

purgatory regulators 3rd Wkd dry gulch geezer 814-827-2120 titusville

elstonville hombres 4th Sun trusty Sidekick 610-939-9947 manheim

el posse grande 4th Sun black hills barb 570-538-9163 muncy 

valley

Stewart’s regulators 4th Sun Sodbuster burt 724-479-8838 Shelocta

lincoln County lawmen 4th Sun Wyoming blink 401-385-9907 Foster

palmetto posse 1st Sat dun gamblin 803-422-5587 Columbia

hurricane riders 3rd Sat Saloon keeper 843-361-2277 aynor

Savannah river rangers 3rd Sun kid ray 803-960-3907 gaston

geechee gunfighters 4th Sat doc kemm 843-863-0649 ridgeville

greenville gunfighters 4th Sun Cowboy Junky 864-414-5578 greenville

Camp Sturgis regulators 1st Sat brother king 970-481-7569 Sturgis

medicine Creek road agents 1st Sun iron mender 605-222-5145 Onida

Cottonwood Cowboy 2nd Sun dakota nailbender 605-520-5212 Clark

association

black hills Shootist 3rd Sun hawkbill Smith 605-342-8946 pringle

association

bald mountain renegades as Sch Cottonwood 605-280-1413 Faulkton

Cooter

bitter Creek rangers 1st 2nd & Oracle 423-334-4053 Crossville

3rd Sun

greene County regulators 1st Sat boozy Creek 423-279-0316 rogersville

Wartrace regulators 1st Sat & Whiskey hayes 931-684-2709 Wartrace

3rd Sat

memphis gunslingers 2nd Sat Cherokee Sargent 901-674-8220 arlington

Smoky mountain Shootist 2nd Sat Jim mayo 865-300-4666 lenoir City

Society

OrSa’s Oak ridge 2nd Sat hombre Sin 865-257-7747 Oak ridge

Outlaws nombre

tennessee mountain 3rd Sat double barrel 423-593-3767 Chattanooga

marauders

north West tennessee 3rd Sat Can’t Shoot 731-885-8102 union City

longriders dillion

highland regulators 3rd Wkd iron maiden 423-628-2715 Winfield

Ocoee rangers 4th Sat Ocoee red 423-476-5303 Cleveland

Comanche trail Shootists 1st & 5th dee horne 432-557-0860 midland

Sat

texas tumbleweeds 1st Sat Cayenne 806-355-7158 amarillo

texas troublemakers 1st Sat lefty tex larue 903-539-7234 brownsboro

plum Creek Carriage Cowboy 1st Sat long Juan 512-750-3923 lockhart

Shooting Society

South texas pistolaros 1st Sat Saukvalley Sam 210-379-3711 San antonio

texas peacemakers 1st Sat deadeye greg 903-593-8215 tyler

Orange County regulators 1st Sat & texas gator 409-243-3477 Orange

3rd Sun

thunder river renegades 1st Wkd texas rooster 936-588-6849 magnolia

Concho valley Shooters 2nd  Sat roamin’ Shields 325-656-1281 San angelo

texas riviera pistoleros 2nd Sat Stinkng badger 361-9374845 george West

lajitas rangers and rogues 2nd Sat texas trouble 915-603-1366 lajitas

travis County regulators 2nd Sat Cherokee granny 979-561-6202 Smithville

texas tenhorns Shooting 2nd Sat & mustang Sherry 903-815-8162 greenville

Club last Full Wkd

rio grande valley vaqueros 2nd Sun dream Chaser 956-648-7364 pharr

lone Star Frontier Shooting 2nd Wkd rock rotten 817-905-3122 Cleburne

Club

texican rangers 2nd Wkd red Scott 210-316-0199 Fredericks-

burg

Oakwood Outlaws 2nd Wkd texas alline 903-545-2252 Oakwood

Canadian river regulators 2nd, 3rd &  adobe Walls 806-679-5824 Clarendon

5th Sat Shooter

Old Fort parker patriots 3rd  Wkd Colt Faro 832-472-3278 groesbeck

big thicket Outlaws 3rd Sat Shynee graves 409-860-5526 beaumont

tejas Caballeros 3rd Sat Judge menday 512-964-9955 dripping

Coming Springs

gruesome gulch gang 3rd Sat eli blue 806-729-5887 kress

alamo area moderators 3rd Sat tombstone mary 210-493-9320 San antonio

Cottonwood Creek Cowboys 3rd Sat pecos Cahill 325-575-5039 Snyder

texas historical Shootist 3rd Sun Charles goodnight 281-342-1210 Columbus

Society

trinity valley regulators 3rd Sun grumpy grandpa 972-206-2624 mansfield

badlands bar 3 3rd Wkd t-bone dooley 903-272-9283 Clarksville

butterfield trail regulators 4th Sat texas Slim 325-668-4884 anson

Comanche valley vigilantes 4th Sat billy bob evans 972-393-2882 Cleburne

green mountain regulators 4th Sat bar diamond 512-638-7376 marble Falls

rider

tejas pistoleros 4th Sat & texas paladin 713-690-5313 eagle lake

Sun

tin Star texans 4th Sat. mickey 830-685-3464 Fredericks-

burg

magnolia misfits 4th Sun attoyac kid 281-448-8127 magnolia

three peaks rangers 1st & 3rd Curly Jim 435-590-9873 Cedar City

Sat Whiskus

big hollow bandits 1st Sat marshal dillon 435-724-2575 heber

north rim regulators 1st Sat autum rose 435-644-5053 kanab

Copenhagen valley 1st Sat m.t. pockets 801-920-4047 mantua

regulators

utah territory gunslingers 1st Sat lefty pete 801-554-9436 Salt lake 

City

musinia buscaderos 1st. Sat buffalo Juan 435-528-7432 mayfield

dixie desperados/ 2nd & 4th the alaskan 435-635-3134 St. george

Senior games Sat

deseret historical Shootist 2nd Sat Old Fashioned 435-224-2321 Fruit 

Society heights

rio verde rangers 2nd Sat doc nelson 435-564-8210 green river

Cache valley vaqueros 2nd Sat logan law 435-787-8131 logan

hobble Creek Wranglers 2nd Sat hobble Creek 801-489-7681 Springville

marshall

Wahsatch desperados 2nd Sun Sly Steadyhand 801-546-4843 Fruit heights

Wasatch Summit regulators 2nd Sun Old Fashioned 435-224-2321 Salt lake 

City

utah War 3rd & 5th Jubal O. Sackett 801-944-3444 Sandy

Sat

mesa marauders gun Club 3rd Sat Copper Queen 435-979-4665 lake powell

diamond mountain rustlers 3rd Sat Cinch 435-724-2575 vernal

Castle gate posse 4th Sat rowdy hand 435-637-8209 price

pungo posse Cowboy action 1st & 2nd Sat missouri marshal 757-471-3396 Waverly

Club

liberty long riders 1st Sun thunder Colt 540-296-0772 bedford

Cavalier Cowboys 1st Sun & Striker 804-339-8442 hanover

2nd Wed County

virginia City marshals 1st tues humphrey hook 703-801-3507 Fairfax

blue ridge regulators 2nd Sun bad Company 540-886-3374 lexington

k.C.’s Corral 3rd Sat virginia 804-550-2242 mechan-

rifleman icsville

mattaponi Sundowners 3rd Sun & Flatboat bob 804-785-2575 West point

4th Sat

pepper mill Creek gang 4th Sun Slip hammer Spiv 540-775-4561 king george

bend of trail 4th Sun rowe - a - noc 540-890-6375 roanoke

rivanna ranger Company as Sch virginia ranger 434-973-8759 Charlottes-

ville

Stovall Creek regulators as Sch brizco-Z 434-929-1063 lynchburg
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Fort bridger Shooting Club 4th Sun duke york 61 41 863 2366 drouin
SaSa Single action Shooting Sat & Sun virgil earp 61 74 695 2050 millmerran

australia

trail blazers gun Club 1st Sun Sudden lee sudden@farm mill town
side.co.nz

bullet Spittin Sons O’ thunder 2nd Sat billy deadwood 64 63 564 720 palmerston n.
Wairarapa pistol and Shooting 2nd Sun doc hayes 64 63 796 692 gladstone

Club
Frontier & Western Shooting 2nd Sun doc hayes 64 63 796 692 gladstone

Sports association
tararua rangers 3rd Sun J.e.b. Stuart 64 63 796 436 Carterton
ashburton pistol Club 3rd Sun am Shellie Jector 643 304 8401 ashburton
ashburton pistol Club Wild 

bunch™ Shooting 3rd Sun pm Shellie Jector 643 304 8401 ashburton
Western renegades 4th Sat black bart bolton 64 27 249 6270 Wanganui
SaSS pistol new Zealand as Sch tuscon the 64 32 042 089 varies

terrible

Sweetwater gunslingers austria as Sch Fra diabolo 43 664 490 8032 vienna

association of Western Shooters as Sch thunderman 42 060 322 2400 prelouc

danish blackpowder Federation as Sch Slim dane 45 20 655 887 Copenhagen
association of danish Western as Sch mrs. Stowaway 45 602 013 65 greve

Shooters

SaSS Finland as Sch Woodbury kane 35 850 517 4659 various
Classic Old Western Society of as Sch Woodbury kane 35 850 517 4659 loppi

Finland

SaSS France greenwood Creek 1st & 3rd handy hook 33 68 809 1360 bormes les 
Wkd mimosas

SaSS France golden triggers 1st Sun Cheyenne little 33 67 570 3678 villefrache de
of Freetown Colibris rouergue

l’arquebuse d’antony 2nd Sun Jeppesen 33 14 661 1798 antony
buffalo valley as Sch Slye buffalo 02 37 636 583 Châteauneuf-

en-thymerais
high plains Shooters as Sch Jack Cooper 33 61  384 5580 Clermont de 

l’oise
association mazauguaise de tir as Sch redneck mike 33 494 280 145 mazaugues
SaSS France alba Serena as Sch marshall 09 62 53 83 32 moriani

tir Club tombstone
Old pards Shooting Society as Sch Charles allan 33 1 4661 1798 versailler anthony

Jeppesen laSalle
Club de tir beaujolais as Sch Woodrow the Wild 33 047 838 0374 villefranche sur

Frenchie Saone
Old West French Shooters as Sch Curly red ryder 33 3 8582 0203 Caromb
beraC as Sch reverend delano  33 3 8020 3551 premeaux prissey

l. Oakley
Club de tir brennou as Sch French bob 33 024 767 5888 varies
reverend Oakley’s Cowboy klan as Sch reverend delano 333 802 03 551 varies

l. Oakley
les tireurs de l’uzege 
(Old West gunfighters) every Sun marshal dundee 33 04 66 759 529 uzes
black rivers last Sun kid of neckwhite 33 3 8526 3029 roanne
Club de tir de bernay Sat Chriswood 33 2 3245 5900 bernay
SaSS France yellow rock Sat little Shooting 336 7555 8063 eCOt

missie
Societe de tir bedoin ventoux 
(Windy mountain vigilantes) Sat-Sun Sheriff Ch. 33 490 351 973 bedoin

Southpaw
tir Olympique lyonnais Sun barth 33 6 1324 6128 lyon
Club de tri de nuits Saint as Sch reverend delano 33 38 020 3551 nuits Saint 

georges l. Oakley georges
Club de tir Sportif de touraine as Sch major John lawson brisset37@hotmail.fr tours
CaS/SaSS France as Sch Frenchie boy 336 169 32 076 varies

germany territory regulators as Sch rephil 49 29 216 71814 varies
Cowboy action Shooting™ last Sat marshal heck 49 345 120 0581 edderitz

germany
Jail bird’s Company mon Orlando a brick 49 21 317 42 3065 Wegberg

bond
CaS europe We hurricane irmi 49 28 23 3426 bocholt
SaSS germany Wed il Calabrese 49 28 239 8080 pfalzdorf
SaSS germany Wed rhine river Joe 49 28 235 807 Spork

Westwood rebels as Sch el heckito 362 0460 1739 galgamacsa

Old gunners Shooting Club as Sch renato anese 33 51 24 5391 toppo di 
Western Shootist posse travesio

green hearts regulator 1st Sun marshal Steven 39 338 920 7989 trevi
gardiner

AUSTRALIA  (continued)
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INTERNATIONAL
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gold Coast gamblers 1st & 3rd dagger Jack 61 75 537 5857 gold Coast
Sat

adelaide pistol & Shooting Club 1st Sat & lobo malo 61 08 284  8459 korunye
3rd Sun

Westgate marauders 2nd Sun Stampede pete 61 39 369 5939 port melbourne
little river raiders 3rd Sun lazy dave 61 40 377 7926 little river
SaSa little river raiders Single 3rd Sun tiresome 61 25 978 0190 melbourne

action Club
Cowboy action Shooters of 3rd Wkd i.d. 61 29 975 7983 teralba

australia

AUSTRALIA

DOWN UNDER

INTERNATIONAL

GERMANY

HUNGARY

ITALY

CZECH REPUBLIC

DENMARK

FINLAND

FRANCE

EUROPE
AUSTRIA

NEW ZEALAND

verdant mountain 2nd Sun doc mcCoy 802-363-7162 St. Johnsbury

vigilantes

northeast Washington 1st  Wkd Crazy knife al 509-684-8057 Colville

regulators

mica peak marshals 1st & 3rd tensleep kid 509-284-2461 mica

Sat

panhandle regulators 1st & 3rd halfcocked Otis 509-991-5842 Otis 

Sun Orchards

renton united Cowboy action 1st Wkd Jess ducky 425-271-9286 renton

Shooters

Windy plains drifters 2nd & 4th hopalong hoot 509-220-9611 medical 

Sat lake

Wolverton mountain peace 2nd Sat hellfire 360-513-9081 ariel

keepers

pataha rustlers 2nd Sat pinto annie 509-520-2789 dayton

mima marauders 2nd Sat Okie Sawbones 360-705-3601 Olympia

Smokey point desperados 2nd Sun mudflat mike 425-335-5176 arlington

Colville guns and roses 2nd Sun Cheyence Sadie 509-684-3632 Colville

apple valley marshals 3rd Sat Wiley bob 509-884-3827 east 

Wenatchee

Olympic peninsula Strait 3rd Sun doc neeley 360-417-0230 port angeles

Shooters

black river regulators 4th Sat Wil Sackett 360-786-0199 littlerock

Custer renegades 4th Sun Joe Cannuck 360-676-2587 Custer

poulsbo pistoleros 4th Sun Sourdough 360-830-0100 poulsbo

george

rattlesnake gulch rangers last Sat ricochet robbie 509-628-0889 benton City

beazley gulch rangers last Sun an e. di 509-787-1782 Quincy

rock river regulators 1st & 3rd Stoney mike 608-868-5167 beloit

Sat

Western Wisconsin Wild 2nd Sat Flyen doc 608-790-3260 holmen

bunch koyote

bristol plains pistoleros 2nd Sun huckleberry 815-675-2566 bristol

Crystal river gunslingers 2nd Sun polish pistoleros 920-913-1615 Waupaca

Wisconsin Old West 2nd Sun & blackjack martin 715-949-1621 boyceville

Shootist, inc 4th Sat

hodag Country Cowboys 3rd  Sat hodag bob 715-550-8337 rhinelander

liberty prairie regulators 3rd Sat dirty deeds 920-229-5833 ripon

Oconomowoc Cattlemen’s 4th Sat marvin the 414-254-5592 Concord

association moyle

dawn ghost riders 1st Sun Coffee bean 304-327-9884 hinton

Frontier regulators 2nd Sat Captain tay 304-265-5748 thorton

the railtown rowdys 2nd Sun miss print 304-589-6162 bluefield

kanawha valley regulators 2nd Wkd eddie rebel 304-397-6188 eleanor

rocky holler regulators 3rd Sun Jessee earp 304-425-2023 princeton

Cowboy action Shooting™ 4th Sun last Word 304-289-6098 largent

Sports

peacemaker national as Sch Cole mcCulloch 703-789-3346 gerrards-

town

Colter’s hell Justice 1st Sat yakima red 307-254-2090 various

Committee WSaS

bessemer vigilance 1st Sun & Smokewagon bill 307-472-1926 Casper

Committee 3rd Sat

high lonesome drifters 2nd Sat kari lynn 307-587-2946 Cody

Sybille Creek Shooters 2nd Sat Wyoming roy 307-322-3515 Wheatland

Southfork vigilance 2nd Wkd Wennoff 507-332-5035 lander

Committee WSaS halfcock

border vigilantes 3rd Sat assassin 307-287-6733 Cheyenne

powder river Justice 3rd Sun doc Fehr 307-683-3320 buffalo

Committee WSaS

great divide Outlaws 4th Sat Slingn lead 307-324-6955 rawlins

donkey Creek Shootists 4th Sun poker Jim 307-660-0221 gillette

Snake river rowdies as Sch Sheriff John r. 307-733-4559 Jackson

Quigley

VT

WA

WI

WV

WY
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Monthly Mounted USA

AZ

SASS Lebanon - El Rancho as Sch packin Jesse 96 1138 5982 varies

Sporting Club

Quebec mounted Shooting as Sch dirty Owl bert 819-424-7842 Joliette      QC

association

Monthly Mounted International

LEBANON

CANADA

tombstone ghost riders mounted 2nd Sun dan nabbit 520-456-0423 tombstone
Club

revengers of montezuma 1st Sun aneeda huginkiss 970-565-8479 Cortez

Connecticut renegades as Sch Cowboy Cobbler 860-558-7484 granby

bay area bandits 1st Sat Slow poke’s darlin 813-924-0156 tampa

border marauders mounted as Sch bad buffalo bob 208-610-8229 eastport

maine Cowboy mounted Shooters as Sch Cowboy bill 207-282-2821 biddeford

buffalo range riders mounted 3rd Sat Chili Cowboy 505-379-8957 Founders 
ranch

island long riders as Sch mecate kid 516-610-8166 Farmingdale

big irons mounted rangers as Sch Stoneburner 513-829-4099 middletown

SASS AFFILIATED CLUBS MONTHLY SHOOTING SCHEDULE (Cont.)
Club Name                                            Sched.                    Contact                          Phone                          City                    Club Name Sched.                     Contact                             Phone                                  City

alaska 49ers 3rd Sat marshal Stone 907-232-1080 birchwood

Cowtown Wild bunch 1st Sat Wild bodie tom 602-721-3175 Carefree
Shooters

natZy bunch 3rd Sun tumbleweed rose 928-899-8788 Flagstaff
bordertown inc. as Sch pecos Clyde 480-266-1096 tucson

hole in the Wall gang 1st Sat Frederick Jackson 818-640-0945 piru
turner

gold Country Wild bunch 3rd Sat Sutter lawman 530-713-4194 Sloughouse

Castle peak Wildshots 1st Sat Old Squinteye 970-524-9348 gypsum
thunder mountain 2nd Sat Colorado 970-260-5432 White Water

Shootists blackjack

ghost town gunslingers 1st Sat Copenhagen 904-808-8559 St. augustine
lake County pistoleros as Sch Chilly Willy 863-289-2252 tavares

Squaw butte regulators 1st Sun acequia kidd 208-365-4551 emmett

kaskaskia Cowboys as Sch boben Weev 618-632-0712 Sparta

pine ridge regulators 1st Wkd riverboat gambler 765-832-7253 brazil

rocky river regulators as Sch Coyote Claxton 810-247-1065 utica

butterfield trail Cowboys 4th Wkd Smokie 417-759-9114 Walnut Shade

Carolina Cattlemen’s Shooting 4th Sat J. m. brown 919-291-1726 Creedmore
and Social Society 

tres rios bandidos 2nd Sun el mulo vacquero 505-632-9712 Farmington
rio grande renegades 3rd Sun mica mcguire 505-263-1181 albuquerque
los pistoleros 4th Sat J. Frank norfleet 575-648-2530 Founders 

ranch
picacho posse 4th Sat Fast hammer 575-647-3434 las Cruces

lone Wolf Shooters llC 4th & 5th Wkd penny pepperbox 775-727-4600 pahrump

big irons (Wild bunch) as Sch deadwood Stan 513-894-3500 middletown

Cherokee Strip Shootists 1st Sat Scott Wayne 405-377-0610 Stillwater
Oklahoma City gun Club - 2nd Sun Flat top Okie 405-373-1472 Oklahoma

territorial marshals City

greenville gunfighters 5th Sun hondo Jackson 864-414-1968 greenville

Wartrace regulators 3rd Sat papa dave 931-723-7896 Wartrace

Comanche valley vigilantes 4th Sat billy bob evans 972-393-2882 Cleburne

Wasatch Summit regulators 4th Sun Old Fashioned 435-224-2324 Salt lake City

hodag Country Cowboys 1st Sat hodag bob 715-550-8337 rhinelander
Western Wisconsin 2nd Sat Flyen doc koyote 608-790-3260 holmen

kanawha valley regulators 3rd Wkd eddie rebel 304-397-6188 elean

WILD BUNCH USA

AK

UT

WI

WV

AZ

CA

CO

FL

ID

IL

IN

MI

MO

NC

NM

NV

OH

OK

SC

TN

TX

Fratelli della Costa Onlus 3rd Sat Oversize 35 05 642 4677 livorno
lassiter Fan Shooting Club 3rd Sun ivan bandito 39 34 7043 0400 mazzano
maremma bad land’s riders as Sch alameda Slim alamedaslim@ Siena

owss.it
Old West Shooting Society italy as Sch alchimista 39 33 420 68337 varies
Canne roventi last Sun valdez 39 07 1286 1395 Filottrano
honky tonk rebels last Sun kaboom andy 39 33 5737 8551 vigevano
Wild West rebels Sun bill masterson alberto@fron malegno-bS

tisrl.it

SaSS luxembourg as Sch Smiley miles 35 26 2128 0606 varies

kells County regulators 1st Sat independence 28 93 368 004 varies
Carroll

black rivers as Sch Charles Quantrill 47 9325 9669 loten
Quantrill raiders Sun Charles Quantrill 47 9325 9669 loten
Schedsmoe County rough thurs Jailbird 47 6399 4279 lillestrom

riders

SaSS polish Western Shooting as Sch trigger hawkeye trigger-hawkeye lodz
association @hot.pl

union of Western Shooters of as Sch hombre des 63 721 6934 humska
Serbia nudos

SaSS Sweden northern rangers as Sch northern S. t. 46 72 206 7005 varies
ranger

black mountain gunfighters as Sch blacksmith pete 417 9449 5800 romainm
a’tier

Old West Shooting Society as Sch hondo Janssen 44 271 9947 Zurich
Switzerland

aurora desperados 1st Fri destry 905-551-0703 aurora On
robbers roost hamilton 1st Sat bear butte 905-891-8627 ancaster On
red mountain renegades 1st Sun preacher Flynn 604-820-1564 mission bC

t. locke
bar e ranch 2nd & 4th northern Crow 705-435-2807 barrie On

Sat
beau bassin range riders 2nd Sat Frenchy Cannuck 506-312-0455 riverview nb
lambton Sportsman’s Club 2nd Sat Clay Creek 519-542-4644 St. Clair On
Wentworth Shooting Sports 2nd Sun Stoney Creek 905-664-3217 hamilton On

Club
victoria Frontier Shootists 2nd Sun black ashley 250-744-4705 victoria bC
valley regulators 3rd Sat kananaskis kid 250-923-6358 Courtenay bC
prairie dog rebels 3rd Sat valley boy 519-673-5648 london On
valley regulators 3rd Sat & high Country 250-334-3479 Courtenay bC

Sun amigo
Otter valley rod & gun 4th Sun Colt mcCloud 519-685-9439 Straffordville On
robbers roost Wild bunch as Sch legendary 905-393-4299 ancaster On

lawman
islington Sportmen’s Club as Sch hawk Feathers 905-936-2129 Caledon On
blueridge Sportsmen’s Club as Sch rebel dale 519-599-2558 Clarksburg On
Waterloo County revolver as Sch ranger pappy 519-536-9184 kitchener On

association Cooper
mundy’s bay regulators as Sch indiana magnum 705-534-2814 penetan- On

guishene
nova Scotia Cowboy action as Sch Wounded belly 902-890-2310 truro nS

Shooting Club
palmer’s gulch Cowboys as Sch Caribou lefty 250-372-0416 heffley bC

Creek
Ottawa valley marauders as Sch button 514-792-0063 Ottawa On
alberta Frontier Shootists as Sch powder paw 403-318-4463 rocky mtn ab

Society house
Club de tir beausejour as Sch richelieu mike 450-658-8130 St-Jean QC

Chrysos-
tome/lavis

long harbour lead Slingers tues preacher man 250-537-0083 Salt Spring bC
John island

pioneer Creek rangers 2nd & 4th Slow Wilson 27 83 677 5066 pretoria
Sat

Western Shooters of 3rd Sat richmond p. 27 21 797 5054 Cape town S.a
South africa hobson

INTERNATIONAL
ITALY  (continued)

SWITZERLAND

SWEDEN

SERBIA

NORTHERN IRELAND
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Match Dates Contact Phone City State Match Dates Contact Phone City State

SASS AFFILIATED CLUBS ANNUAL MATCHES

USA 2013

OCTOBER 

NOVEMBER (continued)

turkey Shoot at the black Canyon 09 - 09 Silver rings 970-240-0419 montrose CO
the great northfield raid 15 - 17 gun hawk 818-761-0512 north Ca

hollywood

SASS Texas State Blackpowder 06 - 08 mickey 830-685-3464 Fredericks tx
Championship Annual -burg
Tin Star Lily Christmas Shoot

Cowboy Christmas ball 07 - 07 an e. di 509-787-1782 Quincy Wa
holiday Shoot With the dixie 27 - 28 One ton 435-635-2674 hurrican ut

desperados

SASS Florida State Champ. 08 - 12 Copenhagen 904-808-8559 St. augustine Fl
The Siege at St. Augustine

ambush at butterfield trail 25 - 26 Fast hammer 575-522-6118 las Cruces nm

SASS Florida State Blackpowder 01 - 01 deadly 352-317-6284 Fort White Fl
Championship Dark Day Sharpshooter
on the Santa Fe

trailhead’ 14 20 - 23 Charles 281-342-1210 Columbus tx
goodnight

raid on Old Fort parker 20 - 23 Colt Faro 832-472-3278 groesbeck tx
the midwest Classic black 

powder State Championship 24 - 24 mose Spencer 270-349-4392 Sparta il
SASS Texas State Championship 26 - 29 texas alline 903-545-2252 Oakwood tx

– Jail Break

dry gulch at arroyo Cantua 03 - 06 Sutter lawman 530-713-4194 Sloughhouse Ca
Comancheria days 10 - 13 red Scott 210-316-0199 Fredericks-

burg tx
ruckus at red rock 15 - 19 bit younger 435-817-0056 St. george ut
land run 24 - 27 Flat top Okie 405-373-1472 Oklahoma Ok

City
monument Springs bushwhacker 25 - 27 val darrant 575-396-5303 hobbs nm

annual Fandango
butterfield range War
law enforcement vs. Cowboys 26 Fast hammer 575-522-6118 las Cruces nm

SASS California State Champ. 01 - 04 mad trapper of 661-203-4238 utah blaine Ca
Shootout at 5 Dogs Creek rat river

SASS Kansas State Blackpowder 02 - 04 Flinthills dawg 785-479-0416 Chapman kS
Championship Siege at Clark’s Creek

SASS Pennsylvania State 20 - 20 Slowpoke John 717-676-3198 ickesburg pa
Blackpowder Shootout Smoke 
on the Ridge

SASS NORTHEAST 03 - 06 evening Star 301-371-6968 thurmont md
REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
Mason Dixon Stampede

Show-me Shootout 03 - 06 longshot John 417-461-0033 marshfield mO
SASS Nevada State 03 - 06 Charming 702-565-3736 boulder City nv

Championship – Eldorado
SASS Alabama State 04 - 06 drake robey 256-313-0421 Cavern Cove al

Championship
Ambush At Cavern Cove

high noon at tusco 04 - 06 prairie dawg 216-932-7630 midvale Oh
Comanche moon Shootout 05 - 06 dee horne 432-557-0860 midland tx
huntsmans World Senior games 08 - 12 mokaac kid 435-668-4613 St. george ut
SASS Tennessee State 10 - 13 Whiskey hayes 931-684-2709 Wartrace tn

Championship 
Regulators Reckoning

last Stand at Chimney rock 11 - 13 Five Jacks 951-347-0862 lucerne Ca
valley

mississippi Fandango 11 - 13 Flyen doc 608-790-3260 holmen Wi
koyote

trade days 12 - 13 randy atcher 812-945-0221 Canaan in
gunfight at Wolf branch 12 - 12 Wild Otter 828-423-7796 asheville nC
SASS Ohio State Blackpowder 12 - 12 Curtice Clay 419-836-8760 gibsonburg Oh

Blackout at Stoney Bottom
peacefuls end of track at 17 - 20 grizzly peak 530-676-2997 railroad Ca

high Sierra Jake Flat
SASS HIGH PLAINS 17 - 19 Jubal O. Sackett 801-944-3444 Sandy ut

TERRITORIAL 
BLACKPOWDER 
CHAMPIONSHIP
Thunder at Big Salty

SASS Arkansas State 18 - 19 arkansas harper 870-994-7227 mountain ar
Blackpowder Championship home
Black Smoke on the White River

border Wars 18 - 20 buffalo phil 913-898-4911 parker kS
SASS New Jersey State 18 - 20 peacemaker reb 908-359-8794 Jackson nJ

Championship 
Purgatory in The Pines

the last hurrah 18 - 22 First Chance 509-667-9377 east Wa
Wenatchee

Code of the West end 19 - 19 duke Skywalker 812-626-0214 evansville in
diamond Four roundup 19 - 20 trail boss 607-796-0573 Cayuta ny
the Whoopin’ 19 - 19 Judge menday 512-964-9955 dripping tx

Coming Springs
hanging tree Shootout 20 - 20 x. S. Chance 573-774-6311 St. robert mO
SASS Arizona State 23 - 27 mean rayleen 520-235-0394 tombstone aZ

Championship – Bordertown
SASS Missouri State 23 - 27 Smokie 417-759-9114 Walnut mO

Championship – Shade
The Branson Triple Classic

SASS MIDWEST TERRITORIAL 23 - 24 Smokie 417-759-9114 Walnut mO
BLACKPOWDER  Shade
CHAMPIONSHIP
The Branson Triple C

the gunfight behind the 
Jersey lilly 24 - 27 Captain Jake 714-318-6948 norco Ca

Sussex County range War 25 - 27 missouri marshal 757-471-3396 Waverly va
guns of autumn 26 - 26 bad lands bob 706-654-0828 gainesville ga
Shootout at Shakey’s gulch 26 - 27 Justice d. Spencer 574-536-4010 bristol in
regulators revenge 26 - 26 bar diamond 512-638-7376 marble Falls tx

rider
SASS SOUTHWEST REGIONAL 31 - 02 t-bone dooley 903-272-9283 english tx

CHAMPIONSHIP
Comin’ At Cha

SASS North Carolina State 02 - 02 tracker mike 336-558-9032 Salisbury nC
Blackpowder Championship 
and Big Iron Showdown

SASS SOUTHEAST REGIONAL 07 - 10 doc kemm 843-863-0649 ridgeville SC
CHAMPIONSHIP
Gunfight at Givhans Ferry

SASS California State 08 - 09 bobcat brian 831-636-1262 morgan hill Ca
Blackpowder – 
Smokin’ Irons in the Valley of the Coyotes

SASS Louisiana State Champ. 08 - 10 rattlesnake blake 985-796-9698 amite la
Hangin’ at Coyote Creek

dulzura duststorm 09 reuben J. Cogburn 619-997-2755 San diego Ca

JANUARY 2014

MARCH 2014

APRIL 2014

MAY 2014

JULY 2014

DECEMBER

OCTOBER

Annual USA Wild Bunch Matches

SASS Arizona State Wild 12 - 13 Wild bodie 602-721-3175 peoria aZ
Bunch™ Championship tom

SASS West Virginia State Wild 19 - 22 eddie rebel 304-397-6188 eleanor Wv
Bunch™ Championship

SASS Missouri State Wild 23 - 24 Smokie 417-759-9114 Walnut mO
Bunch™ Championship Shade

SASS Idaho State Wild Bunch™ 02 - 03 acequia kidd 208-365-4551 emmett id
Championship – 
Squaw Butte Regulators 1st Annual

SASS Ontario Wild Bunch™ Oct 11 - 13 bear butte 905-891-8627 ancaster On
Provincial Championship

SASS New Mexico State Wild 23 - 24 Fast hammer 575-522-6118 las Cruces nm
Bunch™ Championship 
Shootout at Butterfield Trail

SASS Ontario Wild Bunch™ Oct 11 - 13 bear butte 905-891-8627 ancaster On
Provincial Championship

gunfight at the Ok Corral Oct 26 - 27 duke york 61 418 632 366 drouin
19th annual

SASS New Zealand Regional nov 07 - 10 prairie dog 64-737-74-181 ashburton
Championship – brown
High Noon

SASS German Championship nov 30 - 01 rhine river Joe 49 2823 3426 Wegberg
texas ranger Cup 2 dec 06 - 08 il Calabrese 49 28 239 8080 Wegberg
Shootoff Championship dec 07 - 08 rhine river Joe 49 28 235 807 Wegberg

Shootout in the mother City nov 23 - 23 richmond p. 27 21 797 5054 Cape town
hobson

Annual International Matches

CANADA

SOUTH AFRICA

GERMANY

AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

INTERNATIONAL
CANADA 

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

JANUARY 2014
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he “recent” IRS scandals
are anything but recent.
This nightmare has been
ongoing for years.  The

only thing recent is they were
caught and instances of their
“ways” have been publicly revealed.
And rest assured, this is not the
total extent of such behavior—my
instincts tell me it’s merely the tip
of it.  What’s just as important as
the public exposure is who exposed
it.  It sure wasn’t Congress; it was
“We the People” in the form of those
most recently targeted patriots who
got fed up and very publicly raised
hell in significant numbers that
forced Congress to “investigate” and
“vehemently” demonstrate their
“outrage” on TV!  But as I’ve always
said, ignore what they say; watch
what they do … congressional ac-
tions will tell you how serious they
are in fixing this for the American
people.  Why couldn’t or didn’t our
Congressional “watchdogs” uncover
and expose this situation long ago?
Read on for my take regarding the
“why” of it.

Each year, I begrudgingly sub-
mit my income tax form on 1 April.
What more appropriate day is there
for such insanity than All Fools
Day?  The fact Americans tolerate
such a generally hated system that
grows increasingly complex and op-
pressive, while smothering eco-
nomic freedom and personal liberty,
renders us among the biggest fools
on Earth.

Our tax system is one of the
most incomprehensible pieces of
trash on the planet.  It’s so complex
even those who write it and those
who enforce it can’t understand it.
Government agencies habitually
give inconsistent answers about it,
yet they routinely fine, punish, and
even jail those that don’t or can’t
“comply” with it!  It’s not only incom-
prehensibly obtuse, it’s the only sys-
tem in America wherein if
questioned, you are presumed guilty
until YOU prove your innocence, and

you can go to jail if you’re unable to
provide the proof to the satisfaction
of those who enforce this idiocy.
That alone is unconstitutional, and
I don’t give a tinker’s dam what the
courts have ruled in the past over
this immoral approach.  Keep in
mind, the courts are also the entity
who unconscionably ruled that Dred
Scott was not and could not be an
American citizen with all the rights
ascribed thereto.

Not so surprisingly, Thomas
Jefferson had some sage advice on
this very complex taxation question
over 200 years ago.  “Would it not
be better to simplify the system
of taxation rather than to
spread it over such a variety of
subjects and pass through so
many new hands?” Yet additional
evidence that substantiates my con-
tinuing view our founders were di-
vinely inspired.  

It’s been my position for
decades that the tax code is inten-
tionally written to be confusing so
Congress can interpret and manip-
ulate it to suit their needs at any
given time while keeping them-
selves at the center of control.

If you remember, the hearings
about the constitutionality of the
16th Amendment were cancelled
supposedly due to 9/11.  Actually
the hearing room was never re-
served in the first place, and the
hearings were then never resched-
uled.  They hoped Americans would
forget about it—and we did.  

Everyone in Washington knows
this is an insane system, so why do
they keep it when it’s been shown
that the simpler way—sales tax,
e.g., The Fair Tax or flat tax—is
more profitable and efficient for
both government and the governed?
Even Russia now has a 13% flat
tax.  Result: government coffers and
taxpayers’ spirits are way up.

Unfortunately, America’s in-
come tax is used for much more
than generating revenue as we’ve
seen time and again.  The power to
tax is power indeed, and this de-
structive power, along with the

muscle of armed enforcement has
become THE primary tool of control
for those in Congress.

The reason our government re-
tains this ridiculously obtuse sys-
tem is so they can dole out favors
through manipulation of tax laws,
interpret the complexities as they
see fit, pressure those who are
viewed as political adversaries, and
generally retain power over a con-
fused nation that must come to
them for interpretation of the rules
they created!

Just think about it.  If you can
invent a system whereby you write
the rules, interpret the rules as you
see fit, enforce the rules arbitrarily,
and require everyone to come to
and through you for judgment on
the rules, you control the whole
game!  That’s sure not the Ameri-
can dream or role of government
our Founders envisioned!

If taxes were simple enough for
everyone to understand, govern-
ment would lose its ability to inter-
pret and control much of your life.
Keep ‘em fed; keep ‘em entertained,
and keep ‘em in the dark is the key
to exercising power over the
masses.

This system of taxation will
someday pass away, but only
through defeat, not common sense
I’m afraid.  That defeat will require
Americans to take either of two
paths as I see it.

1.  Instigate peaceful change.
Through legislative and elective
processes, we could theoretically
convince our elected representa-
tives to repeal it, or we could elect
those who would repeal it.  This is
the path I prefer, but I’m not opti-
mistic.  Given the submissiveness of
younger generations being indoctri-
nated in government schools, I’m

T
not optimistic about it happening in
my grandchildren’s lifetime.

2.  Coordinated civil disobedi-
ence.  By getting totally fed up and
refusing to obey through wide-
spread disobedience, Americans
could ultimately force change.  This,
however, would require an organ-
ized tidal wave of effort, not just re-
sistance from an isolated few that
forces Congress into radical change.

And, I guess there’s a more
drastic third way.  The tax will cer-
tainly die along with our republic
either through war or internal
crumbling, as has been the fate of
many past civilizations.  No nation
has yet lasted forever.

One thing I think you can
safely bet on—fire will freeze solid
before Congress ever willingly votes
to dismantle the income tax or re-
peal the 16th Amendment.  It’s only
through the enforcement power of
arms, taxes, and complex bureau-
cracies compelling people to come to
them for everything that govern-
ment retains its dominance.  To
think politicians will ever freely
surrender such massive power bor-
ders on delusional.  

If the income tax is ever to die,
power must shift from entrenched
politicians to those who actually
want it to die; otherwise, we will
live with it until America dies.

I’m personally convinced that if
Americans, by whatever means,
never force change in a system that
callously punishes energy, enter-
prise, and thrift, we’ll all see the
great American dream further
morph into the great American
nightmare with no wake up call.  
Contact Colonel Dan:
coloneldan@bellsouth.net

Colonel Dan’s Blog:
http://coloneldan1776.com/

Colonel Dan, SASS Life/
Regulator #24025

Visit us at sassnet.com

“ The reward of energy, enterprise, 
and thrift—is taxes.”

~ William Feather ~

. ,THE GREAT
AMERICAN NIGHTMARE

By Colonel Dan, SASS #24025, Life/Regulator
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